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FORD/DOLE CAMPATGN 
Issues 1 

Ford Defends Integrity, Denies Wrongdoing 

Defending 11 my record of personal integrity, 11 President 
Ford Thursday denied he ever misused campaign funds and said 
his golf dates with lobbyists were proper, innocent outings with 
friends. "My conscience is clear," he said. 

Ford called reporters into the Oval Office to deal 
personally with reports the. Watergate special prosecutor is 
investigating his congressional campaign finances and to discuss 
the golf controversy that -bas popped up in the midst of his 
presidential campaign. 

He predicted the Watergate prosecutor's probe would clear 
him completely -- if such a probe is in progress -- and said he 
hoped the investigators would finish their efforts soon. 

The President said he had instructed his staff not to 
find out if he was the target of the investigation to insure /,' 
there be no suggestion of impropriety on his part. (CBS) 

Asked why these companies were willing to pick up the tab Ii/ 
for the golfing weekend trips, the President said, 11 I think you ( 
will have to ask the people who offered me the invitation. 
These are personal friends and I don't ask in advance why you 
want to pay my green fees." (NBC) 

The President said he had reciprocated and invited the 
men to his home ~nd golf club on occasion, (NBC,CBS) 

Asked if government business was ever discussed at the 
weekend trips, Ford _said, "not to the best of my recollection," 
but later added, "in a casual way, of course, we might have in-
formally talked about certain matters but I happen to feel that 
they were not asking me and I was not ·asking them." (Networks) 
Ford also added that he "can separate friends from lobbists 
even if Gov. Carter cannot." (ABC) 

Ford conceded he found the reports questioning his integrity 
somewhat painful, but maintained he is not worried about their 
impact on him personally. "I can say with complete confidence 
that when the investigation is completed, I would be free of 
any allegations that I've read about," he said. 

"It's more important to me personally that it be cleared 
up because I'm very proud of my record of personal integrity. 
It's more important to me than the election." (ABC) 

In Boston, Jimmy Carter said he was satisfied with Ford's fl 
explanations and that closes the matter, "as far as I'm concerned/•!" 
(NBC,CBS) ' I 



FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 
Issues 2 

Bob Schieffer reported that some White House sources said 
the President called the news conference because his political 
strategists felt that in raising the golfing trips as an issue, 
Carter had gained the offensive in the campaign. Additionally, 
Ford's White House aides had "so further fouled up the 
situation" with their own public remarks that the President 
decided late Wednesday night to clear the air personally. (CBS) 

Anne Compton noted that, although the investigation 
continues, Jimmy Carter can no longer charge the President 
with "hiding out" from reporters' questions. (ABC) 

.Despite public pressure to reveal what his investigation 
is about, Special Prosecutor Ruff declined comment Thursday. 

CBS News investigative repoters in Grand Rapids have found 
no indication that the probe so far has turned up any evidence 
against the President. (CBS) 

The 1:46 lead ABC story viewed silent film of the President's 
news briefing in the oval Office with excerpts of his comrents 
s~sed on the film. Ccrnpton did her wrapup in fron of WH. 

NBC led with the 2:20 Ford spot, where r:on Oliver voiced 
excerpts of Ford' s speech over silent film. 'Ihe film was accorrpanied 
by a superimposed transcript on the screen of the speech, and a 
wrapup corment at the studio desk. 

CBS' lead report, ran 1:51 in length, and viewed silent film 
of the news conference in the Oval Office with the President's comnents 
suferirrposed over the film. Schieffer .gave his concluding rerrarks 
outsice the WH. - (9/30/76) 

Dole Says Ledger Contained No Missing Pages 

Sen. Robert Dole said THursday a campaign contribution 
ledger book being looked at by the Watergate special prosecutor 
does not have any missing pages that might have recorded an al-
leged 1973 contribution from Gulf Oil Corp. 

"They were al~ays i.missing. They were never there. 
Nothing was taken out," Dole said of the first 10 pages of the 
book which was kept by his personal secretary. 

"I didn't keep the records," he added. "They' 11 have to 
talk to whoever keeps the records." 

The Washington Post reported Thursday that the pages were 
"ripped out" before Dole made the book available to the special 
prosecutor last March. VPI,NBC -- (9/30/76) 



Strategv FORD/DOLE CAl~PAIGN 

By P~.trick -J. Sfoynn " -- To ·counte!' this Carter ,:trale~y, Ford cated surprising Carter strength. "Car-· 
::\"e1\·sdJ)" \V:ishin;;ton Bureau will try to knock Carter oif balan:::e bv ter is more con.servative than Ford •' 

President Ford is trailing J i m my campaigning next week in the Deep said one saleswormm who said she ha.; 
Carter in tradition::ii!y RepubEcan South states that suppo:serl.!y are solid ·_ voted Republic:m in the p:ist three 
states that Ford must c;irry if h? is lp , for Carter. · presidential electfons. ''And, Carter 

· have a chance of winni:1g in N"O\·embN·. In all the states surve_ved, both .~ide~ walks with Jesus." 
At the same t 1 me, there is wide- agreed that despite Carter'., lead ther~ 

spread uncertainty a ,no n g voter;; of remained a substantial undecided -vote. "WISCONSIN 
tho.se Republican midwe.=;tcrn rmcl west- Ofiicials and voters in th i:-.se state., ind i- Charles Davis is a Milwaukee ad•:er-
ern states. With only six. weP.k5 to ;;o cat e d that his lead could vani.,h de- tising man who org3.nized Rich.:1rd i\1. 
before the Nov. 2 election, that factor pending on developments in •he re- Nixon' .s Wisconsin victories ih l963 
adds to the importance oi the debates maining weeks of the campaign. and 1972. He~vi3tfully rec~i·i;th~ day.~ 
b2tween Ford and Carter, which ht-gin Here i.s a state-by-sbte look ~t the when money ilowed like icewater and 
Tborsday evenirnz. emer<•na · ,.:'at I east Jeb Mao"ruder at CREEP . ~ _ 0 1 " campaign: 

ThoSi! are among the finding.=; c,f a - : [ the Committee to Re - e I e ct the 
Newsday survey in Indi,rn:-i, \Vi.scan.sin, INDIANA : President] could make a snap deci-
Iowa, Nebraska and Color~do that in- Ford is the I east µ0pu!ar rnembe:-, 1sion." 
duded interviews wi_tfi voters, Demo-: . according to polls, of :i. statewide GOP · Today, Davis i..s head of the Ford 
era tic and .·Republican p ~rt y leaders ·ticket that could cancel ·carter's : cur-°" Wi!:consin cam;,aign, which is behind 
and campaign direetorS for both sides. rent lead in the Hoosier state. RepcbJ;- in the polls and short of cash, and he is 

The five ·states are--.:rnong 16, with can Gov. Otis Bowen is a country doc- __ suspicious of Washington headquarters: 
97 electoral votes, that \'Oi:ed Republi- tor seeking reelection, with coattail.=; • "Do those guys at Ford headquarters 
~n in the last·tw_o close presidential that may be,big enough to carry the have ·any str:itegy?" Davis a;;ked re- -
r:ices-1960 and 1968. The other states President. · -, peatedly. "I don't see _any long-range 

_ are Arizona, Id~ho, Kan.c;a;;, Montana, Another Republican, for~er Indian- f strat~gy. Those guys get up ~very 
North Dakota,. OklahocD3, Ores.on, apolis Mayor Richard Luaar has- a I morrung and ask, ''What will we do 
South Dakota, Utah, Vermont and WY_- _:-:1arrow lead over incumbent De~ocrat- I today?' " 

· oming. 1 1c Sen. Vance Hartke, who bart"lv won , Ford apparently will not campaign 
Ford s·trategists vie\V the...~ ~tates as _: ... a·bruising Democratic primar~,. · in the state B.L:l Davis has rejected of-

the President's electoral found,1tion: he- • Ford plans no personal visits ~d has . fers of an appearance by Agriculture 
h?pes to add to it ~alifomi.1 and other . ! allotted only $20,000 for a statewid~ Secreta,ry _Earl Bu~. '"f!le d~i:y fann-
big states. But _as 1t <;tand;, no\":, ~ord . campaign. Reagan, who upset the Pr~- ers do~ t like Butz, DaVJS_ said. 
must battle to win states _ that prev1om, _ ident in the state's May primar.1. will -Davis says t~e outlook is gloomy for · 
GOP standard bearers co 111 d h~ve , . c::unpaign for Ford next m O nt h. "If Ford, who WIii get no support from 
counted as "safe." · Reagan were the· nominee," one GOP an1,where _e~ on, the s~te _ ticket. . 

"We can't turn .our backs r.n th!l,;e -leader said "he'd h:ive a look on this - Proxnure 1 s n _t helpmg Carte:-, e1-
states," Cliff Humphrey,, the mi~we:--t• state." · ' . - ' · • !her," said, Bill Di~kso1!! who.~ ~}rect-
~m reoional director for the Pre"';dent M hil C t h · ·ted th mg Carter 5 race m W1scons1!1. Prox 

0 , eanw e, a r e r as VJSJ e I ks f p ,, C 
Ford Committee said "\Ve"ve aot an- tat ha his ·r R al C on Y wor or rox. arter has made , . .,, s ~, as ve w1 e, os ynn ar- b · f · ·t t h d 1 uph:11 ba't'e" , · • th f mil 1,._ d h' one ne VIS! o t e state an p an.;; ,.. ~' . . . . , . . re:r, o er a 'Y mem~rs. an IS run- mor- l\,.onda' · d th· C t f- l 

Ford's difficulties .;te!ll from a varic- - ning mate, Sen. -Walter F. Mondale of I t:i '~ kiit: ta~ ar e:r ,l_rru Y _ 
tv of reasons, both old and ne•.-v. There Minnesota. ''Th is is a battleground ari::r~o w~ ;g es d e.. w· . 
have been a series of clrarn~tic Demo- state," Doug Ctmlte, Carter's Indiana.; d 1~mgth ar etartan _e gthe m . isc?nsm · 

· · · h R hi' t t - · d' 'd - - . an m o er s es m e region JS or-cratic gams -m t ese epu 1can ::; a es 1rector;-sru .· . . ,.,8 • d l b Th. u ·t d A• t \" k 
in reeent years. In addition, con~rv:-1- · · Reagan's i·in over Ford in Indiana "' mzerl or. . e m 1~ 0d '.vor • 

- tive Ronald Reagan's· challenge Qf Ford j · left many state voters with the impres- · f~s s8? 0 ter uru~nst a;e mvo -~e 1tR--ext- . 
in these states bas left wounds. ·· · · sion that Ford was a moderate-to~lilJer- : th-n i~et vdo ~r regish~ahIOn :lllut i:e b-~uct--, . • . I bl' r . . . . e-vo e rives, w IC are no SU JC . 

Perhaps most 1mport~nt i., th? il:· '.1 Rep': 1~ nterviews wi th voters to federal spending limitation.;;. 
gressive_ Carter campaign under- w:1y . m m MartmsVl~le. Ind . , a GOP strong- ·uw ·r h' h. 

- these state.'!. hold in the southern farming area, indi- e uave- not mg to : 0 mrn:e to t is . 
- - sort of support. C~n_:ter 1s gettmg from 

Long ~sland Newsdav, 9/19/7 6 (cont) 



FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 
Strategy 5 

Dole Woos Industrial Vote in Pa. 

Sen. Bob Dole told about 500 persons in Johnstown, Pa., 
Thursday that Carter is a man of "facility, agility and flexi-
bility" because he constantly changes positions on the issues. 

Later, speaking before the Kiwanis Club in Williamsport, 
Pa., Dole seemed to aim his address to the big industrial worker 
constituency which traditionally votes Democratic. 

"I suggest that labor has a big influence in America. 
They should have. I don't think the working men and women of 
this country necessarily want bigger spending, a weaker defense, 
more and more programs, higher taxes. That's what Governor 
Carter advocates," Dole stated. (ABC) 

In response to questions in Williamsport, Dole also talked 
aoub the "missing" pages to his campaign ledger. 

'Ihe 1:30 Dole story, which ran #5 on AEC, included excezpts 
of Dole's remarks. Herb Kaplaw re}?Orted. AP,UPI,AOC -- (9/30/76) 

CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 
Issues 

Carter Hits Economic Policies in N.E. Swing 

On his swing through the Northeast Thursday, Carter 
criticized Ford's handling of the economy, especially unemployment. 
"Gerald Ford has no concern about people out of wok," he told 
unemployed persons gathered in a diner in Buffalo, first stop on 
the day's tour. He claimed Ford had cost the nation 2 millivn 
jobs by vetoing bills that would have generated employment potential. 

Sam Donaldson said the lack of jobs is the issue Carter is 
really counting on to get him elected in November. (ABC) 

Carter also addressed the MIA problem saying, "We need a 
presidential delegation, authorized by me next January, not only 
to go to Vietnam but also to Cambodia and Laos. And that will be 
one of the first responsibilities I will assume." (ABC) 

Later, without mentioning Ford by name but leaving no doubt 
of his target, he told a Boston Coll~ge audience the nation has 
been damaged by the dependence "a president" has upon special 
interest lobbyists. 

Carter accused the Ford Administration of pressuring Congress 
to reverse its ban on the sale of 650 Maverick air-to-ground of-
fensive missiles to Saudi Arabia. He also noted Ford's statement 
to a B'nai B'rith convention that he means business in opposing 
the Arab boycott of firms doing business with Israel. 



CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 
Issues 6 

"But the administration has consistently opposed strong 
enforcement of the anti-boycott laws now on the books, and now 
it is doing everything in its power to keep needed new legisla-
tion from being passed," Carter said. 

In Portland, Maine, Carter said that he will make available 
to reporters a partial list of contributors and suppoters of his 
1970 gubernatorial campaign in Georgia. · Reporters had sought 
the list for some time. 

He told a news conference that "within the last couple 
of weeks" his campaign organization had been informed that a 
"box of file cards" had been found in the basement of his chief 
1970 fundraiser. "All of the information we have on contributions 
is available to you," Carter said. "There is nothing secret 
about it. 11 

NBC• s 6: 30 show made a brief rr.,ention of Carter' s NE 
swing in a #3, :20 anchor report. 

ABC's #2 story, which ran 1: 44, presented excerpts of 
Carter's COillTEnts. AP,UPI,AB:,NBC - (9/30/76) 

Mondale Charges WH Fights Moves Opposing Arab Boycott 
Walter Mondale Thursday accused the Ford administration of 

trying to fight legislation opposing the Arab boycott of U.S. firms 
dealing with Israel while at the same time saying it opposed the 
boycott. The Democratic vice presidential candidate said the 
boycott, which has also affected U.S. companies with Jewish 
executives is "pernicious, outrageous, racist." 

Speaking at a breakfast of Jewish leaders, he said the Ford 
administration and oil lobby had carried out an all-out effort to 
fight adoption oi legislation that would make it illegal for U.S. 
firms to cooperate with the boycott. 

Later, he told a news conference that Gerald Parsky, a Ford 
administration Treasury official dealing with energy policy, and 
Ford's campaign director, James Baker, had fought proposals to 
counter the boycott. He said Baker's role in this was when he was 
an undersecretary of commerce. 

Baker has denied Mondale's charge that he served as an 
apologist for the Arab boycott, saying the Ford administration 
finds it "deplorable." But he says it also believes there are 
better ways to deal with the boycott than the legislauon now pending. 

'Ihe ~4 report on ABC, nmning 2:20, included film of 
1'Dndale carrpaigning all over Pa. and excerpts of his rerrarks. 
D:m Farner rep:>rted. AP ,UPI,ABC - (9/30/76) 
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Carter Defies· Graviti; 
Americans from ccast-to-<oast have 

watched with increasing amazement as Jim-
my Carter continues to defy gravity: He has 
his feet firmly root~ in mid-air. 

The Democ-acic presidential hooeful's 
latest ambiguity centered around a stat.ernent 
that he plans to shift the burden of taxes to 
persons \ltith higher incomes. 

Well, that sounds rather prosaic and net a 
little politic on the iace of i.. However, t.tere 
is a catch. Carter says he "will take the me-
dian level of income, and anything above that 

. would be higher and anything below that 
v.-ould be lower." 

Ta"'.('"'l:'<1Yers should note: A large portion of 
the nation's tax bite comes from those above 
the median level now. Seemingly, Mr. Carter 
would place an even greater burden on the 
very group that has virtually supponed the 
nation and its array of socialistic experi-
mei::ts atd munificent welfare programs. 

The GOP was quick to attack the peanut 
fa.-mer for his views on taxes. They say his 

Shreveport Journal, 
9/21/76 

scheme would raise taxes for half the 
Arr..erican families. 

Carter has squirmed, 1,1,iggletl, equivocat• 
ed and done everything but dance on the head 
of a needle in an effort to extricate himself 
from a dilemma of his own making. He 
vigorously denies plans to raise taxes for low 
and middle - income families. What he Ls go-
ing to do, Caner says, is "eliminate the 
loopholes and privileges . . . ill;:e the · tax 
shelters for large corporations." 

In spite of some impressive broke:i • field 
running, Carter can't escape the trap. Hise:::-
planations fail to impress us as much as his 
maneuvers to free himself from his se!.f-
imposal burden. 

White House Press Secretary Ron Nessen 
said Carter had "made a major bltmder" that 
to him was astounding. It was hardly 
astrounding to us. Carter from the outset has 
failed to address the issues in any meaningful 
v.c1y. His proposals have no substance -

. somethmg like a steady diet or mering-..ie or 
cotton candy. 

Carter has · inadvertently waL1<ed off the 
face of a cliff on the ta.'t issue, and he should 
not be allowed by the voter to g'?t off tile 
hook. If this is the type of irresponsible action 
we C3!l expect of Carter in the White Hous~, 
heaven help us. 

The families in the $12,000 to $14,000 an-
nual bracket would be the hardest bit in 
Carter's ill-conceived tax program, Nessen 
conte.nds. If that is the case, they should 
rise up in righteous indignation. 

Carter's so-<:alled "ta.'t reform" program 
is only one imponderable in a sea of ru-nbigui• 
ty. We're not confused; we're downright 
mystified. 

rmcnitt
Text Box
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Carter to Seek Offensive, Aides Say 
(By Kenneth Reich, excerpted,· L.A. Times) 

In the Carter campaign, the word is out. After three weeks 
of near-constant slipping and sliding, Jimmy Carter is going to 
try to take the offensive in his contest with President .Ford. 

What the campaign needs, senior Carter aides said, is a 
diversion -- something that everyone will begin talking about 
and that will shift the mood of the campaign and put the pressure 
on Ford rather than on Carter. 

Yet even some members of Carter's staff wonder whether 
the liabilities that have piled up for their candidate in 
September can effectively be brushed out of sight. 

On his way back to Georgia Monday night from the West 
Coast, Carter stopped in Evansville, Ind., where he drew a 
sizeable crowd, and tried out some new lines in a sharp attack 
against Ford. 

The new lines in the speech, which staff members said 
were a foretaste of what is to come, revolved around these tactics: 

Repeatedly identifying Ford with prior Republican 
Presidents Warren G. Harding, Herbert Hoover and Nixon and their 
alleged callous attitude toward the common people; 

In a more general sense, identifying the President 
with the "in-crowd" of Washington, D.C. 

Use of this outside-vs.-inside theme would be a return, 
in a sense, to a theme of Car~er's successful bid for the Georgia 
governorship in 1970, when his major opponent, former Gov. Carl 
Sanders, was depicted as "Cufflinks Carl," the representative of 
the Atlanta in-crowd. 

In the last several days, there has been evidence that 
Carter and his advisers hope to make this week -- and particularly 
a three-day swing into several Northeastern states beginning today 
~- an upward turning point of his campaign. 

The Democratic candidate's advertising chief, Jerry 
Rafshoon, in Plains Wednesday to meet with Carter, said he be-
lieved the economy to be the only really "cutting" issue of the 
presidential race at this point, and he indicated that it would 
be at the center of the new Carter offensive in the big industrial 
states of the north. 

Beyond the stepped-up economic attack, there is rising hope 
in the Carter camp that two other developments may divert attention 
from Carter's campaign problems of the last few weeks: 

The disclosure that, as a congressman, Ford accepted 
free golfing holidays from several business corporations. 
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Reports that the Watergate special prosecutor has 
renewed an investigation into Ford's congressional campaign 
finances. 

Carter staff members here said privately that they hoped 
the Ford golfing and the investigation of the finances would 
replace Carter's Playboy magazine interview as a prime subject 
of public and press discussion. 

Publicly, Carter aides insisted that the Georgian's remarks 
in Playboy, particularly those about lustful thoughts, had been 
blown out of all proportion. 

But privately, some expressed fear that the Playboy 
interview might have revived doubts they had thought were 
being resolved, about Carter's fundamentalist religious beliefs. 

One aide who went on record with his doubts was Rafshoon, 
who said Wednesday that he thought the impact of the Playboy 
interview with its fundamentalist overtones, might be particularly 
adverse for Carter in California, which he described as the 
"most free-thinking state in the union." 

At th,e beginning of the fall campaign, Carter insiders 
felt that he had four serious potential problems standing in 
the way of his election: 

A tendency to make inopportune _or overly aggressive rerriarks. 
A reputation for fuzziness or straddling of issues. 
A reputation as a politician who fades in the stretch. 
A feeling in some quarters that he was unkno\'m, untried 

and perhaps culturally alien and, therefore, represented a risk 
in the White House. 

Even as Carter attempts now to regain campaign initiative, 
some staff members worry that these problems continue to dog him. 
The recent controversy over his· Playboy remarks, in this view, re-
vived the impression that Carter is prone to making extremely 
inopportune statements. Polls followins his first presidential 
debate with Ford indicate that many people continue to believe 
that Carter is not as clear: .on the iss~es as Ford. 

The reputation that he acquired in the late primaries as a 
person whose successes diminished in the late going has been added 
to by what has happened in Sept., during which he has lost a good 
part of his early lead over Ford in the polls and otherwise has 
been perceived to be losing ground. 

And the question of his being untried and thereby risky has 
evolved into one of the soundness of judgement in giving the 
Playboy interview -- one that GOP vice presidential candidate 
Robert Dole is raising at every turn. -- (9/30/70) 
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Carter Grip on Pa. Slipping 
(By John J. Farmer and Joseph R. Daughen, 

excerpted, Phila. Evening Bulletin) 

Jimmy Carter's once firm grip on Pennsylvania voters has 
slipped noticea~l~. Interviews with key Democratic country 
chairmen indicate Carter has been hurt somewhat by his stands 
on issues such as taxes and abortion, and by some organizational 
lapses. 

Carter's most notable problems at this time appear to be 
in southwestern Pennsylvania, where six counties provide about 
30 percent of the state's 2.8 million registered Democrats. 
These counties, all of them heavily Roman Catholic and ethnic, 
voted in large numbers for Carter in the primary. 

For a Democrat to carry Pennsylvania, he normally must 
win those counties as well as Philadelphia and Lackawanna and 
Luzerne counties in the northeast by substantial margins. -- (9/23) 

Poll 

Poll: Georgians Like Ford, Prefer Carter 

A poll commissioned by the Democratic National Committee 
has found that residents of Jimmy Carter's home state have a 
favorable opinion of President Ford personally, but hold Carter 
in even higher regard. 

Ford was rc..ted far lower by Georgia residents on his 
performance as President than on his personal qualities, ac-
cording to the poll taken the week of Aug. 18 by Cambridge 
Research Reports -- which does Carter's polling. 

Mark Siegel, executive director of the Democratic National 
Committee, said the poll results were confidential and for use 
by state party officials and some of the party's candidates in 
Georgia. 

But the Atlanta Constitution reported Thursday on the 
contents of the 40-page report on the survey. Siegel then 
released the major survey findings. AP -- (9/30/76) 
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JiMi\1Y CARTER'S promise to ,, Excluding· the ·h1justice and po-
Playboy that he would never "take litical idiocy of t~e rem.ark, the self-
on the same frame of min_d that righteous_ piety of its delivery is 
Nixon or Johr>.son did - lying, enough to raise doub~ about Mr. 
cheating, distorting the truth" was, Carter's understanding of the presi:. · 
to put it charitably, stupid. dential job. How can a former Geor-
. T L d J lu _ ' gia governor who has never exper-
. ruthe, G yn °,~, h~ n.son Chnever ienced the pressures of political sur-

won e eorge n as rngton erry • al • ,, , h · · · 
T ~ A d f "' t' ,.., p· . B. • VlV m. nas ungton - not to rnen-... ee war or irum-ielill1g. u~ ·ti th . __ ,, ul · u-~ h t -u1 liti . d on e geometnl..JJ.J.y . m tip ::u 

e was a m2:5 err_ . po an. '· pressures of ~he presidency .- de-
e~cept -_ for his _trogrc .bl~ders m _ dare with such certainty that pis '. 
Vietnam, ·a . good President . whose "religious beliefs alone" are going to · 
benevolent rmpac~ on the country . k him ur ? . . · 
will last far beyond Mr. · Carter's eep . P e._ . · -
lifetime. To link his name with that:·:: : Ponti~~- P1:~te, ._ who_ desp1!e . 

f . dr. fro th Whit many failirig5 rared· pretty well m , 
o a m.an 1ven m e e th · g1 f R li·. · · 
H b his --'-:--,:t e Jun e o oman po tics, once • ouse y own u. 1.1.1..1.Ut.:W y Wa!l a ked · f his "Wh · · - . ti · as . a -pnsoner .. o , at 1s 
gross mJus ce. · · ·.· truth?'~ :No·- simple answer was · 

:Mr. Carter, in his apology to Mr. forthcoming, and there are no sun- : 
Johnson's wido'-:', said that his link- pte· ansv.-ers now, especially for 
age of , the Nixon . and _Johnson man who···carries the fate of the . 
names was unintentional And 1-iir. world upon his shoulders. . · 
Carter's press aide, in his interview · ' It is not at all comforting to hear i 
with the Times Herald co:1cerning a potential . President ·pop of! to 
the candidate's conversation with Playboy that he · knoW3 the truth· 
l'vlrs. Johnso~ manfully declined to and will always tell it . . Mr. Carter's: 
offer excuses for the gaffe. posthumous · condemnation of Mr.· 

But it was a serious political . Johnson - although apparently un- · 
bhmder, infuriating not only other intentional - contrasted with his 
Democratic politiciarus whose help fulsome praise of the man on other, 
11,,lr. Carter needs to get elected, but .occasions, is ample _evidence that : 
many voters in Texas - a key state· the truth . can be tricky, and even 
in thu election, and one that is like- moral. well-intentioned men must 
ly to be closely contested! . ."_;-:-. sometimes eat their words. ·- .. .. ··- - -----··· _.. __ . -·.. ..... . ... _· _:·_ .. -_ .... . .: .. ... ... ;,,,,;_ ____ --------·~-----· .. _ __;.........,. 

Dallas Times Herald, 9/23/76 
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The Playboy Jntervie'iv 
'. NO . DOUET Jimoy Carter's centro-

versial Playboy magllioe inter-
view .acil.ieved its mam pu.rpvse by 

. . clear !.!lat a "born ag:ti.!l" 
. Christian is co self-righteous prig. 

Tb.at.. in short, is. why- a person who 
· is" awatl! of huma.citv's basic sinful-
.1 ne:s3-£~!:s U:e n~ to tJe "born agm." 
j • As fo~· Car-tar's admission tl't.J.t he 
:t himself lw "cocnil'Jtted adultery in 
· owu heart," it's difficult to s~ · > how- his opt,<;Sition can enloit that 
il ve..ry mco. After all, either ·they have 
': to. ;cirait. t!iat the.y also have felt 

t:mptation _ er- deny . that they ever 

!;ave-which puts the "se!.f•rigb.teous" 
tag right o.i their backs. 

Carter might have been :nore dis-
creet in some of his language, but that 
can't be too much of an issue these 
days. Between Vice President Rocke-
fe:ler's gestures and the Ni.i:on tapes, 
what Reouolican wants to make a lot 
over a few colorful verbs? 

This matter may get more mileage 
in t!ie media than it really deserv~. 
but it won't last long. We su.s;,ect the 
first Carter-Ford debate will quicrJy 
divert the mir:d.s of punriits and ~ublic 
ali'.,e to. more substantial issues .. 

iVIr. Carter's ca11clor 
THOUGH SO:'IIE of the Iangua~e in his indeed, that · through the forthrightness of 

Playboy interview might better have been the President's wiie •.ve know such truths as 
left in the locker room, it's comforting to · the one that, gasp, she sleeps with her hu.s-
know that Jimmy Carter has his biological band. 
urges like the rest of us. It has been one of Presidents. as it turns out, often are more 
the great hypocrisies of . .\merican life that hti.man than we give them credit for, and we 
candidates for eleccive office - especially r:ti.ght as well appreciate that in advance of 
the presidency - so often have had to pre• · election day. It's ea.sier to adjust to the idea 
tend to have (1) tha morals of a Scoutmaster, that a mere c:mciidate is only auman than to 
(2) the wisdom of Soc~:ites, (3) the spiritual learn months or yea:s later that our reigning 
dedication of St. Augustine and (4) the hu- monarch (the garb in which too many citi-
manity oi Lincoln. ::ens still cloak: presidents) has a mistress or 

One still can't be positive about Points 3 girl frien~ or i~ rebuffed by his wiie. . 
and 4, though Governor Carter- does commu- Worst ot a!J rs ta ~ndure lectures on ·11rtue 
nicate a strong sense of being unusually reli- f~om a presid:nt ~vno turns out to b~ t~e 
gious and of having a genuine empathy ior ~r~gest ~ypocnte Ot alL It was no SU1f r!se ,o 
the downtrodden among us. But to admit und ~arr.:' Truman or_ Lyndon uohn_son 
public.!.y that he h;.s "looked on a lot of m:irchlng tne furniture. with a;1~ expleuves 
women with lust." thou,,.h this simplv con• norma?y thought unsu1t~ble :or ra_mily ~on-
cede w.hat most if not all men would :iave to sumpt.:on. It• wa_s something. else. wnen ~.ch• 
admit if pressed, is what a lot of people ard _ 1'~con, . -~a, pa?:gon °: seli-p~~clauned 
characterize as "immoral." And for a presi- recti~uae, p1e.y an~ :'cod \,ork:, w".s fou_:1ct 
dential candidate in a nation still emerging ~n his tapes to be ~u.,t another _-x-sailor wno 
from a stultifying century of sexual re pres- rorgot, to :top talk~g th_e ~aut1cal. \7aJ. 
sion it seems to lack somethlna in the wis- . In tne unal ~nalysis, it ,s ~he • oter who 
dom' departm n• <> will have to decide such questions as wheth• 

· • e •· er Governor Carter's latest insight into the 
Still. it may serve ?-l!r. Carter well that workings of his mind is a refreshing dose of 

through his frankness he has dispelled at humanity or a disqualifying descent into the 
least some of the apprehension of a good depths of degradation. In eit_her event, as 
many Americans that his elevation to the among those voters who admire candor but 
White House would inaugurate a reign of would prefer a bit more delicacy in the ex• 
puritanical moralizing. It has been one of the pres.;ion, it's nice to have such insights into 
grer-t delights of the Ford administration, what a man is !.;ke bejore election day. 

Atlanta Journal, 
9/22/76 

Louisville 
Cour1.er-Journa 

9/22/76 
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carter In The Gutter 

.Jimmy .. Carter's widely publicized 
interview in the salacious Playboy 
magazine makes one wonder just what 
kind of a spiritual "rebirth" the man has 
underGone. · That he would sully the 
prestige · of the office he seeks by 
consorting with those who inhabit the 
nether world of sex for kicks is reason 
enough to raise · questions about his 
integrity. but Carter's published remarks 
complete· with obscene la,:iguage convey 
the image of an amoral person who covers 
his lack of moral conviction with a smog 
of pio1:Js platitudes. 

It's no great disclosure for · Carter to 
admh his · predilection for lustful thoughts 
- especially in a magazine that has made 
a fortune by inci~ing its horde of readers tc, 
develop the vice into. a major pre-
occupation. But it's something else 
again for a "born ·again Christian" to have 
no remorse, no sense of wrongdoing about 

a sinful habit - a habit which Carter 
evidently has no qualms about continuing, 
presuming, as he does at his own peril, · 
that "God forgives" him. 

No · doubt Playboy readers will be 
cheered that Jimmy doesn't condemn 
those who find lustful thoughts insufficient 
for their fulfillment and must satisfy their .. 
lust in more meaningful ways. You see, 
Jimmy Carter's a "born again Christian" 
and he doesn't judge others - except 
when it comes to lying and cheating. Says 
-Jimmy: "I don't think I would ever take on 
the same frame of mind that former 
Presidents Richard M. Nixon or Lyndon 
B. Johnson did - lying. cheating and 
distorting the truth." 

It is a measure of the low estate of 
American politics and a- sad commentary 
on the perception of the American people 
that a pious fraud like Carter has a better 
than even" chance to be our next President. 

'Ihe St. Paul, Minn. Wanderer, a nationcJ. catholic weekly 
{9/30/76) 
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The 'Playboy' Thing 
(Editorial, excerpted, · Ri.chmond News Leader) 

Jimmy Carter's comments in his now celebrated Playboy 
interview are so bizarre that they very likely will lose him 
the votes of many people throughout the country -- particularly 
the South. And well they should. 

Carter used the sort of locker-room language the public 
associates not with a purportedly high-toned moralist, but with 
the "expletivve deleted" Nixon transcripts. Many voters will 
correctly conclude that as such language was inappropriate when 
used by Richard Nixon in the Oval Office, surely they should not 
send to that office another man who uses the same swaggering 
language. 

But to concentrate on the language alone is to miss the 
implications of what Carter is saying. Specifically, he is 
saying (1) that he has coveted other men's wives, (2) that 
although it may be wrong to have done so, God forgives him, 
and (3) that because he has done it, he does not criticize 
other men for doing it. All of which smacks of the dubious 
permissiveness. 

Elsewhere in the interview, he says, "I'm just a human 
bei'ng like everybody else." Just so: The American voters prefer 
thier Presidents to be uncorrnuon men. -- (9/23/76) 

· Carter's Boo-Boo 
(Editorial, excerpted, Baltimore News American) 

Jimmy Carter pulled a big political blunder in his interview 
with Playboy magazine. Critics from coast to coast have been making 
a big deal out of the fact that Carter used gutter language in dis-
cussing his sexual morals, and that he publicly admitted to the 
curse of lust. We say -- so what? In essence the Democratic 
presidential candidate simply said he had been attracted by various 
women, but that he had restrined his natural instincts because he 
is married. Not too many virile men would have had the courage 
or honest~ to speak the truth in this area. 

At the same time it was a political mistake of the first 
magnitude. Unnappily, it does not behoove a presidential candidate 
to be so forthright on a personal matter. Carter's words and 
expressions undeniably demean the dignity of what the White House 
is supposed to represent to the American public. -- (9/25/76) 
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ford seen Vliiming Debate 
·32%-25%._ in .Galiup Pol~ 

PRIXCETO~. N.J.-President 
Ford was viewed as the \vinner of his 
fast debate with Democrat Jimmy 
Curter, according to a Gallup poll. 

The findings were based on door-
to-cioor inteniews with 1.204 adults 
conducted l~t weekend in 240 lcca-
tion.s o.cross the nation_ 

Two out of every three adults said 
they had seen or heard the televised 
debate between Ford and . Carter 
Thun:day. · This figure proJects to 
about 97 million adults. 

Nationally, 32% said Ford did a 
better job, 25% favored Carter, 33% 

. said it was a draw and 10% did not 
exoress an opinion. , 

Only· among persons with a grade 
sch0ol-!evel educa:Jon did Carter bet-
ter the President's score. 

choice between now and the election. 
.Among this group, representing 

about one-fourth . of the elector~te, 
the President won 32% to 18%. Fifty 
percent, however, said the debate 
was a draw or did_ not e.'1.-press an 
ooinion. 
: Those who indicated they had seen 

or heard the debate were asked: 
"In your opinion, which man did a 

better job in this debate?" 
Following are the fi.ndLrigs-na-

Independent voters, by 33% to . , 
17%, said Ford came out ahead. In-
depend~ts make up one-third of the 
electorate and are particularly impor-
tant. to the Republicans in view of 1 
the party..ts minority status. ;. 

Another pivotaf groLtp is composed 
of voters who are either undecided or 
_who indicate they :r1ay cl}3.P.g~ their . 1 

L.A. Times, 9/30/76 

DEBATES 

tionally and by region .:i.nd key popu-
lation groups: 

Ford Carter Same-or no opinion 
Nation,,.,ide •••••••••• 3:!% 2.5% 43% 
Republicans ••••••••••• 63 8 .29 
Democrats •••••••••••• 17 39 4-l 
Independents •••••••••• 33 1, 50 
18-29 years ••••••••••• 32 2S · · 43 
30-49 years •••••• •••• 30 2S 45 
SO and over ••••••••••• 35 2S 40 
College •••••••••••.••. 3, .20 43 
High school ••••••••••• 31 :!T 42 
Grade school , •••••••• • 28 29 43 
~Ien •••••• . •••••••••. 32 23 45 
'\Vomen .............. . 39 'l7 41 
E:ist ••••••••••••••••• 33 22 45 
)Iidwest •••••••••••••• 33 :!6 41 
Sout.'1 •••••••••••••••. 2.!) !!8 43 
West .••••••••••.••••. 36 24 40 
Ford ''bard supporters •• 66 1 33 
Carter "hard supporters • 1 50 43 
Wavering, soft, 

uncommitted •••••••• 32 18 SO 
Registered to vote ••• •. 33 25 42 
Not registered ••••••••• 30 26 U 
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17 PRESIDENCY 

The Presidential Tone He Sets 

By Roderick Nordell 

. What kind oi stamp has Gerald Ford placed on the 
mner workings of the government after Watergate? A 
key part of the answer came on the telephone from a 
Washlr.gton ofiidal who has watched administrations 
from the inside since the last days oi President Ken-
nedy. · 

"I wouldn't even be talking to you if I were sllil in . 
the NLxon White House," he said. "Or I'd have called. . 
up [U1e two mutual friends this reporter had men- . 
tioned by way 9f introduction) to see if they'd go 
bond for you. Then rd have called you up from a pay 
telephone." 

Under Presirtent Ford, "them days is gone for-
ever,'' as the old saying has it, ar.d as everyone 
seems to agree in different words. ~Ir. Ford has 
brought ·'peace, warmth, and securitv" to a White 
House that was full of hostility and even terror, said 
the official on the phone. He .told of bygone meetinos 
when a NLxon aide would say to his subordinate~: · 
"See this piece of paper? I could, write a few words 
on it. and you'd be out of a job." · 
'A gr~.at relief' 

i\ow, said this survivor ·of such sessions, the Ford : 
\'lh.ite House may be confused and inexpertly run, but 
it is "still a great relief" from the Nixon era. "Man-
aging gO\'ernment he's not," this official said of Mr. · 
Ford. '·But that might be 'deliberate. The Nixon 
crowd in the early days ot·ermanaged. 

"They tried to root people out even on the civil 
service level. The Kennedy people, too, over-
managed. Johnson"s approach was more live-and-let-
live. Just by rel.axing, Ford is achieving a certain · 
goal. If he's doing it in a calculated fashion, he's · 
c'.oing ;t masterful joh." · . • 

What besides a tone of decency and integrity dis-' 
tinguishes U1e operation of the -Ford administration? 
One facet is Mr. Ford's well-publicized effort toward · 
reining in the regulatory agencies·. Another !acet is . 
the barely noticed fact that this White House is the · 
first to requ~ a Gen~ral Accounting Office review 
of White House accounts (albeit those prior to th~ 
Ford administration) and to,...receive a GAO report : 
recommending improvements in White House fman- · 
cial management Another facet of interest to_a putr 
lie inundated by federal forms is Mr. Ford's effort to 
reduce paper work. The· Whita House . claims the-
riwnber of forms was ~ufl2 percent by last July, and · 
_it cites such fig-.rres as these: - · · - . 

·'Two year.; ago, a local government seeking grant . 
assistance for community·development had to fill out 
an application ~t averaged 1,400 pages in length; 
today that same application is 25 pages in length; the 
length of processing for th~ application dropped 
from 31 to 8 months; and the regulations governing : 
the program have dropped from 2,600 pages to 50." · . 

Here are some other views, from inside and out-
side· the White House, on the Ford administrative ap-. , 

0 l '.l..f'LL 

proach, beginning with his generally applauded con-
duct of· relations with Congress ·even while often in 
conl1ict \~ith it. 

A key legislative aide in the Senate majority 
leader's office confirmed that former longtime CQn-
gressman Ford is "not at all objectionable in his 
dealings" with Congress. But he found those dealings 
"very, very limited," at least with the Democratic 
majority, and thus hard to characteri:.e in terms of 
Mr. Ford's approach to government. This aide said: 

"Most of the manifestations of the White House 
that come to mind have been in a very n~gative way 
- to veto or to prevent something. I just don't feel 

· that he has made his presence known enough, at 
least at this distance. With Lyndon Johnson the mo-
tion and activity were Celt this far away even though · 
we were of the same party. That doesn't mean 
Ford's approach is not as efiective. It may just be 
more subUy applied." 

The man primarily charged with _applying the Ford 
approach - along with presidential counselor John 0. 
Marsh Jr. - is_ ~lax L. Friedersdorf, assistant to the 
President for legislative aifairs. "The most notice-
able thing to me," said 1Ir. Friedersdorf recentlv is 
that the President "really insists on" a "con;t~nt 
flow" of information. 
A step ahead of you ·_ 

This means following some legislation "minute by 
minute" and ha,ing "instant access" to l\1r. Ford "if 
we think it's worthwhile." Then the President is • 
likely to say: "Let's get him on the phone," referring 
to someone in Congress. "He's always a step ahead 
of you ~on congressional relations, because he stays in 
·touch with his friends." -. ,,.. 

Mr. Ford has· also institutionalized the kind of 
meeting President Nixon used to have on a "neEd-to-
know" basis, said Mr. Friedersdorf. "He instituted a 
daily-m_eeting with Jack :\tarsh and myself." There is 
a biweekly meeting ¥tith Republican congressional . 
leaders - and a meeting o~ alternate weeks with 
leaders from both parties. · 

Sb, ror all the vetoes and other strains between · 
President and Congress, Mr. Friedersdorf said: "I 
can't think o! a single alienation. It's been marvelous . 
to be part or that.'/ 

• • ~ - _ _;,:... _ _,!_ __ ·- _. 

As for-citizens' groups making known their views 
on legislation, Mr. Frtede:sdorf spoke of various 
means of access, including talks with Mr. Ford him-
self. "I can't ·conceive any president with the de- ' 
mands on his time seeing any more people. He's a 
very good listener. I feel like the doors of the White . 
House are_ wi?~ open.:•·. _. .-... . · . . - .. . . 

continued 
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Ford to Sign Both Job Bills 

White House officials said Thursday President Ford will 
sign ooth of the major job bills passed this year by Congress. 

Speaker Carl Albert interrupted debate on the Ho~se floor 
on an Alaskan natural gas bill earlier in the afternoon to an-
nounce the planned bill signings which had been a major factor 
on whether Congress could adjourn this weekend. 

Ford had twice vetoed the earlier authorization version 
of the public works bill, saying it would create only half the 
number of jobs claimed and would risk inflation. The first tL~e 
Congress narrowly upheld the veto. The second time it overrode 
the veto. AP,UPI,Networks -- (9/30/76) 

FOREIGN POLICY 
U.N. 

HAK Blasts Soviet Intervention in Africa 

Secretary Kissinger declared on Thursday that southern 
Africa is on a course toward peace and racial justice but outside 
powers "fueling the flames of war and racial hatred" could "doom 
opportunities that might never return." 

Kissinger, making his annual speech before the U.N. 
General Assembly, peppered the review of world affairs with 
thrusts at the Soviet Union. 

He said the U.S. is disturbed by the continuing accumula-
tion of Russian arms and, in an obvious reference to Angola, 
"by recent instances of military intervention to tip the scales 
in local conflicts in distant continents." (Networks) 

That reference was clearly aimed at Soviet and Cuban 
action in Angola and recent Soviet propaganda efforts to undercut 
Kissinger's African mission, Richard c. Hottelet stated. (CBS) 

"The future of mankind requires coexistence by the 
supwerpowers," Kissinger said, "and restraint must be reciprocal 
and global -- there can be no selective detente." 

Kissinger was clearly warning the Soviet Union not to 
meddle again in southern Africa. He also appeared to be laying 
the groundwork for blaming the Russians in the negotiations over 
Rhodesia break down, Richard Valeriani reported. (NBC) 

Kissinger associated the U.S. with China in battling Soviet 
military blackmail and "hedgemony," a Chinese code-word for 
Soviet domination, and one, Hottelet noted, that "infuriates 
Moscow." (CBS) 
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Boston Globe ' (9/26/76) 
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Besides the evident irritation with Moscow, he jabbed at 
the Third World for bloc voting and a widespread tendency "to 
come here for battle rather than negotiation." If these trends 
persist, Kissinger said, ''the hope for world community will 
dissipate." 

Kissinger advanced no new major policy initiatives in 
the hour-long speech, although he forecast that a comprehensive 
program for nuclear controls to be announced shortly by President 
Ford would have as its goal restoring the atom "as a boon and not 
a menace to mankind." 

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko was not in the 
assembly as Kissinger spoke. But Gromyko will see President 
Ford in Washington tomorrow. (CBS) 

Hettelet said diplomats were impressed with Kissinger's 
"cold and critical" tone on u.s.-soviet relations. (CBS) 

Barrie Dunsmore said there was 11 considerable tough talking" 
in what may be Kissinger's last U.N. address. (ABC) 

Following an anchor lead-in for the #6 story, CBS 
prese..rite::l exce_rpts of HA.."f{' s sp::ech. The report ran 2: 26. 

The 2:20, #7 ABC story, reported by Barrie Dunsrrore, 
smwed excerpts of HAK's speech. 

NOC's #10, 2:00 story featured Kissinger arriving at 
the U. N. and excerpts of his speech. The spot was concluded 
with a standup corment by Valeriani. AP ,UPI,Networks - (9/30/76) 

CONGRESS 

Congress Overrides HEW, Labor Veto 

The Senate joined the House Thursday in an overwhelming 
override of President Ford's veto of a $56.6 billion measure 
funding the Departments of Labor and HEW~ · putting the measure 
immediately into law. 

Sen. Walter Mondale returned to the Senate to vote for 
the override. His Republican counterpart, Sen. Dole was absent. 

Congress also completed action on and sent to the White 
House the bill extending the revenue sharing program for four 
years. AP,UPI,Networks -- (9/30/76) 



CONGRESS 
-. ' . - '' . . . . ' . ·- --·--;:=j• ~ .... 

:·-slapping · µ,t Saudf Arabia 
•. . A d~6erous power vacuum corJronts j' turn the m~.sile3· over to one of the Arab 
;·,he ncn-Cor:.i;nu.1.ist world in the oil-rich , na:ions confrcnti:-.g Israel. But as ::\lr. 
_ Persian Gu.if a:ea. snd tbe &!nate For- ::\£cGoYem said, the mmi.:e. can be used 
. clgn Relations C-0mmittee Yery nearl:· orly on A.'Ilerican pJ;;.nes and none of 

sci;ttled efforts to imorove the .situation. the &:ates that border Israel bas those 
The senators rnted 3 to 6 to bar the sale planes. , . 
oi 650 air-to-surface :,Iaverick missiles · He might well have ad<led that it is 
to ~audi Arabia. : not in Israel's interest-anv more than 
· Fortunately, the committee chairman. il. is in ours-to haye Saudi Arabia so. Chicago Tribune, 9/30/76 
Sen .. Sparkma.11 of Alabama. was ad:oit lightly defended as to be a tempting. 
enou;h to persuade the full Senate fo targe!. l\"e all depend. directly or indi-· 
send the resolution back. to the commit- rectly, en Arab oil, and all cf us-in-
tee. But only after a personal appeal · · eluding Israel-would suffer ii much of . 
from Secretary of State Ki5..5inger did that oil were to become unavailable. 
the grou!) decide to let matters rest. It is lamentable indeed. that the Senate 

· · The senators who at fir.st supported committee. which has avai.!ab!e to it the 
· the ba:i did so in an effort to aid Israel. advice cf the , best foreign policy ex~rts . 
·But in today's complex world a Yote in the nation, should make the kind of 
agai."!St the Arabs does not necessarily blunder it did. We suggest that tne sena- · 
r.elp Isr ... el. :'-ior doe's a vote for the tors · li3ten more carefully to future 
Arabs necessarily ·harm it. The foreign . bri!iings . . : :; _. -- .- . ·-· _ . . .. _. · _ , 
relatioll.3 committee should· be sophisti-
cated enough to know that. 

Dr. Kissi.naer exp!ain...>d the facts o( 
Jue to these° gentlem~n. He told them · 
Saudi Arabia has ~n-.'i· good frier.d of 
L'1e United States, has pfayed a stabiliz- · 
ing role in the ~Iiddle East, and has , 

·been helpful in peace negotiations there. · 
1ts friendship should be retained, he : 
wa..>-r:ed; ine?llain.5 "in a position to use · 
·its inr1uence . ·. . in. oil ar:d in. peace-
~fforts." · · 
. Though no friend or the admirustra--:. 
'tion, Sen. · George }.fcGovern .had su~~ 

· ported it all along, warning of e 1,en·; 
broacer implications in the committet!'s .. 

0 proi;osed action. To · Saudi Arabia, • he 
- said, "this sa1, is a test of our; friend- . 
~.ship an<l, more important, a test of the : 
•. reliabiljJy of the United . St.=ites· as . a . 
,·main.stay of Saudi security." •. . · · 

I! the U.S. were not to con..'inue as 
that main.stay, who then would do so? · 

· Would it be the Soviet Union? The Sau- . 
· dis would not willingly have. let' that 

'I, happen, bec:iuse they are staunchly 
· anti-Communist, but only one of. two · 

;· . things mil keep the Soviet.3 awa~ ~am. 
•· such a rich prize: our weapons, v,,th the ·, 

·, Saudis trained to use them, er cur fight-! . . . . ., 
. mg men. . . . · . . , . · ? 

· - The Senat~ committee i5 not notably 
eager to i;ee ,,ur troops involved in dis- · 
tant wars, an' neither are we. There--
fore, realism requires that countries '.ike., 
Saudi Arabia. vita: to our strategi<' b-

f terests, be sold the weapoll3 t~ey :.eed: 
· . for, their owrrdefen..;e. , : · ! 

j 

D!splayi.ng belated wisdom,. the 
Senate Foreign Relations Com-
mittee has decided to abandon its 
ill-considered attempt to block the 
sale of 650 :Maverick missiles to · 
Saudi Arabia.. Not so Senator 
Case, the committee member· 
who sponsored the attempt. He is 
threatening to bring the matter up 
on the Senate floor. · 

We're not sure exactly why the 
attempt got as far as it did. The 
U.S. is getting along reasonably 
well with both the Arabs and the 
Israelis and the two are e,;en get-
ting along relatively well with 
each other. The Maverick is an 
air-to-ground missile useful as a 
tank killer but it is no more ot an 
oftensive than a defensive weapon. · 
Sa di Ars.b1a., '.vith its oll riches, 
has reason to be more concerned. 
about defense than offense. 

Secretary Kissinger, who 
seems to have been lnstrumenta.f 
in getting the Foreign Relations 
Committee to withdraw the Case 
resolution, pointed out that ,deny• .. . · 

Case. J 
. I 

ing· the :'r!averick to the Saudis · 
could have foreign policy risks all 
out of pro9ortion to the risk3 of let• : 

. ting the deal go through. That is : 
hardly an exaggeration. U .3. sales i 
of arms· and technical know-how to ' 
the Saudis and heavy purchases of 

· oil have created a valuable two-1 
way commerce that 1:.enefits ~th ; 
countries. It would be foolish ta.i 
disturb such a relationship for es-
sentially frivolous reasons. More• 
over, the Saudis often act as a 
moderating influence on some· ot 
the more vola\tle Arab nations, a 
policy which serves the cause ot 
Middle East peace. 

This would all seem to be 
rather elementary. Senate For-
eign Relations, after first report• 
ing out the Case resolution, saw 
the light and withdrew it. The Sen-
ator isn't given much chance on 

, the floor. But it is not reassuring 
when measures that unnecessarily 
interfere with U.S. foreign policy 
get as tar as _this_ .on~ dlci... _ . ! 

The committee. apparently was i.'tflu- •; 
· er.cc<l by Israeli concern that Sa1.idi Ara-; 
bia rui~ht, in the even~ of ·another war,.: 

Wall St. Journal, 9/30/76 
· . . -- · - .. · .: .. . . .· .- · ... .. . 
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Th~ foreign aid ·1ag 
- Passage of the foreign aid bill by the Con-

gress is a reminder of a disturbing trend of re-
cent years. The United States. which used to 
be a world leader in economic aid ghing, i!> no 
longer pulling its share of the burden in this 
field. It will have to do much better if it is to 
convince the. developing nations it genuinely 
wants to help llit them into the modern age. 

Not that there are not some positive notes in 
the $5.l billion aid appropriation bill for fiscal 
1977. It does, for one thing, provide more 
money than last year for food, nutrition. and 
other programs that reach people at the grass 
roots. Most importantly, it will enable the U.S. 
to make its full payment of S375 million to the 
International De\·elopment Association (IDA), 
tlte arm of the World Bank which grants low-
cost loans to the poorest nations. Last year the 
U.S. was behind schedule in its payments. 

.· Possibly this signals that the anti-foreign-aid 

.sentiment among lawmakers has bottomed out 
and attitudes are beginning to change. But they 
have yet to change dramatically if the overall 
downward trend is to be reversed. Ten years 
ago the United States contributed ab-Out half oi 
l percent of its gross national product to eco-
nomic aid and ranked third in the standing of 
OECD nations. In 1975 it ga\'e only 0.27 perce:it 
of its GNP (the present standard is O. 7 per-
cent) and ranked .a low 12th in line. Bilateral 
assistance in absolute tenns hc1s declined 
steadily; and half the economic aid for 1977 will 
go to Israel . 

Why is this all so important to Americans? It 
. is important because the poverty of the vast 
majority of the world's population will prob-
ably be the greatest challenge confronting 
Western policymakers in the decade ahead. It 
is -not just a matter of humanitarian concern, 
although compassion !or -the destitute and 

c.s. Monitor, 9/30/76 

needy is ever needed. Nor is it a matter simply 
of developing markets abroad for Ame~can 
goods o~ sening U.S. commercial interests. 
Such traditional foreign aid factors remain. 

But there is now an added dimension to aid 
giving, and tlijs is the dialogue between the 
North and South nations over the use, cost. and 
distribution of the world's raw matertal re-
rnurces. In their determined effort to achieve 
more prosperous levels the "third-world" na-
tions are pres.;ing the West for better trade 
terms, commodity price agreements. resched-
uling of debts. Washington is involved in a 
number of forums negotiating on these and 
other matters. 

Diplomatically. however. the United States 
is at a disadvantage in dealing with the third 
world bec:iuse of its deteriorating foreign aid 
performance. In fact, it has so:netimes sub-
jected itseli to perhaps unreasonable demands 
because it cannot show that it already is trans-
ferring a fair share of its· wealth to the devel• 
oping nations. -

When one gets down to it, the real issue in 
the North-South discourse is whether the 
·urufed 'States is willing to make the minimum 
contribution to world economic cooperation 
and to be a leader rather than a laggard in the 
field. Americans generally have become dis• 
illusioned with foreign aid over the years, but· 

. it has to be brought home to them that. L' .S. 
economic interests are best served in a world 
in which the poorer countries are developing 
and-have a stake in a free economic system . 

Leadership is sorely needed here. Whoever 
takes over a new administration come Janu- · 
ary, he ought to give early priority to making 

. foreign aid once again a central part of U.S. 
policy - and selling it to the American public 
and Congress. 
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Rhodes Says Weekend Trips Commonplace 

House Republican Leader John Rhodes disclosed Thursday 
that corporations had picked up the tab for some of his weekend 
golf outings -- and added that the practice was com.~onplace for 
members of Congress. 

The Arizona congressman, talking to reporters about 
President Ford's golf outings while the chief executive was 
a House member, said he thought it was a "strange sort of 
morality" that would focus on golf outings which 11 had pre-
viously been accepted in the open and regarded by everyone 
as common practice." AP -- (9/30/76) 

ECONOMY 
British Pound Hits New Low 

The troubled British pound rallied briefly Thursday on 
foreign exchange markets but tumbled back again to close the 
day at another loss. 

The pound opened at $1.665 and with a boost from government 
plans to seek a $3.9 billion international loan soared more than 
3 cents to $1.70. 

However, as buying interest fell off, the pound's earlier 
gains were wiped out and it closed at $1.661. AP,UPI,ABC -- (9/30) 

Stocks Drop, Slow Trading 
Prices closed lower Thursday in slow trading on the New York 

Stock Exchange where jittery investors were awaiting the Federal 
Reserve Board's money supply report later in the day. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average was off 2.58 points to 998.53 
shortly before the close. It had fallen more than 21 points the 
previous two sessions, including 3.74 Wednesday. Prices were lower 
in moderate trading on the American Stock Exchange. AP,UPI,ABC,CBS 

(9/30/76) 

u.s. 
Rizzo Will Not Face Special Election 

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court Thursday ruled that contro-
versial Mayor Frank Rizzo does not have to face a special recall 
election in November. 

The court, in a 4-2 opinion, reversed Common Pleas Court 
Judge David Savitt, who earlier had ruled a citizens' committee 
had collected the required number of valid signatures to force a 
recall election. Savitt then ordered the "yes-no" question placed 
on the Nov. 2 election ballot. AP,UPI,Networks -- (9/30/76) 
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It's Not All Right, Jack 
lEditorial, excerpted,· Los· Angeles Times) 

Prime Minister James Callaghan has spoken some tough words 
in an effort to rouse Britain against the disastrous slide in 
its economy. 

It was a rousing speech, almost Churchillian, that "Sunny 
Jim" Callaghan gave at the ruling Labor Party's conference in 
Blackpool. Yet Callaghan is no Winston Churchill, and Britain 
is not faced with a foreign threat that would unify its still 
class-conscious and quarrelsome factions in a successful assault 
against an easily recognized common enemy. 

Calls for sacrifice in the face of economic problems that 
saw the pound sink to an all-time low on Tuesday have been made 
before by Callaghan and his predecessor Harold Wilson. 

Under voluntary pay-increase limits and other restraints, 
the powerful trade unions have slowed the wage-price spiral that 
pushed Britain's inflation rate. There have been dramatic re-
ductions in strikes, cuts in public spending, and heavy overseas 
borrowings to shore up the pound. 

But such efforts do not come to grips with the fundamental 
problem, ' which is as much political as it is economic. Britain 
is divided into two major camps that block or inhibit economic 
recovery. One camp is composed of moderates and conservatives 
who want to hold the line or roll back Britain's ventures into 
socialism. In the other camp are leftists who want to push ahead 
with more social programs, more nationalization of industry. 

Such polarization might be overcome through clear, decisive 
government action if it were limited to the p·opulace. But the 
fact is that the split is reflected, to a lesser degree, in 
Callaghan's own party and even in the government. Labor's 
growing and increasingly militant left wing is fighting the 
Callaghan-Wilson economic programs as ardently as the opposi-
tion Conservative Party. The leftists are actually the more 
deadly, because they are part of the power structure that the 
government must accommodate to remain in office. 

As a result, Callaghan's government is a cursious bird 
indeed -- a noncoalition hybrid composed of quarrelsom coalitions 
grasping for solutions that are completely satisfying to no one. 

Britain has no lack of talent and brains to overcome its 
economic problems. What it does need is to suppress outdated 
class antagonisms and narrow interests, and to embark on a prag-
matic program of reform that concentrates on actual economic ills 
rather than on the political philosophies of the right or left. 

Only tr.en will it regain the confidence of the international financial 

ccmramity that is needed to save the pound. - (9/30/76) 
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To Stem Britain's Slide 
(Editorial, excerpted,· Christi·an• Science Monitor) 

It seems like only yesterday that the once proud Bri~ish 
pound sterling stood at $2.40, but that was 18 months ago. Next 
it slid below $2.00 earlier this year. Then in recent days, it 
plummeted to under $1.65. This spells crisis with a capital 
C for Britain and the Labour government of Prime Minister Ja~es 
Callaghan -- so vigorous steps are being taken to rectify the 
situation. But now as earlier, the question is whether corrective 
measures will stem the downward spiral more than temporarily. 

Already Mr. Callaghan has told his Labour colleagues at the 
party conference in Blackpool how grim the predicament is. His 
effort to drive home the economic facts of life did not go down 
well with the party's left wing, which already is chafing under 
restrictions on pay increases. 

At the root of the problem is Britain's long-ailing economy, 
which features lagging industrial productivity, high inflation 
and record unemployment. What can be done about these obstacles? 
One solution plainly would be to institute major cutbacks in public 
spending and to bring in compulsory wage curbs, as conservatives 
and businessmen demand. 

At present, the government is counting on a policy of 
agreed wage restraint. But a powerful left-wing segment of the 
Labour Party views the problems quite differently. It opposes 
big reductions in public spending at a time of high unemployment 
and is restive under wage curbs. Nevertheless Labour was put on 
notice by Mr. Callaghan that the British cannot "buy cur way out 
by printing confetti money and paying ourselves more than we produce. 

The trouble is that past moves have only eased the situation 
for a brief time, after which inexorable economic pressure once 
more forced the indicators downward. Many times before Britain 
has faced -- and survived -- such challenges, and it may be that 
the crisis now is extreme enough for steps that are terribly hard, 
economically and politically, at last to be taken, despite the 
protests that might ensue. Otherwise, the best that can be 
expected is another temporary respite. -- (9/30/76) 



Times of TV News Items 
September 30, 1976 

ABC NBC CBS 
ADMINISTRATION NEWS 

l. Ford/probes 1:46 (lead) 2:20(lead) l:5l(lead) 
2. HAK/U.N. 2:20(7) 2:00(10) 2:26(6) 
3. Dole/Pa. 1:30(5) 
4. Ford/Jobs bills :10 (6) 

OTHER MAJOR NEWS 

l. Ruff/CBS Ford probe :12 (2) 
2. Carter/Ford probe :20(3) :12(3) 
3. Veto override 1:59(3) :10 (5) :50(4) 
4. Lebanon division :30(8) :30(9) 2: 36 (5) 

2: 00 (Srrii th) 
5. W. C--e.rrrB.n elections 2:14(7) 
6. Viking II :15 (11) 1:38(8) 
7. Allied Chemical/kep:me :15(12) :20(16) :17(9) 
8. Study/environrrent :32(10) 
9. Medicare/hospital costs :15(14) :20(7) 1:45(11) 
10. Swine flu vaccines 2:06(12) 
11. Stocks :19(11) :13(13) 
12. Study/tax foms 3:00(8) :28 (14) 
13. Rizzo :15(6) : 10 ( 4) :14(15) 
14. Ymmgstown strikes 2:00(13) 1:30(15) 1:27(16) 
15. NYPD/ no settlerrent :10 (14) :10 (17) 
16. Detroit police chief :11(18) 
17. Babi Yar/Kiev Jews 2:50(19) 
18. Carter/c.ampaign praces 1:44(2) 
19. ribndale/Pa. 2:20(4) 
20. Missing F-14 :20(9) 
21. British pound :20(10) 
22. Dole/ cash rook :45(2) 
23. NAACP/Miss. l:oycott 1:15(16) 2:00(12) 
24. Nixon letters :20(16) 
25. W. Point WOP.en 1: 30 (18) 
26. Oregon/schcol class 1:30(15) 



The President's Daily News Summary 

Leading The News ... 
FOR FRIDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 1, 1976 

NEWS WRAP-UP 

ELECTION 
Polls 
Carter's Lead Over Ford Drops 

to 8% in Gallup Poll 
Buckley Leads by Wide Margin in 

County Poll 

Strategy 
Schieffer, Bradley Observe Campaign 

Issues 
Campaign scorecard: The veto ... 

the golfing weekends ... and 
echoes from Playboy 

When do Jimmy and Jerry get down 
to work? 

Cartoon 

FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 
Ford Investigation 
Levi Gave Ruff Information from 

Informant on Ford 
Cartoon 

Strategy 
Dole Attacks Carter, New York Times 
Ford, Carter Pleased with Debate · 

Mrs. Ford 
'Betty Ford for President'? 

Of What? 

Wall St. Journal 

Los Angeles Times 

Buffalo Evening News 

CBS Morning News 

Chicago Tribune 

New York Daily News 
Chicago Tribune 

AP, UPI, Morning Shows 
Los Angeles Times 

AP, UPI, CBS 
Good Morning, America 
(Jack Anderson) 

Los Angeles Times 
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CARTER/MONDALE CAMPAIGN 
Cartoon 

Strategy 
Carter Is Now Teeing Off on 

Golfer Ford 

Issues 
Georgia Pulp Firm Says Carter 

was '73 Guest 

-2-

Mondale: Bilingual Programs Needed 
Baptist Leaders Back Carter 

on Theology 
Cartoon 

Strategy 
Ford worse than Nixion, Carter says 
Cartoon 
State Dems Tell Jim: All is Not 

Peachy in N.Y. 

Image 
Mrs. Carter: Jimmy Talks Too 

Much but He's Honest 

PRESIDENCY 
The Big Pork Battle 
Ford to Meet with Gromyko, Dole 

FOREIGN POLICY 
Soviets Have Equaled US, Poll Says 
Saudi Arabia Holds a Big Stick 

Over the Head of America 
Diplomats Tell HAK To Be Firm 
Rhodesian Momentum Picks Up 
SALT in Mid-Campaign 

UNITED STATES 
Swine Flu Shots Begin 
Youngstown Mayor Asks for Guard 

Support 
Brown Signs Right to Die Bill 

Los Angeles Times 

New York Daily News 

New York Daily News 
AP, UPI 

C. S. Monitor 
Sacramento Bee 

Philadelphia Inquirer 
Baltimore Sun 

New York Daily News 

AP 

Wall St. Journal 
AP, UPI, Morning Shows 

UPI 

Los Angeles Times 
AP 
C. s. Monitor 
Baltimore Sun 
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AP, UPI, Morning Shows 
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World-iViile 1 
FORD'S VETO of an HEW money bill 

was o\'E'rridclen; he ~ill ,iign jobs lE',;i&lation. 
For the second year in a row, Congress 

enacted an appropriatiun !or the depart· 
ments of Labor and Health, Education and 
Welfare over President Fcru·s veto. The 
meusure adopted yesterday provides ~6.6 
billion. or almost $-l billion more than Ford 

: want~. It includes a ban at\ use ot Medicaid 
funds for abortions except where pregnancy 

· endangers a woman's life, a pro\ision Ford 
i supported despite his veto of the overall bill 
I Wednesday. The new law also attempts to 
I curtail- the activities of the Occupational 1 

Sa!ety and Health Administration. I The White H=e a1.JOided aMther 
override battle when it 11111101mced th.at 
President Ford would sign hco jobs 
bills. 011e 1s 1.1 :1. 7 bilH011 appropriatim1 
for public 1.rnrks a11d aid to state and lo-
cal goven1111e11ts, a,td the other extends 
.?60,000 existing public•se1't>ice }obs · 
through the fiscal year starting tod11y. 
An extension of revenue-8haring !or 

nearly tour years was paased by Congress 
and sent to Ford. The program will provide 
$25 billion to state and local governments. 
Moving toward adjournment. Cor.gre:s al:.o 
gave final approval to a $3.2 billion authori• 
zation to help communities light crime. The 
bill limits FBI directors to 10 years in oftice. 

* * * 
/ FORD DE..'tIED any impropriety in his! 
golf trips or campai~ finances. _ I 

Prodded by Jimmy · Cart~ to submit to! 
cross-el<:imination. President For,j C!',lled 

1 nev."3 .conference to state his cori.fld4!llce that,; 
v.-tien Watergate Special Prosecutor Charles\ 
Ruff's investig°:lUon is completed, " I will be 
tree of any allegg.tions. ·· Ford said that no 
monev contributed to his home- county's· Re•_ 
Q.Ubti~n committee ever went to him· per• 
,anally. As tor _golf vacations with corporate 
lobbyists. the Pr<!sident said he always paid 
for reciprocal outings. He may have ca-
sually discussed congressional business with 
lobbvists Ford said, but they never 30ught 
any ·favo~. . . 

011.rter s11i1i thllt. n., far as he i., con• 
cen1ed. ll'orct·s statem,mt cfoses the 
matter. B"t t1'e De.inocratic nomi,1ee 
contim«:d to criticize his rival for "ar• , 
riving .nt opinions. decisions a11d loyal- .' 
ties from the powerful lobb11ists instead - . • I 
of from the people." 

Cader al.!lo cbargNI that the Ford admin-
istration had "demonstrated the moral· 
bankruptcy of Its foreign policy by bowing 
down to foreign blackmail" by Arab oil pro-
ducer.i. He cited the deci:iion to sell s:io m.13-
siles to Saudi Arabia and alleged adminis-
tration lobbying against a bill to penaiiz.e· 
companles that respect -the Arab boycott of'.. 
Israel. In a related matter, the Commerce _ 
Department d~closed that .American e:cport• . ers are. receiving more Arab boycott re-
quests and are complying with them !M% ._~ ; 
the time. ... .. ,~ .. -..... _ . .,.,:.· •• . • . .~.:: ___ .... "'·' ., _ .. -
w.s. Journal, 10/1/76 

-1-
KISSl~GER WAR.,"ED Rt:SSIA again11t 

unJermininit U.S. pesce E'ffort!J abroad. 
Addressing the United Nations ~neral 

Assembly. Kissinger warned those who 
would try to sabotage American diplomacy 
in Africa that "coexistence ar.d negotia tions 
on arms control don 't take place in a. vac-
uum.·· In an apparent reference to the So-
\'let Union, the Secretary of State assai led 
countries that " see a c-hance for advanta ge 
In fueling- the flames ot "'-ar and racial 
hatred. ·· Besides sending troops to Angola 
and arm ing insurgenr.s eL5ewhere, Russia 
has disparaged the U.S. initiative In Rhode-
sia. apparenUy fearing it ,,.,;u result in a pro-
West black government. 

D espifc his wanli11g about Russi,111 
oppos1tio11, Ki:1si11ga sowtdRd opti111isf ic 
oboiit cha11ces for succes., i11 the Rhode-
sia1t 11egotiatim1s. A11d he snid South· 
West Africa, . ar Namibia. appears 
headed for i11depirnde11cc- f ro111 Sor1th Af. 
rir.1.1 ·'withi11 a /i.red, short ti11ae li111it." 
Sew llidea11t iw.ace talks in ~ne\·a were 

urged by Secretary Kissinger. perhaps with 
a preparatory conference to settle the ques-
tion of Pa lestinian representation. He said 
chances !or a "comprehensive solution" in 
the :\-!ideast are improving. Kissinger also · 
called for negotiations on Cyprus to remove 

I the Turkish troops and return some territory · 
to Greek Cypriots. He modified a proposal 
for a Korean conference, saying North and 
South Korea could begin it and the U.S. and : 
China could join later if progress was made. , 

A nuclear nonprolileratlon pro~m soon 
will be proposed by President Ford. Kissin-
ger said. It v.1U strengthen controls on aales 
and reprocessing of nuclear fael . The Secre= 

1 tary o! State again urged the to reach 
f agreement on del'p seabed irjning. I • • 
! . ~ * - * 
I Vl.klilg nililsion's chances ot tinding f life on Mars dimmed when the latest soil 
, data failed to show any sign of ocganic ma-
I ·terial. Viking II will continue the search, 

looking under a stone its retractable arm_ 
will attempt to tip over. 

* • • 
Philadelphia Mayor Frank Rizzo needn' t 

face a recall reterendum in November, the 
Pennsylvania supreme court ruled. It over• . 
turned a ruling of a lower court and agreed 
with city commissioners who Initially deter• 
mihed that recall pet!tiOM, didn't contain 
enourh valid signatures. ' 

* * * Four aides or former aides of New York 
Attorney General Louis Letkowit% were In• 

, dieted on charges ranging from btibery to 
perjury. They grew out of an investigation 
by Manhattan's di.strict attorney of how the 
state attorney general's office awarded au• 
diting contracts and settled claims. 

* * -.. 
Harry St>an was barred from practicing-

law in New Jersey for three years !or deltv• 
ering Robert Vesco's $200,000 contribution to 

· Nixon's 1972 campaign. Sears, !ormer New 
· Jersey Senate majority leader, testHled 
ag:tlnst former . Nixon Cabinet members 
John Mitchell and Mawice Stans at the trial . 
at which they were acquitted of bribery-con• 
splracy in regard to the Vesco contribution. 

* * • 
The portion of hospital r- that Medi• 

care recipients must pay will rise 19% next 
January, the Social Security Administra~o!\ 
said . Patients will pay'a total of $124 for the 
-first 60 days of hospitalization. then $31 a 
day for the next 30 days of longer stays. 
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l Business and Finance · 
THE :\IO::SEY SUPPLY slid a 

record $2.8 billion in the week 
ended Sept. 22 on the Ml basis a!· 
ter the previous week· s record in-
crease. The drop, $1.4 billion on 
the broader M2 basis, was attrib· 
uted to technical factors. 

!Sier, en P,-.qe lll 

.. * * 
Ford ~lotor's competitors 

aren't planning · to boost October 
auto-production schedUles even-
though th~ No. 2 auto maker is 
closed by a nationwide strike that 
has already cost it output of more 
than 100,000 cars. · 

* . * * · 
Chrysler C-0rp. is increasing 

1977 car prjces an average $326 or -
5.9%, in line with General 1!otors' 
and Ford's boosts. 

IS!Of"I en Page ll 

* * * Clean-air legislation setting 
new ground rules for. cars and fac-
tory smokestacks faces an uncer- l 
tain fate as Congress nears ad· : 

· journment. The House-Senate con- l 
ference agreement will . meet · 
strong resistance in both hou_ses. 1 

(Stor, en P~ 31 - - 1 

- * • * l The price of lead -in ' the U.S. 
was raised one cent a pound to 26 
cents -by St. Joe Minerals,, NL In· 
dustries and Cominco Ltd. 

(story on P• Z'I • 

* * - * : 
, · Tishman · Realty plans to sell , 

most of its properties to liquidate 
itself, distributing cash and lim-
ited interests in a new partnership ; 
to shareholders. Equitable ·Li.te l 
Assurance would buy 17 buildings 
for $107 .5 million. -, . 

• I , 

<Slort an P~ ,1 
* * * I Allied Chemical ' was - found , 

. innocent of all. criminal charges in 
the pollution of the James River 
with Kepone while that pesticide~ 
was made,- for Allied · . by Li!e 
Science Products. Alli~d · pre~ 
viously plead,ed. no contest to 940 
misdemeanor pollution charges. 

w.s. Journal, 10/1/76 

-2- NEWS WRAP-UP 

* * * . The Bi~ Board fined ¼arvin A. 
Kirschenbaum $10,000 and sus-
pended him for four months. The :'-!~w York Stock Exchange said 
Kirschenbaum, a partner of Seskis 
& Co. , tried to give a $,500 cash 
gift to an exchange officer who 
had been giving the firm technical 
adviee regarding a merger with 
another member firm. 

(S1<>ry,cn Page 61 

* * * 
Farm prices slipped 0.5% ·in 

~e month ended Sept. 15. Declines 
m hog, steer and calve prices sug-

, gested stable or lower consumer 
meat bills. Potato, orange and 
wheat prices also fell. 

(Story a, Pil9l' 1') 

* * * The Soviet Union bought an-
other 400,000 metric tons of U.S. 
wheat, or about 15 million bushels. 

lS!CrY en Page 2Al 

* * * 
,Japan is pressing the U.S. for 

a bigger share of air traffic be· 
tween the two. Talks begin .Mon-
day on an aviation agreement that 
Jap~ considers inequitable. 

:s1or, en P- a, 
. '* . * * 

Two atomic reactors · planned , 
by Public Service of New Hamp- : 
shire lost out to an environmental 
challenge as a Nuclear Regulatory i 
Commission board suspended the 
construction permit. 

lSlory M Pagt 11 _ 
.. * • * 

Ravtheon received $39.8 million 
in· defense contracts. Control 
Data was-chosen by the Navy over 
three others to design and build a 
standardized airborne computer. 

i 
' (Storlft °" Pas• 8) 

* '• * ' ( 

Gray 'tool's board rejected Pe· 
trolane's offer of a combination or 
investment ahd said other major 
companies are· interested. 

- I Story en Page 111 

'* * * . . . 
. The Supreme Court's· docket 
for the term starting Monday is 
dominated by the problems of big 
business, a change from years of . 
monumental social and political 
issues. In many cases, companies . 
are seeking·relief from costly low-
er-court decisions, and they expect . 
a sympathetic , hearing. 
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Carter's Lead Over Ford 
Drops to 8% in GaBup Po!l 

5peci;il to Th• Times 

;,- PRINCETON, N.J.-The gap be-
. tween Jimmy Carter and President 
' Ford in the race for the White House 
! has narrowed to eight points, accord-
ing to a Gallup Poll survey. 

The survey, conducted by personal 
interviews · last weekend following 

. the first presidential deb?-te, showed 
· Carter in the lead, 50% to 42%, \\.ith 
8% undecided or supporting other 
candidates. In the previous survey, 
Carter held -an· 18-point lead, 5% to . 

136.%. 
\ The results of the latest survey 
f were based on interviews with 867 
}tegistered voters out of a total sam-
r,ple of 1,204 adults in more than 300 
pocalities nationwide Sept. 24-27. 
i The poll indicated that Ford 

t~· achieved his gains nationwide by re-
ducing Carter's margin in th~ South, 

The Gallup Pol I: 
,% FORD vs. CARTER so.-------------, 

firming up support among his own 
party members, and gaining the lead 
among independent voters. 

This question was asked: 
If the presidential election were be-

ing held today,. which candidate wovl.d 
you vote for-the Democratic candi-
dates Carter and· Mondale or the Re- · 
p-ublican candidates Ford and Dole? · 

Here is. the recent trend among re-
gistered voters: 

CMfll' Fo,-d Otlltr/ 
Undecided · 

Latest (Sept.!?-1-21) 50% 4.:!'!o 8% 
Aug. 27-:10 •••••• •• 5-l 36 10 
Aug. :!0-.23 •••••••• SO 31 13 

Although Carter still holds a com-
fortable lead in his nath·e South, 
Ford bas gained in the region, cut-
ting Cart~r's margin from points 

• (In the South) 
Carter For4 Othtrf 

-· UCICltcided • 
Latest (Sept.!4°21) SS'io 38$ 1% '1 
Aug. !'T-30 .•••••••. 59 32. . 
Aug, !?0-23 •·•;•···63 !8 :· 9- . 

_ ·. (Outside the South) 
c:.111' Ford Oilier/ 1 

Uacle,:idtd : 
• Latest 49 % 43,0 - 8 % 

O -MAR APR MAY JUN JUL Ai./G S OCT 

. . Times chart 

· to 17 points in th~ latest survey. · 
Outside the· South, the President 

has made up the ground he lost to 
Carter in a late-August survey, and 
trails there by six percentage points, 
49% to43%. . . · 

Here is the recent trend in the 
South and outside that region since 
the Republican National Convention 
in: August: . 

Aq, 21-30 ••.. •••. 53 . 3T 10 
· Aug. 20-23 ....•.•. 43 40 15 1 

Sinc'e the Republican convention, i 
Ford has made steady gains among j 
the GOP rank-and-file to the point , 

· where he now wins 85% of their l 
vote, compared to 80% in late Au-j 
gust and 71% just after the conven- i 
tion. _ . 1 

. - • . . . 1 
Ford has also gained among inde- : 

pendent voters and now leads Carter·; 
·among them, 45% to 38%. In late 
August, Carter led 43% to 40%. , 

Carter has had trouble holding his ; 
share of the Democratic vote. Just af-
ter the· GOP convention, 78% of , 
Democrats interviewed said they pre- ; 
£erred Carter. That figure rose to •• 
84 % by the end of August but now · 
has dropped to 78 % • 

Los Angeles Times 10/1/76 
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Budd,ey Leads 
By Nide J\J\arg · n 
In County Poll 

By GEORGE BORRELLI 
New• Polflica! luporter 

CoP!lright 1976, Bu.JfaLo Evening New, Inc. 

-4-

se·o. James L. Buckley has jumped off to a com-
manding lead in Erie County in his bid for re-election to 
a second term, according to The Buffalo Evening News 
Poll. 

The professional poll, conducted by Buffalo Survey & 
Research Inc., headed by 
Frank Levin, gives th e ( ) 
Conservative-Republican a News Poll 
14.5-point lead over h i s -
Democratic-Liberal rival, 
Daniel P. Moynihan. 

It shows Sen. Buckl~y ahead in both Buffalo ·and the 
suburbs, with the contest in the city closer. 

Here's how voters responded countywide when asked 
to pick between Sen. Buckley and Mr. Moynihan: 

Buckley ....................... _ • •.• , •• 41.6 Per Cent 
Moynihan •••••.•••••• ; .•••••••••••••• 27.1 Per Cent 
Undecided ............................ 31.3 Per Cent 

\ 

· The poll was conducted in ·the period Sept. 24-26. It 
began just 10 days after Mr. Moynihan, former U. S:--
ambassador to the United Nations, won the Democratic 
nomination for the Senatt: seat in a .hotly-contested, five-
way statewide primary. 

• • • 
_A STATEWIDE POLL taken for the Gannett News• 

papers and Newsday, a Long Island newspaper, _in the 
period Sept. 15-20, had Mr. Moynihan leading Sen. Buck• 
ley by 13 points, 52 per cent to 39 per cent, with 9 per cent 
undecided. 

The Gannett-Newsday Poll was conducted by Re- · 
search Analysis Corp. ~f Boston. . '. 1 

Mr. Moynihan lost Erie County in the Democratic 
primary for the Senate nomination to Rep~ Bella Abzug 
of Manhattan. · 

The News Poll was taken in the midst of a strike by 
Buffalo public school teachers and reflected reaction to a 
statement made here Sept. 17 by Mr. Moynihan. 

In the statement, Mr. Moynihan argued that teachers 
and other public employes in non-essential jobs should 
h~ve 'the legal right to strike. 

Buffalo, which is Democratic in enrollment by a bet• 
· ter than 2 to 1 margin, gave Sen. Buckley a 4.3•point lead 

over Mr. Moynihan. 

Buffalo Evening News 9/29/76 

ELECTION 

VOTERS IN BUFF ALO responded this way when 
asked their preference in a Buckley-Moynihan contest: 

Buckley ....•.......•...••......•.•... 33.9 Per Cent 
Moynihan ......•.•...••...••.•...•••.• 29.6 Per Cent 
Undecided • . . .. .. . • • . . . • . • . . . • . • • . . • • . 36.5 Per Cent 

The telephone poll tabulated responses from 4?9 
voters in the countywide survey. Only voters who said 
they were registered and planned to vote in _the Nov. 2 
lection were included in The News Poll tabulations. , 

. Of the total sampling used in the poll, 90.7 pi!r _ce~t 
said they· definitely planned to vote and 9.3 per cent_md1• 
cated they probably would vote. . 
. The Erie County results constitute an early samphng 
of the Senate race, since Mr. Moynihan's place on the 
ballot was not assured until after the primary election 15 
days ago. · . . 

Sen. Buckley also had a primary contest in the 
Republican Party, in which he easily defeated Rep. Peter 
A. Peyser of Westchester. However, the senator was 
unopposed in the Conservative primal)'. and was assured 
of that party line in the November election. 

• • • 
NEVERTHELESS, Sen. Buckley appea~s .t~ be run• 

ning exceptionally strong in Erie County, wh1cn 1s Demo-
cratic in enrollment by nearly 47,000. 

Moreover, Joseph F. Crangle, Erie County De~o-
cratic chairman, is the prime sponsor of and statewide 
campaign manager for Mr. Moynihan. 

-The News Poll produced these results in the portion 
of Erie County outside Buffalo: 

Buckley .••••••••••.•••.•••..••••....• 44.6 Per Cent 
Moynihan ....................... '. ..... 26.2 Per Cent 
Undecided .. : ................ ........ 29.2 Per Cent 

The total undecided vote in the county, 36.7 per ~ent, 
was high, but not unusual for this stage of the campaign. 

. .. . . -
· SEN. BUCKLEY scored better than Mr. Moynihan 

. among both males and females in the poll. However, 
more males (45,4 per cent) than females (37.7 per _cent) 
favored Sen. Buckley. Mr. Moynihan ~was the chm~e of 
28:8 per cent of the males. and 2~ . .> per cent _oc the 
females. · ·.. · . 

The undecided vote was highest among females, 36.8 
per cent, than among males, 25.8 per cent. . 

The survey covered persons_ from :1 wide range of 
age and vocational groups and educational an<i salary 
levels. · , . _ 

The total sampling included 205 males and 204 fe. 
males. Geographically, it .consisted of 115 voters from 
Buffalo and 294 from the res~ of the <;ounty. 

TOMORROW-The News Poll examines the Ford-Carter 
presidential race fol!owing the first televised debate between 
the two. · , 

- -- · 4 ........ .... - -..- ., _,.,,.:.i,.6 _ ....._ ... ___ ..t.~...:.,.,- 11.- \ · --~ - .-- • -..... ... ,&. .... 
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Schieffer, Bradley Observe Campaign 

CBS correspondents Ed Bradley and Bob Schieffer, on CBS 
Morning News, commented on the impact of Jimmy Carter and 
President Ford accepting lobbyist trips, and on both campaigns. 

"The Carter campaign is very concerned about Carter's 
accepting invitations from corporations," Ed Bradley said. "It 
could potentially be a political windfall but it's not a very 
strong issue Carter could make a strong statement about. He's 
been very cautious. Carter backed off quickly after President 
Ford answered newsmen's questions saying immediately he accepted 
Ford's answer." 

Bob Schieffer said the "Ford people were very worried that 
Carter had finally seized the offensive on this issue for the 
first time since the GOP convention ... The Ford people kept hoping 
the issue would die but it didn't. Every news briefing this 
week ended with an exasperated Ron Nessen saying he would try to 
get more information," Schieffer said. 

He noted that "White House spokesmen themselves had so 
fouled up the issues with their own comments that the President 
had to have a news conference to clear the air." 

Bruce Morton noted that before Watergate no one was at all 
bothered about accepting a golfing or tennis game with a 
lobbyist. Now everything is quite critical. "You can find some 
dirt about everybody," Morton said. 

Schieffer said the question was "Was the President making 
a habit of accepting golf games from lobbyists?" 

Asked if the Jimmy Carter campaign style has changed lately 
Bradley said, "Yes, it had substantially. He's going back to 
what he used during the primaries. He's talking -about leadership 
and morality. He has discarded many of the lines submitted to 
him to make him sound like a traditional Democrat." 

The Ford camp has a "whole new feeling about Texas" since 
Jimmy Carter made his remarks about LBJ, Schieffer said. The 
Ford campaign will probably be on the road a lot from here on in. 

"If there's one thing that really irritates Gerald Ford as a 
person, it's for someone to challenge his integrity. I think 
you're going to see his dander up. I think there's going to be some 
sharper remarks from his mouth than we've seen before," Schieffer noted 

Bradley said Carter has been very tired in the last few weeks 
and that he's been the victim of very poor advance work. But now 
they're cutting back the number of speeches and appearances, 
Bradley said. 
--CBS Morning News (10/1/76) 
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Campaign·scorecard: Tlie veto • • • 
\ 

President Ford has clearly and prop- paign, which ·makes it more difficult for 
erly chosen fiscal i n t e gr i t y as a him to blame the President's vetoes on 
primary issue of the campaign, with ;,insensitivity." Since the appropriations 
himself as the hero and the Democratic are for the fiscal year that · begins on , 
Congress as the villain: hence his 59th Friday, Congress will have to act quick-
veto, this time of a $56.6 billion appro- ly either to override the veto or, prefer-
priation bill for assorted programs in ably, to pass a new and more accepta-
manpower, he3lth, education, and wel- ble approprbtion-bill. · 
fare. · The veto had an added but less credit-

He noted that Congress had embel-. able attraction for .1Ir. Ford in that the 
li3hed the bill with $4 billion of unwar- bill also prohibited· the use of. federal 

. ranted additions v.ithout adopting any of funds for · abortions'. ,The veto )\ill" no ·: 
. his proposals . for reform and efficiency. doubt strer.gthen :Mt. Ford among the 

He accused the Democrats of "partisan anti-abortionists,. but the prohibition is 
political purpose'' in thus forcing him possibly unconstitutional and certainly · 
either to veto the measure and ''appear unconscionable. In effect, it denies poor 
heedless of human needs" or to sign it women access to something that the Su-
and add to the inflationary deficit. preme Court has said all women are · 

\\11ether Mr. Ford can sell fiscal in- entitled to. 
tegrity to the electorate remains to be Supporters of the . _prohibition say . it . 
seen, but there is no issue more. de- wourct save . the government nearly $50 : 

. manding of emphasis or more deserving million -a year _in abortions for 300,()()1) 
of support. Even the majority in Con- low-income women under :Medicaid. If 
gress may have had some misgivings-.. money were the only thing at stake in · 
about this bill, because both chambers .· -the abortion issue. (which of course it is · 
;:>a~sed it by voice· vote instead of by roil · ·-not], then · it ,vould make more sense to _ .. 
call What's more; even Gov. Carter has .consider tb~ cost of a!iding 300,ooo· to the i 
adopted inflation as a target of his cam- welfar~,rolls. · 

:r '· , _._., 

.... -~-The gp_lf{ny~ ·weeke1ids : __ .· ... 
. . . I . . . -·; "• . .. . . ' . . . . , ., - ; ... ' . . ·. ' •· 

· Unfortunately the important issues ·in. · th~ . facts and putting· ~them on. the 
. this campaign keep getting smothered record. And having:; done so, it. should. 
by the 'trivia. It has come to· light th-at;.., -challenge ~Ir. Ford's critics .in Congress . 
as a congressman, .Mr. Ford was treat- . to deny that _they have accepted similar 
ed to several golf weekends by industri- favors themselves, - - I 
alist friends. The absence so far of a We'r~ n¢ for a minute endorsing.busi- -

·• detailed explanation by the White House ness favors for congressmen. But to sug- · 
· has led t-0 speculation aooµt a new gest that we. face t,he, making of a new 
Watergate coverup. . Watergate-or · that Mr. Ford has any 

This is absurd, and the. White · House less · integrity than. his :· erstwhile col- . 
should lose no more time in digging up . leagues in Cong:res~is. ridiculous_._ .1 

.. : _jind ech'!es from Pl(Lyboy : , 
If the criticism . of ~Ir. Ford'~ golf to shed· his . image ·of southern Baptism 

·weekends has been overdone, so has the and appeal to the' Playboy cons"tituency. 
::riticism of tlr. Carter's interview with Beyond-this we have no quarrel" with.. . 
Playboy. As we survey the mass of wit what l\Ir: Carter said. If.lust- .in a man's -~ 
and alleged wisdom it has spav.ned, we heart were ta disqualify him for · office, ; 

.. find the gentleman from Georgia vulner0 '1:e'd haYe become- a matriarchy centu-

. 11.ble on only two counts: his unfortunate ries ago .. But the · '.'rm" not· holier than,· 
, "tise of certain expressions unbefitting ,a thou" routine has -now ··nm ifs · course. 
-~3>resi<kntial candidate, and his choice . We'ye heard about the-children and pot. : 
:r..of Playboy as a medium for carrying on We've beard about Mrs. Ford and her 
\is -campaign. daughter's hypothetical · affair. And just 

True, Playboy has had a good many because Mrs. Carter couldn't compete in · 
iistinguished contributors. But the mun- that event [after all, Amy is only 8] was · 

-···.!:>er of voters ?ilr. Carter has lost by the no reason for Mr. Carter to embark on .. 
a!:lterview is probably gre?ter than the ne,v ve~t'U'es .in =cplldor. -No--more T~e . I 
;ti~ he .~Y:_h~_r~.,g~~ .... ~Y. . !I)'ll;S ... C~nf_:~1_q~1 pl:~: .. .:t...~::..1;:.;. ,_ . --~- .: .. _ __ ;:i 

Chicago Tribune, 10/1/76 
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When ._do Jimmy and Jer~y 
get do1vn to vvo1·k? 

JA.~IES ll'IEGHART 
"tlTASHL: -GTON-~·fow that President Ford 
·fl' has publicly denied pocketing contribu-
tions to. his past congressional campaigns and 
itas declared that no impropl'ieties stemmed from his 
subsidized golf outings with co1-porate lobbyists, per-
haps Ford and Jimmy Carter can get down to thi 
real issues of the 1975 presidential campaign. 

There are some issues, of course. Take the econ-
omy. There are almost 8 mH!ion Americans looking 
for work but unable to find jobs. One of every eight 

_ - Am-ericans is living 
· below the poverty 

CAPITOL -~ STU ff level. Inflation is still 
·-.... running at the too-

hig-h rate of about 6% per year. ~either candidate 
has come up with a detailed plan to deal with these 
!erious eeonomic problems. Ford takes the traditional 
1920s Republican view that unleashing the private 
sector to make bigger profits will solve""-them through 
the old . "trickle down" mechanism. Carter, though 
vague, lndi,mtes that warmed up ~ew Deal, Fair 
Deal and Great Society programs will do the trick. 

.-\side from glittering generalities about peace, · 
maintaining a strong national defense and restoring a 
high moral tone to U.S. conduct abroad, ·neither candi-
date has laid out his foreign policy plans, either. 

Instead • of addressing the vital issues of the day, 
Ford and Carter are l!ircling each other warily like 
prfae fighters, throwing an oecasional jab and waiting 
for the other guy to leave an opening big enough for a 
fight-ending haymaker to slip through. -

lleanwhile, a bored and apathetic public has large-
ly tuned out the contest and has turned its attention 
to the mundane problems of ordinary life, like trying 
to make ends nieet despite steady reductions in real 
income or attempting to stay ali,;e and healthy in the 
face of rampaging crime in the streets and increasing. ·· 
pollution in the air we breathe, the water we-drink ' 
and the food we consume. .1 • . When one looks at the deterlor:ition in the real 
quality of life in this country over the past decade and 
listens to the tired old rhetoric coming from two men 
who are seeking to lead the t:nited States into its 
third century of existence, can there be any question 
why fewer than 50% of the eligible voters plan to cast 
their ballots on ); o-... 2? , 

Yet, here we are with a month to go before the · : 
'election and topic A in the Ford and Carter campaign -.. 
centers essentially · on the question of whether the l 

-· ... .; 

New York Daily News, 10/1/76 

~resident was a crook - did Ford while a member o! 
Congress conve1·t campaign contributions to his own · 
use and did he repay weekend golf trips paid for by 
friends who ,vere fat cat corporate lobbyists by push-
ing their interests on legislation before Congress? 

Ford, whose personal reputation for honesty and 
integrity never has been seriously questioneJ, answer-
ed in the negative and his answer will undoubtedly be 
accepted by the ~-ast majority of voters. Even Carter, 
who has been publicly demanding that Ford face re-
porters to make imch a declaration, said he was satis-
fied ·with the President's response. 

But there may Qe a few vote1·s out there in real 
America, voters like me, • for instance, who were out-
raged by the fact that Ford's honesty was publicly 
called into question on the basis of a couple of week-
end golf trips taken long ago and because the Water-
gate special prosecutor has subpenaeJ some of his old 
congressional campaign records in · connection with an . 
investigation into possible ·misuse of union funds. 

. .\s Carter well knows - having been the recipient· 
,.-hile governor of Georgia of junkets both foreign and 
Jomestic 12aid for by Coca-Cola, Lockheed and others 
- such trips were generally not considered improper 
per sc in t!ie days of innocence preceding Watergate. 

The political back and forth over Ford's golf trips 
would' not have been so damaging had it not become 
iumped in with the Watergate special prosecutor's -

·investigation into campaign financing, which appar-
ently reaches into Ford's old congressional district in 
Kent County, Mich. Because it did and because Carter 
continued to press the matter publicly, Ford found it 
necessary to call the press into the Oval Office for his 
declaration of innocence. 

lt was an unseemly episode Uiat did not enhance 
the campaign· or add to the luster ·of either of the 
candidates. Perhaps the best that can be said is that 
it ~ay have set the sta.ge for a discussion of issues 
more worthy of a presidential campaign. 
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. · ·, -' "V./el,1, don't go blaming it on TY viol_ence~- ··;_ You' haven't ·seen · 
• • · ' -· , • . -j . the President punching Carter·. arou~d,. h~ve Y?_~.?'~: _, ·_ · ··~ -

.· · .. ... -· ~-·~:i~_~-:.. ... , ... ;-- .. ,._., ... .. .: ._:, __ :.~ : :< .· .. . , ..... ' .. _ ... ' . .', ... ; . ·-·. :;,t-~·-~~-.:·.:. ~.! .:. --~-~ .... ·--~~- 1
· -, . ·• .: - -~ •• •• \. _· ::-: · • • 

Chicago Tribune, 10/1/76 

- --------------------
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Ford Investigation -9- FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 

Levi Gave Ruff Information from Informant on Ford 

Attorney General Edward H. Levi and other top Justice 
Department officials handed the Watergate Special Prosecutor 
the information that started his investigation into President 
Ford's congressional campaign finances, a Department official 
says. 

The New York Times Friday quotes government sources 
as saying they expect that the Special Prosecutor will end 
his investigation soon, announcing that he found nothing to 
justify bringing charges or to continue the probe. 

The Justice Department's involvement began when an 
unidentified informant told the FBI about alleged campaign 
spending irregularities in Ford's former congressional 
district in Grand Rapids, Michigan, the official said 
Thursday night. 

The FBI referred the informant's allegation to Levi. 
After Levi conferred with Deputy Attorney General Harold R. 
Tyler, FBI Director Clarence M. Kelley and other top Justice 
Department officials, the decision was made to send the matter 
to Watergate Special Prosecutor Charles Ruff. 

The Department official said Tyler sent Ruff a memo in 
·July describing the informant's allegation because Ruff 
is responsible for investigating any charges of campaign 
financing irregularities. 

The Justice Department official said that when Tyler 
sent his memo to Ruff in July, Tyler was uncertain whether 
the FBI informant's allegation involved Ford. 

Since then, Tyler and other Justice Department officials 
have kept an "arms-length attitude" toward Ruff's work in 
order to avoid any appearance of impropriety, the official 
said. As a result, Tyler and other Justice Department 
officials have no knowledge of the status of Ruff's work 
and Ruff does not have to keep the Department informed, the 
official said. 

The Justice Department has no reason to believe Ruff is 
"doing anything irresponsible," the official said. 

The official quoted Tyler as saying only three matters 
have been referred by the Justice Department to the Special 
Prosecutor during the past 18 months. 
--AP, UPI, Morning Shows (10/1/76) 
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Strategy -11- FORD/DOLE CAMPAIGN 

Dole Attacks Carter, New York Times 

At his last major speech of the day Thursday, in 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, Dole made one of his most personal 
attacks on the Democratic nominee, hitting hard at Carter's 
interviews with Playboy Magazine and with Norman Mailer in the 
New York Times. 

Dole said Carter's campaign is "beginning to self-destruct" 
and that he makes "a constant effort to cloud every issue 
and mislead our people in his attempt to be all things to 
all people." (CBS) 

Dole noted the Georgian's "misguided use of obscene language" 
in the Mailer interview and spoke of his "wild ambition." 

Dole said, "Who are those faceless and nameless rich that 
Mr. Carter attacks. They include Henry Ford and other 
businessmen he lunched with at the 21 Club in New York about 
a week after the convention when he told Henry Ford and these 
other small businessmen 'Don't worry about taxes, it will take 
me at least a year to look it over.' Are these the small 
businessmen? Do they include the Lockheed Corporation who 
flew him to South America when he was Governor of Georgia? I 
don't know why he gave the interview. I think it shows bad 
judgment. That only affects Governor Carter. That's a 
judgment he made that affects him. What I'm concerned about 
is what judgment is he going to make that's going to affect us 
if he's the President of the United States. Who is he going to 
confide in? Is he going to call the editor of Playboy and ask 
him if its good judgment?" (CBS) 

The White House has not been altogether pleased at some 
of Dole's biting rhetoric, UPI reported. 

For instance, top Ford campaign strategists, while happy 
with the Kansas Senator's gift for phrase making and his ability 
to attack the Democrats, are said to want him to stop picking 
on AFL-CIO President George Meany and the New York Times when 
he could use valuable television news time to go full tilt 
against Carter. (UPI) 

Eric Engburg said Dole's campaigning and language is 
getting rougher and more personal as Dole "fires one barb after 
another at Carter." (CBS) 
--AP, UPI, CBS (10/1/76) 
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Ford, Carter Pleased with Debate 
By Jack Anderson, Good Morning America 

President Ford was pleased with the debate last Thursday. 
He acknowledged to his aides that it wasn't the most exciting 
show on TV but he felt the format allowed him to get his points 
across to the public and therefore he doesn't want any major 
changes in the debate format. 

I've also learned that Jimmy Carter is, in his words, 
"comfortable" with the format, but he's more concerned over 
the public reation to the debates so he would like to make 
the next debate in San Francisco more informal. 

The two debate advisors, Ford's Mike Duval and Carter's 
Barry Jagoda, discussed the format on Wednesday night. Jagoda 
would like to have the candidates sitting instead of standing 
behind the lecturns but Duval, following the President's 
instructions, objected to any major changes. They are close 
to agreement on only one minor change: the reporters would 
not use their follow-up question to ask an unrelated question. 
They would be required to follow up their original question. 
(10/1/76) 
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'Betty F~rd for President'? Of What? 
BY ELLE:'i GOOD>I:\ N the less-leader, the liberal illusion, the im-

potent asset on the campaign trail. 
BOSTO>J:._It appears that Betty Ford is The notion exists among some moderates 

acing to get equal billing on the billboards of and liberals that Jerry couldn't be all that 
America. The Ford-for-President people last conservative if he is married. and lovingly so, 
week announced that this marital running • to Bettv. To some degree they are applauding 
nme would be front and center on the cam- him for being so personally "liberal" that he_ 
paign posters. backed by her husband, Jerry, doesn't ·freak out when his wife disagrees 
and smiling over the words, "He's making us with him in public. (This shows you where 
proud again." "liberals" are at.) 

Well, frankly, he's making me confused But many also assume that he couldn't be 
again. · truly hostile to her opinions. and that she 

The role. or should I sav the "use." of Betty must have an influence on his policy. Betty 
Ford in the Xot-a-Lincoln-But-a-Ford cam- herself said, "If he doem't get it in the office 
paign is ~ot-a-Puzzle-But-a-Conundrum. in the day, he gets it in the ribs at night." 

The Republicans have decided that sor.ie- However, there isn't one shred of evidence 
how Betty is "good for them," but they are that Ford's ribs are an intellectually vulnera-
not precisely sure how or why or even ble area. 
whether it is good that she is good for them. While Betty has been fighting for the 

Betty is outspoken, open, gutsy and, you Equal Rights Amendment, Jerry has been 
Ehould excuse the expression, her own per- tolerant of it. Where Betty favors legalized 
son. These are not the words that one would abortion when it is necessary medically, Jerry 
instantly free-associate with her husband. opposes it when it is necessary politically. 
:.Ioreover, she has some (gasp!) liberal views, The very same week he invited her onto the 
especially on (groan) women's issues. . poster, he countered her in family relations, 

So things are confused. The polls continual- sayin"' that if Susan (poor Susan) were hav-
Jy re\·eal that she is more popular than Ford. ing the proverbial affair he '".,,ould prore.,t in 
In Kansas City, Ford introduced her as the _ . - -- • - . · · - -- -- c_- • . -

woman who had more buttons than he had. a most vigorous way.'' Good luck to him and 
According to the Lou Harris poll, her views I Clifton Webb. · . -;~, 

have earned "the support from those younger In fact, Ford and his staff seem to treat ner 
and more independent elements in the elec- opinions v.ith an "Isn't she c~te wh~n . s~e's 
torate who are indispensable to her husband mad" attitude. They smile berugnly, ms1stmg 
in a contest for the White House next fall." ' that hey, wow, it's great the First Lady has 

With this in mind, they are running a Betty opinions of her own. Especially since th~y · 
Ford's Husband-for-President Campaign in an don't have to take them seriously. They are 
astute and utterly calculating way. Betty is right. It's the liberals (including perhap~ l'virs • 

• • •. , >. •, i Ford) who are operating on the false-not!on 
that Betty is running for presidential advise'r. 

Lynn Sherr, public television's astute politi-
cal observer, puts it succinctly: "You've got 
to look at the record. Was she able to get a 
woman on the Supreme Court? Negative. 
Was she able to get the President to change 

, his mind about abortion? Negative. She~ a 
good woman, but she's not running for .. Pre~• 
ident." . ·.;.; i 

· That is the fact. Despite the hopeful button 
Sherr has kept from Kansas City that reads 
"Betty Ford for President," she is a running 
mate, not a candidate. As warm and thor-
oughly alive and likable as she is, sf.rs. Ford 
has no more political power than · did Bess 
Truman. And all the posters on the walls 

• aren't going to change that. _ :J •,. 
r - ~ .•• • • , • :·?;9 .. 

Los Angeles Times 10/1/76 
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. "ford has a monkey on his back with Watergate!" 

Los Angeles Times 10/1/76 
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By JEROME. CAHILL 
01 the Ntws Wuhin9ton Buru11 

As the presidential campaign enters it3 
fi?al . month, ~iminy Carter has replaced 
his gmgerly, kid glove "Mr. Nice Guy" ap-
proach to President Ford with a new hard-
line attack in which he compares Ford un-
favorably with former President Nixon. 

No longer is the Democratic presiden tial nomi-
nee telling voters, as he did in INdianapolis on 
Sept. 16, "I think he (Ford) bas brought a degree 
of tntegrity to thi White House compared with- · 
President Nixon." . · 

Now the message is just the opposite. "Richard 
Nixon was bad enough. It's been worse l;he past · 
two years," Carter declared last ~onday at Evans-
~rille, Ind., and t;he the!ne was the same yesterday 
m Buffalo. · 

"0~. countr:( i5 still strong. What's changed ts 
the spmt of this country ... damaged by Ni"xon 
and_ Ford," he told a group of unemployed workera 
dunng a tour of Buffalo's Western Electric plant. 

Needs an Issue , 
The reason for the change in tactics seems 

clear. Carter need5 an issue to help him regain 
moment~ lost in the swirl of controversy gener-
ated by his Playboy interview: his comments on 
t~x reform, h!s indifferent ~rformance in the/ 
;f~t debate Wlth Ford, and 'his admisaion after-
ward that he was overly deferential to the Presi-
dent. -. . ' 

h So~a....C~-;-t~; ~~paign aides· ~li-eve they m~y · 
' ave_ J~st such an issue in the White House's 
_admiss~on tha~, while a Congressma,n, Ford accept- '\ 
ed golfmg outmgs from lobbyists for U.S. -Steel, 
Bethlehem Stell, Alcoa and Firestone Rubber _ 
and _almost concurrent reports that the ·Watergate 
special prosecutor. was investigating th .. financing· 
of Ford s congressional campaigns. 
_Carter has_ approached the Watergat.e report cau 

tiously, saying only that t11e President ought to 

AN ANALYSIS 
submit to "tough cross-examination" on the - inves-
tigation from the press. · 
- He _has made the same point but In stronger 

terms a?out the golf ·outings, flaying "a political • 
leade::ship • . . bogg~d down" and beholden to 
lobbyist~ In a speech _ that roused a dowtown · 
tbro!lg ~n Portla~d, Ore. And he got a standing 
ovation _in Evansville when he presented himself as 
an outsider unencum~ered by ties to vested inter-
ests: tile peanu_t farmer from Plains who will clean 
up '.!_he mess" ID Washington. _ 

/ 

New York Da.ily News, 10/1/76 
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· 'Outsider Image' 
Carter used the "outsider" -image successfully 

in the primaries, fanning the anti-Washington 
mood o! the electorate as he out distanced a field 
of Den:u~cratic presidential rivals draw~ almost en-

tlrely from the -Washington establishment. Aides 
are telli~g the former Georgia governor that the 
them can be just as , effective now. If Ford'3 
friendships wi th lobbyists can be developed into an 
issue, they. could be right. · 

The Democratic presid~ntial nominee still has 
son1e problems. His campaign is still in the embry-
onic stage in a number of states, and he will 

· undergo- a major test when he faces Ford in the 
second debate next Wednesda yin San Francisco on 
foreign policy. This is a topic that normally favors 
the Republicans and where an incumbent President 
has a decided advantage over a challenger. .. There is the ackiltional question of whether his 
_ Playboy ruminations on sex, sin and religion might 
so di.mini.sh the moral luster that helped him win 
the presidential nomination. There is the possibil-
ity - that important segments of the electorate 

:might sit out the election, voting for neither Ford 
nor Carter. 

_ "Apathy is our biggest problem," says a Mil-
waukee labor leader who thinks the Playboy inter-
view may not- be all that damaging if it can be 
presented a5 an illustration of Carter's honest, . 
He also argues that the Democratic Party's 
strongest issue is high prices and high unemploy-
ment resulting from White House "mismanage-
ment." 

Carter's j-Ob now ·is to focus attention on th, 
economic issue and away from the peripheral 
issues of the last several weeks. 
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G11. Pi!lpiilm 
Says Carter 
tVas '13 Guest 

By JOSEPH VOLZ 
Washington (News Bureau)-

Democratic presidential nominee 
Jimmy Carter was the guest of a 
major Georgia firm, Brunswick 
Pulp and Paper ·-co., at the com-
pany's Cabin Blu_ffs facility on two 
occasions while he was governor 
of Georgia, it was reported yester-
day. 
_ Jack Murdock, general manager of 
the 50,000-acre facility in Georgia, said 
that the property included a fishing 
pier, tennis courts and cabins for guests, · 
but he could not nca.11 whether Carter 
used any of the recreational facilities. 
Murdock said Cabin Bluffs was used 
''primarily for advanced :forestry tech-
niques in harmony with recreation and , 
hunting an! fishing." . 

:.. Cites Records . 
Carter said on Wednesday -that as · 

governor, from 1971 to 1973, that he had 
accepted transportation on private air-
craft owned by major corporations but 
that all such travel was "strictly busi- - · 
ness" to promote Ckorgia made prod.; 
ucts. Carter had asked President Ford to 
explain his presence as the guest of four 
large companies on golf outings when he 
was a member of the House. 

Murdock said that company records. 
showed that Carter first visited Cabin 
Bluffs on Nov. 23, 1~73, and that compa-
ny records showed that he stayed three 
or !our days, wioth the· company picking 
up the tab . . 

At the time, Carter, who ha! !re-• 
quently talked of his success in caonsoli-
dating Gerogia state age.n~es during hi~; 

New York Daily News, 10/1/76 
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term as governor, was thinking about 
merging two departments that regulatt!d 
Brunswick Pulp and Paper. 

"It was a big program, one that was 
of interest to our business," Murdock 
said. "We wanted to find out what was 
happening, what his motives were." 

One-Day Trip 
Carter also visited Cabin Bluffs on 

July 28, 1973, for a one-day dtip. "It 
appeares that someone asked if he could 
use the property for a small meeting," 
:Murdock said. "There is no question, the 
company paid for it." 

Carter aides in Atlanta, asked about 
the trips yesterday, referred reporters to 
statements that Carter made at a news 
conference in Plains, Ga. on Wednesday. 
Carter said then that he had accepted 
transportation on private aircraft owned 
by major firms when he was governor. 
He also said that the gov.ernments of 
Britain and Israel had paid for some of 
his expenses on trips he made overse.as. 

Carter saig it was proper for other 
countries or firms to pick up the tab 
beeause "all the trips I took were strict- · 
ly for business." He said that he was • 
promoting Georgla-~ade products. 
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Mondale: Bilingual Programs Needed 

Senator Mondale wants a stepped up program of bilingual 
education so children from different cultural backgrounds will 
be respected, not shunned. 

"The deadliest of all possible sins is the mutilation of a 
child's spirit," he said. "It's not just wrong, it's sinful, 
immoral, unnecessary, inhumane, unjustified and it's got to stop." 

Speaking to a banquet of the National Congress of Hispanic 
American citizens, Mondale hailed the action of Congress 
Thursday in overriding President Ford's veto of a $56.6 billion 
measure funding the Departments of Labor, and Health, Education, 
and Welfare. 

He said education programs frequently don't address the 
special needs and cultural differences of children from homes where 
English is not the native language. Often, he said, these 
children have a look in their eyes that makes it appear "life has 
gone out of them." 

"That is happening too much in this country to Spanish-
speaking children, to children who bring differences that should 
be honored and respected and built upon," said Mondale. 

"Running all through that measure were funds to finally get 
going in this whole areas of respectful education and help for 
people who differ," Mondale said. 

He said Ford's budget, $4 billion less than the HEW bill, 
would have slashed funds for bilingual education, special reading 
programs, the training of bilingual teachers and cut by nearly 
20 percent, if inflation is considered, the money for Title I 
of the Federal Education At. 

·Mondale called Title I ' "the main artery of support for so-called 
disadvantaged children in America" and "one of the best things 
we've ever done." 
--AP, UPI (10/1/76) 
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Bap~jsi !sa1ders · bac~ 
- . . -

Carler on theology 

By Tracy Early' 
Special to 

The Christian Science Monitor , , 
New York 

Jimmy Carter's theology as expressed in his 
Playboy magazine interview gets full endorse-
ment from the_ president of his denomination. 

··Many people criticizing him misunderstood 
the theology," said the Southern Baptist Con-
\'ention official, the Rev. Dr. James L. Sulli-
van, in a telephone interview ·with the Monitor 
from Nashville, Tenn. · . · 

"His comments on not judging others have -. 
theological correctness because we make a 
distinction between sin and the sinner." · 

Executive · Secretary Foy Valentine of the 
Christian Life Commission. the Southern Bap-
tist agency focusing on moral· concerns, said 
he thinks Mr. ·carter made a "political" mis-.· 
take in granting the Playboy interview, but 
went on to comment: "Mr. Carter's interview 
strikes me as showing an openness and honesty 
on the part of one who knO\VS a great deal 
about the_.Bible and th~ spirit and teachings of 
f esus Christ." . 
Emphasis. questioned 

Dr. Valentine also criticized· the news medla 
for "playing up;' matters like the 'Playboy in- · 

· terview "when there are huge issues affecting 
the nation, such as integrity of government, . 
tax reform, world ·peace, ilnemployment, anii · 
the continued racial crises.'' 

In reference to Mr. Carter's- · confession of 
lustful thoughts, Dr. Sllllivan remarked, "ev-
eryone who is honest knows that · most-men · 
have some degree of guilt." · 

He declined to express any judgment on Mr. ; 
Carter's use of Playboy as a forum or his_use . 
ot coarse language in the interview. · 

Among other Southern Baptists with whom · 
he has talked, the ~action..on these points was 
•'mixed," he said. But "nobody jumped on him -
ror his theology." - -' 

"Some people said that if Mr:. Carter hadn't 
used that language, the Playboy audience . -· . .. - --· . 

c.s. M:lnitor, 10/1/76 

wpuldn't have known what he was talking 
about," he added. 

Mr. Carter, a deacon and Sunday school 
teacher in the Plains, Georgia, Baptist Church, 
is one of the 12.7 million members that make 
his denomination the largest Protestant · body 
in the l.Jnited States. It has churches in all 50 
states, though the bulk- of its strength remains 
in the South. 
Backing qualified 

Dr. Sullivan emphasized that Southern Bap-
tists are "individualists" and that he cannot 
speak for the whole denomination. 

He also indicated that despite his endorse-
ment of Mr. Carter's theology, · he remains 
among the politically uncommitted. "I haven 't 
picked who I'll vote for ," he said. 

In .New York, the director of a 1968 mission 
effon in Springfield, Massachusetts, where Mr. 
Carter did evangelistic visiting, said the Play-· 
boy interview has not affected his original 
judgment that .Mr. Carter is a "concerned, 
committed Christian.'-' · 

Elias Golonka1 wtio now directs a Southern 
Baptist program related to the United Niltions 
and its persQ.Mel, noted that he is sometimes 
criticized for association with Communists. 
And he co_m~ this_ involver:nent to -!\1r. Car-
ter's use of "an opportunity to state Biblical 
truth" in a medium with controversial associ-
ations. . . 

.. W. C. Fields, public relations.director for the 
SBC said he has been surprised to find that his 
spot ·c_hecks around the country turned up only 
a "very mild" rea~tion.to the interview_. 

"Some people, but not many, ·were pre-
dictably upset about the language and the use 
of Playboy as a forum ," he ~id. "But many 
others have ·this reaction: 'I would have used 
different words, but what he said was honest 
and right, even theologically right, arid he was 
speaking to an audience thaLneeded some reli-
gious perspective on sex.' " · 

Dr. Fields sai51, however. that no southern· 
Baptist officials had endorsed Mr. Carter polit-
ically and that they are leaning over backward 
to avoid having him labeled as a "Baptist can-
didate." 
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· . · w011~6~~e 
· From the Long Beach Independent 

., ... _.,, . --·- ·-' _.,_ _____ . ; 

Sacramento Bee, 9/21/76 
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Ford ,vors•e· 
-than•N-i~o~, 
Cart·er says · 

. . .... . 
By Loye Miller Jr. 
lnauirer W(X.!r.inqtm, Bure1>u 

PORTLA.""ID, ~Iaine - Jimmy Car-
ter made his toughest attack yet on 
President Ford yesterday, charging 
that Ford had been "even worse" for 
the American •tleople than President 
Ri::hard M. Nixon. · - · 

Carter made it clear that he was 
speaking on economic rather than 
moral performance. 

The Democratic presidential nomi-
nee made the charge as he arrived at 
the Buffalo, N. Y., airport for his 
first campaign stop crfter two days 
rest at his home in Plains, Ga. 

Carter told a \\>-e!coming crO\.:d of 
about 100 Erie County Democratic 
mrkers that, under a succession of 
Republican Presidents, "we've been 
sold a bill of goods in this country." 

"This time (in 1972) we really got 
cheated," Carter said. "We got two 
for the price of one," referring to 
Nixon, who resigned amid the Water-
gate scandal, and .Fard, who sue~ . 
ceeded him. , . · -

"And I'm afrai<l that · the second 
one (Ford), as far: as. people's lives 
are concerned, is even worse than 
the first." 
"Ford has only been· in the White 

House two years, and we now have 
2.S million more · unemployed" than 
when he took office, Carter said. 

Veiled references · 
The former Georgia governor had 

twice implied that he thought some 
aspects of the Nixon presidency were 
better than the performance of the 
Ford Administration. He made those 
veiled references in last week's de-
bate with Ford in- Philadelphia, and 
again in an Evansville Ind., spee_ch 
last Monday. 

In yesterday's speech, ttho~gh, he 
drew his harshest compar~:m of 
:Ford and the discredited Nixon. I 

Philadelphia Inquirer, 10/1/76 
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The tactic is a calculated risk for 
Carter. Prominent Democrats have 
warned him that Ford is so person-
ally attractive even to voters \~ho 
doubt his ability that such aggres1ve 
criticism may only create sympathy 
for the President. 

Carter's press secretary, Jody Po-
well said yesterday that no backlash 
was' expected because, . "Jimmy 
-made it clear he was talkmg about 
Ford's handling of the economy, and 
there is no question that the average 
American is economically worse off 
than he was when Ford took office." 

Later yesterday, however, C?Iter 
did criticize Ford personally m _a 
speech outside a Western _Electr:c 
Co. plant in Tonawanda, ~- Y. The 
plant's work force has been reduced 
to 500 throwing 2,000 . former em-
ployes' out of work, and it soo~ will 
'be closed entirely. 

St~nding in the plant. parking lot, 
Carter charged that "Gerald Ford 
has no concern about people who are 
out of work." 

Sma/,l turnout 
Although Carter seemed to be in 

excellent fonn, the crowd of about · 
300 that turned out in Tonawanda 
was disappointedly small. 

"I've seen a losing candidate for 
gvernor draw a better Erie County 
crowd than this," a seasoned New . 
York political reporter said. 
· The Carter entourage picked up 
other worrisome- news about his 
standing in Erie County, a key politi- . 
cal 'bastion of western New York 
State of which Buffalo is the e-0unty 
seat. . · \ 

A professional poll taken several 
weeks ago for the Buffalo Evening 
News showed Carter and Ford run-
ning neck-and-neck in the county. A 
subsequent survey, reported in the 
News yesterday, showed that Ford 
bad opened up a lead of almost 1S 
percentage points. 

Yesterday afternoon, Carter cam-
paigned in the Boston area, appear-
ing at several functions with Mayor 
Kevin White, Sen. Edward M. Ken-
nedy and former House Speaker John 
McCormack. 

He then flew to Portland for a 
downtown evening rally. · 

Today, Carter is scheduled to make· · 
campaign stops in Hartford, Conn., 
and Nashville, Tenn. 
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~y BRUCE DRA-KE 
Washington (News Bureau)-J)emocratic congressmen from New 

York have warned a key adviser to Jimmy Carter that Carter's cam-
paign in the state "has not caught fire:1 and has suffered from the 
failure of his strategists to give the 
congressmen a role in the election drive. 

"All of us indicated that the cam-
paign is faltering . .. and I'm u~ing a . 
nice workd," said Rep. Shorley Chisholm 
of Brooklyn, describing a meeting this 
week between about 15 of the congress-
men and Atlanta lawuer Chrles Kirrbo, a 
close Carter aide. 

Kirbo's meeting with the New York-
ers on W ednes<iay was one of several 
s·cheduled with delegations from key 
states. The meetings were billed as a 
nopportunity for congressmen to regis-
ter their ciritcisms of the way Caner's 
campaign is being handled. · 

The coil~e.!~..!:le:1 __ al_so __ c?~P~~d 

that the failure to, make use of their 
knowledge and contacts in their districts 
had been compounded · by the bunglings 
of Carter advance men .fo planning the 
Democratic nominee"s forays into New 
York. 

"The Carter campaign is not catch-
ing fire on the grass-roots level in my 
district," said Rep. )!ari.o_Bi-aggi of the 
Bronx. "It seems to be concentrating 
most!~ on media. There's no spirit, 
there's no hoopla; there's no storefront 
office with volunteers rushing in and 
out." · 

Reps. Otis G. Pike of Riverhead, L.I., 
and Richard L. Ottinger of Westchester 
both said that most New York congress-
men are running ahead of Carter. in 
their districts. Ottinger said th.at his 
staff had conducted a poll of bis 
Westchester district that found Carter 
trailing there by a 2-to-1 margin. While 
the district is Republican in registration, 
an Ottinger aide said, the poll found 
significant Carter weakness among 
Democrats. 

"Close to the Yest" 
·s~veral of the New York congress-

men, such as Rep. Frederick W. Rich-
mond oJ Brooklyn, speculated that the 
failure to actively seek out help from 
their numbers reflected "the close-to-
the-vest way Carter's Atlanta crowd 
runs the campaign" as well as a feeling 
on the part of Carter strategists that 

__ C_oi:gres~ is unpopular. 

New York Daily News, 10/1/76 
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Mrs. Carter: Jimmy Talks Too Much but He's Honest 

Rosalynn Carter says her husband "talks too much" but 
"at least people know he's honest and he doesn't mind answering 
questions." 

"Everybody knew what he meant when he said 'ethnic purity'" 
Mrs. Carter told the Macomb County Federation of Democratic Women 
in Mount Clemens, Michigan. "He said people like to live in 
their own neighborhoods and keep to their own culture and their 
own language and that the federal government should not force 
them to break these neighborhoods up. 

"But he said 'purity' and they jumped on that word. He 
probably should have said 'ethnic heritage.'" 

Mrs. Carter criticized President Ford for "building a wall 
around himself" and not facing public questions often enough during 
his tenure in office. "I think the President of the United States 
ought to be accessible to the people," she told reporters after 
her speech. 

Mrs. Carter said her entire family has been available for 
public scrutiny throughout the campaign, but she charged that 
Ford had appeared only in formal settings. 

Mrs. Carter added that last week's opening round in the 
Carter-Ford television debates made her husband "nervous. It was 
just natural. I mean, here he was with the President of the 
United State." 
AP (10/1/76) 
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-The Bia 0 Pork Battle 
Consider Jerry Ford. He trails 

Jimmy Carter in the polls· only a 
month before the election. Labor 
unions. particularly public em-
ployes, say tie's a stingy President 
and· they want his scalp. Walter 
:Monaale is accusing him of ha v-

. ing. on several occasions, acted 
~ike a . Congressman when lobby-
ists have offered to pick up the 
tab. And his fellow Republicans in 
Congress are so worried about 

• November that they are voting for 
everything, sight unseen. 

In the face of all this, Jerry 
Ford still is vetoing spending bills · 
with the blithe unconcern of a Bud 
Harrelson fielding grounders. As 
each new piece of pre-election 
pork comes out of the dying 94th 
Congress. the President sends it 
back to see how badly they really 
want it up on the Hill. In tradi-
tional political terms this is akin to 
playing football without a helmet. ' 
But there also is much in it to ad-
mire. ' ' _ · 

The bills · that have been drop-
·, ping on the President's desk as the 

Congress completes its final 
flurry of activity fairly reek of one 
or another Congressman's desire 
to_ attach his name to something 
that will please one or another in• 
terest group. One, for · example, ' 
would have put out $160 million for 
researc~ on electric cars (presum-
ably Congress still has high hopes 
that its environmental laws will 

· not have generated a power short-
age by the time someone invents a 
practical electric car) . Then there 
was another to add an unneeded 
$100 million to the ·efforts already 
underway in ERDA and private in· 
aus~ry· to aevelop cleaner automo-. 

W.S. Journal, 10/1/76 

tive engines. Congressman Roo-
ney put through a bill to spend 
$282.5 million to find ways to make 
things out of garbage. Only eight 
House members could see any-
thing wrong with this boondoggle. 
The President vetoed them all. 

Then along came the S56.6 bil-
lion HEW and Labor appropria-
tions bill, which probably has 
buried in it more \\<-ays to rip. off 
the taxnavers than all the · rivers 
and harbors bills of the last 100 
years. The President vetoed that 
too, because it was $4 billion over-
weight. The veto was overridden 
yesterday as a majority of both 

' houses decided it is safer to go 
before the voters waving money. 
You can' t win them al l. 

We're ·-not sure where all this 
leaves Mr. Ford. There are mil-
lions oi people these days who 
make their living, one v:ay o_r an-
other; from the spending of the so-
called public sector. They are all . 
individuals who will make individ-
ual decisioas at the polls and they 
will certainly not all be out of sym-
pathy with the President's efforts. 
But the President has nonetheless 
risked considerable enmity in pur-
~uit of a _principle. 

There is, however, one plus. It 
may occur to some taxpayers that 
a man who is ·will_ing to take politi· 
cal risks by shooting down spend-
ing programs that Congressmen, 
bureaucrats and government con• 
tractors badly want may save 
them more money in the long run 
than a man who says he will cut 
the federal budget by "reorganiz• 

__ ing•: governi:ient. _ . , _ . __ . . _ .,. 
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PRESIDENCY 

Ford to Meet with Gromyko, Dole 

President Ford, his conscience "clear" about his 
political past, turned Friday to problems of the present 
the election and a number of foreign policy issues. (UPI) 

Ford divided his schedule Friday between election strategy 
talks with Republicans, including Sen. Dole, and foreign policy 
sessions with foreign ministers Andrei Gromyko of Russia and 
Louis de Guiringaud of France. 

Ford wanted the meeting with the Frenchman chiefly to meet 
Paris' new foreign minister, aides said. 

But with Gromyko, that 35-year veteran of Soviet-American 
relations, the President had an agenda that included Africa, 
the Middle East and the snail-paced negotiations on a treaty 
limiting strategic offensive nuclear weapons. 

Aides said the President planned to discuss with Dole and 
impact of Ford's meeting with the press Thursday. 
--AP, UPI, Morning Shows (10/1/76) 

FOREIGN POLICY 

Soviets Have Equaled U.S., Poll says 

Americans believe the Soviet Union has virtually equaled 
the United States in overall power and importance and will edge 
ahead in the future, according to a private foreign policy poll 
released Thursday. 

"The public does not like this state of affairs,'' according 
to the findings of the Washington-based Potomac Associates, 
which conducted the poll in cooperation with the Gallup organization. 

"The majority of Americans now agree with the proposition that 
the United States should maintain its dominant position as the 
world's most powerful nation at all costs, even going to the 
brink of war, if necessary," according to the 46-page study. 

The findings were based on a poll of 1,071 Americans conducted 
during May 1976. 

The poll showed: 
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-- Respondents rated the United States 8.5 on a scale 
of 10 in power and importance in 1976, dropping to 8.4 in the future. 

-- They rated the Soviet Union 8.2 in 1976, rising to 8.6 
in the future, slightly edging out the United S t ates. 

-- China was rated 6.6 in 1976, and 7.7 in the future. 

Asked if the United States should maintain its dominant 
position as the world's most powerful nation at all costs --
even going to the brink of war if necessary -- 52 percent of 
respondents said they agreed. In a similar poll in 1972 only 
39 percent agreed. Forty-two percent agreed in a 1974 poll. 
--UPI (10/1/76) 

---- ------
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Saudi Arabia Holds a Big Stick 
·:··.•. Over the Head of America 

.J • 

~: BY ERNEST CONINE 
• ·: Saudi Arabia didn't lose much time this -~ r. It is th~.se features that constitute out-
=week before shooting down reports that it ' rageous interference in this country's internal 

t fuight impose a new oil embargo if Congress ''affairs. If America is to maintain its self-re-
. -enacted legislation prohibiting American busi- · -spect, compliance should be outlawed. 
::'nessmen ·from cooperating with the Arab ~.::•There is no use denying, however, that this 
:'boycott of Israel. .:. is--'a case where adherence to principle could. 
;,: .. Prince Saud al Faisal. the Saudi Arabian prove expensive. 
tforeign minister who is on a visit to the 'Cnit- .·.:•U.S. merchandise exports to the Arab ,,·orld 
,-ed States, denied a report by the Middle East- · are expected to run around $5 billion this 
;·er-n Xews Agency that he had voiced such a · year, and the vast ma:ority of the companies 

threat to officials in Washington. His country, · profiting from these sales have been com-
, ?,S he put it, "believes strongly in cooperation, -pl)'ing with Arab boycott requirements • 

.. rrot confrontation." , · -:vlobil Oil Corp., in an ad warning against 
->!fhat's a relief, considering Commerce Sec- enactment of an antibovcott bill, said the 
refary Elliot L. Richardson's estimate that a :·Xzrabs would merely take their business else-
prolonged new embargo, even 1£ only 50% ef- : where-that the result would be a gigantic 
feetive, would slice up to Sl 70 billion off the .. ~dfall for America's competitors abroad. 

· grpss national product and trigger severe un- . Many businessmen agree. \Villiam E. Leon-
errtployment. . ' hard, president of the Pasadena-based Ralph . 

-: ·The trouble is that the Saudis could always · :VI. Parsons construction company, says the 
d1ange their minds. And even short of an em- bfg engineering contracts now going to 

'!.American firms would be lost to companies in 
Japan and Western Europ~. They, in turn, ,:'~~Ernest Conine is a Times editorial u:riter. :..,_ J. j ·would design projects to use the equipment 

. , and materials manufactured in their own 
0 bargo, they have other ways of hitting the ; co'urttries. 
American economy where it hurts. , . : ,AJitiboycott legislation would "have an 
.;..x:ongress and the Ford Administration ,:·enormous effect, a cascade effect, on our 
'.kitow all this. And because they do, the anti- :''.eifoPiomy,11 Leonhard warned. 
boycott legislation will not become law, and ·t:No doubt some contracts would be lost, but 
American companies doing business in the :~fb concerns are almost certainly exaggerat-
)~tldle East will continue to act as enforcing • ed~ •A more serious cause for worry is the 
-agents for the Arab boycott of Israel. .Arab capacity for punitive manipulation of 

c-Arab leaders make the point that they have 'tJWoil supplies on which America is increa• 
.-a:s;r.nuch right to pre5s _an economic boy~ott -:~gly dependent. 
·~ainst Israel as the Umted States had to 1m- .· --The United States relies far more on Arab 
pese sanctions against trade with Cuba. And . oii'now than at the time of the embargo three 

.mgeed _they?~· . . ' :y~ ago. More than 40% of this country's 
, ,;:Sa1:1di Ara01a and other ~ab na~1ons have .petroleum supplies are now imported; of this 
th~ nght to refuse_to do business w~th corpor- . f¢eign oil, about a third comes. from Arab 
ations that deal w1th Israel. There 1s a strong -nations and the proportion is gt9wina every 
case that individual U.S. companies also have .•_di1/. ' · : 0 

rq fight to decide against doing-business with ··-.-.Thanks to this country's foolishly lackadai-
~rael in order to conduct more profitable sl.Eal attitude towa_rd the energy problem, the 

_ ~perations in the .Arab world. . ·. . . . 5Auation is bound to grow worse.: 
· ~o the degree tha~ the new Cahforn~a a~t1- Do_mestic production _Qf crude pil is declin:- _ 

--l>oycott law or ultimate federal legislation - · · ·,ii),,. ' · " 

tries to deal ,vith this aspect of the boycott, 
--urey are probably mistaken. 
'·. ) But the Arab boycott goes much further . 
. -Tfle boycott rules, fortunately not always en-

for'ced, also require foreign contractors to cer- , 
. -~- that they don't have Jews or Zionists on 
their boards of directors, and that they won't 

; u~ ·subcontractors that do business with Is-
=~. . 

Los Angeles Times 
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· By Geoffrey Godsell 
Overseas news editor of 

The Christian Science Monitor . .-~ 
Momentum is being maintained toward im-
ementation of the Kissinger package deal for · 
ansferring political power from whites to 
acks in Rhodesia. 
U.S. Secretary of State- Henry A. Kissinger 
inferred in New York Thursday with the man 
:signaled by the British to preside over the 
mference which is expected to install within 
.e next two weeks or so Rhodesia's first black 
-:ime minister. The chairman-designate is 
ritain's permanent- representative_ at the 
nited Nations, Ivor Richard. 
Mr. Richard said he expected to head for 
1uthem Africa toward the end of next week. 
citain is convening the conference in its role 
; nominally the colonial power still respon-
ble for Rhodesia. The British Government 
is suggested as site for the conference any 
.ace in Africa acceptable to the parties. Liv-
igstone, in Zambia, is said to be one of the 
1ost likely places for the meeting. Mauritius, · 
lSt of Madagascar, is also being mentioned: 

1pproach criticized 
The Tanzanian Government has voiced some 

riticism of the British approach to the confer-
nce. In effect, the Tanzanians are saying that 
Je British are not going far enough to take 
harge. A Tanzanian official said: "We are not 
siting Britain to help to organize a confer-
nce. We are asking them to assume their full 
esponsibillty to call that conference." 
. Apparently the Tanzanian~' want the ~ritis~ . 

c.s. MJnitor, 10/1/76 
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to take charge tci block any attempt by Rhode-
sian Prime Minister Ian Smith to run the con-
ference . Mr. Smith's own response to the Brit-
ish initiative for the meeting was not forthcom-
ing at the time of this writing. But it was al-
most certain to be positive. · 

Des Frost, chairman of Mr. Smith's Rho-
. desia Front Party and often in the past a ba-

cker of a line even harder than :\Ir. Smith's, 
said in Salisbury Wednesday there must be 
quick action to set up the interim government 
called for in the Kissinger plan. Mr. Frost 
said: "We have to make the best of the job and 
see i1 we can come up with a constitution 
which will allow all people a permanent future 
in this country." 
Trip scheduled 

Most. oL the black · Rhodesian nationalist 
movements have welcomed the British initia-
tive. · 

British Minister of State Edward Rowlands 
and U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Afri-
can Affairs William Schaufele; already in 
southern Africa helping to organize the ex-
pected Rhodesia conference, are expected to 
leave Botswana (where they now are) for Mo-

, zambique · and Taiµania. The presidents of 
· these countries are the patrons of the African 
• nationalists in Rhodesia and are playing a key 
· role themselves in getting · the ' conference to-
gether. Ther~ is -also a suggestion that Mr. 
Rowlands may ·be meeting Rhodesian Premier 

· Smith in Pretoria, the South African capital, in 
the next few days. - -

Monitor e1>rrespondent June Goodwin re-
ports from Baberone, Botswana: Maneuvering 
is fierce here among the black leaders of Rho-

FOREIGN POLICY 

desia who are trying to come out on top as 
their country's first 1llack prime minister. 

The lack of unity among Rhodesian blacks is 
crucial at tliis stage. It is the rock on which 
the Anglo-American plan for Rhodesia co·uld 
easily crash. It could be used by white Prime 
Minister Ian Smith to say that an interim gov-
ernment cannot be formed. Even more impor-
tant, it could be exploited by outside powers -
particularly the Soviet Union - to provide sup-
port to one of the factions, thus splitting apart 
the move toward a constitutional conference. 
Pressure grows 

The pressure for the blacks to somehow get 
together is intense. and the next t)VO weeks be-
fore the constitutional conference called by 
Britain could make or break the Anglo-Amer-
ican effort. 

One of· the black leaders who fears he may 
have lost ground in his bid for overall lead-
ership and the premiership, Bishop Abel Muzo-
rewa, told a news conference here that there 
should be an election before the first black 

· prime minister is nominated. 
"One of the worst quarrels- I have with the 

(Anglo-American] proposals is that there is no 
provision for elections," he s:µd. 

The bishop objected to the "throwing up" of 
one man by various presidents of surrounding 
African states. Apparently he was referring to 
the two favoptes for the premiership, Joshua 
Nkomo of the internal wing of the African Na-
tional Council and Robert Mugabe who is con-
nected with the Rhodesian guerrillas in Mo-
zambique. The first is supported by Zambian 
President Kaunda and the second by Mozam-
bique President Machel. 
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Diplomats Tell HAK To Be Firm 

African and other Third World diplomats have counseled 
Secretary Kissinger to be firm and cautious in negotiations with 
white leaders of South Africa and Rhodesia. 

Commenting on Kissinger's policy address Thursday before 
the Geaeral Assembly, Foreign Minister Frederick R. Wills of 
Guyana said he sees "potential" in the secretary's shuttle 
diplomacy to southern Africa. 

"When dealing with an intransigent tyrant the use of the 
sword has often induced a climate of favorable negotiations," he said. 

Nigerian Foreign Minister J. N. Garba said his government 
has no confidence in any dialogue with Prime Minister John Vorster 
of South Africa. "Any bargaining with South Africa is 
suspect," he said. 

Both Wills and Garba made their statements in the Security 
Council debate on Namibia, the South African controlled territory 
also called South-West Africa. 

But Sam Nujoma, leader of the South-West African People's 
Organization, SWAPO, took issue with Kissinger. Nujoma said 
if anyone is inciting racial hatred in the region "it has to be 
blamed on Vorster." 

SWAPO, the main black nationalist group in the territory 
has b-en designated "the authentic representative" of the Namibian 
people by the United Nations, but South Africa has refused to 
allow it to take part in independence talks. 
--AP (10/1/76) 
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SA~ T i~ Mid-Campaign 
President Ford meets Soviet Foreign Minis-

ter Andrei A. Gromyko today in circumstances 
that contrast bleakly with the hopes for nuclear 
arms control of the last presidential election. In 
1972 the atmosphere was such that a Republi-
can President could sign and a Democratic Sen-
ate could ratify the SALT I agreement in mid-
campaign. . · 

Unfortunately, this election year has been ,a 
year of stalemate in the quest for a SALT II 
pact. In November, 1974, Mr. Ford and Soviet 
party chief Leonid I. Brezhnev agreed in princi- · 
ple at Vladivostok on a treaty that for the first 
time would place equal numerical limits on of-
fensive launchers. restrict deployment of multi-
ple w_arheads and provide for future phased re-
ductions: But follow-through negotiations fal-
tered. One reason was the attack on the Vladi-
vostok accord by Ronald Reagan and Henry L. 
Jackson., The nation's unelected and insecure 
President concluded the only pact he could sign,· 
politically, would be too tough for the Russians 
to consider. Another more enduring . reason is 
that weapons technology advances much faster 
that the pace of negotiations. 

Arms control has been complicated terribly 
by the on-rushing pressure of three new weap-
ons systems: the Soviet Backfire bomber, which 
with in-flight refueling could strategically 

. I • 

Baltirrore Sun, 10/1/76 

threaten the United States; the Soviet SS-20 
rocket. a two-stage rocket aimed at Western 
E"urope that, with a third stage, could reach this 
country; and the Am~rican cruise missile, a de-
livery vehicle of vast range, accuracy and ver-
satility. All three of these "gray area" systems, 
as Tlze Sun's Henry L. Trewhitt has pointed 
out, fudge the old distinctions between strategic 
and intermediate weapons and between nuclear 
and conventional arms. 

. · With less than five weeks before polling day, 
the President may be tempted to use his meet-
ing with Mr. Gromyko to renew efforts· for a 
SALT II agreement. While all progress on arms· 
control is desirable, we urge the President to be 
cautious. He should try to renew hard bargain-
ing on a SALT n pact but make it clear no ac-
cord will be signed until after November 2. In 
that way he could avoid the appearance of fash-
ioning a pact for campaign purposes and per-. 
haps even find a way to bring Governor Carter 
into the negotiation process. 

SALT negotiations already have . been de-
layed and complicated too long by domestic 
problems. The next President, whoever he is, 
will have to give the highest proprity to a SALT 
II agreement and a quick start on SALT III ne-
gotiations or accept the grim judgment that ·the ra~ to control strategic arms is being lost. 
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UNITED STATES 

Swine Flu Shots Begin 

The first swine flu inoculations will be administered 
Friday at the County Health Fair in Indianapolis. 

Some 80 thousand doses will be available free to anyone 
who wants the shots. 

Interviewed on the Today show Friday, Theodore Cooper, 
Assistant Secretary of Health, said the shots are safe and 
should cause very few reactions. 

Cooper said only 15 percent of those who received the shots 
will have a sore arm, and some 2 percent will run a slight fever, 
which is less than the reaction from childhood shots. 

Cooper said although a vaccine is not yet available for 
children, the "high risk" children, such as those with heart 
disease and other ailments, should receive the shots. A meeting 
at the National Health Institute in the near future of health 
experts will determine what action to take on the children's 
vaccine. 

Contacting a public health official or one's own doctor 
is the best way to find out how to receive the shots. A public 
health famility will give the shots free of charge, but a family 
doctor may charge his own fees for administering the shots, 
Cooper said. 
--Morning Shows (10/1/76) 

UNITED STATES 
Youngstown Mayor Asks for Guard Support 

The Mayor of Youngstown, Ohio, has asked the Governor to 
send in National Guard troops to provide police and fire 
protection. 

The Governor's office said the city should exhaust all 
legal remedies before using Guardsmen, possibly going to court 
to obtain an injunction against the strike. 

Burglaries and armed robberies are increasing in 
Youngstown. 
--AP, UPI, Morning Shows (10/1/76) 
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UNITED STATES 

Brown Signs Right to Die Bill 

Gov. Jerry Brown Thursday night signed the nation's 
first "right to die" bill, allowing patients to instruct 
physicians to withhold life-sustaining procedures in terminal 
illnesses. 

The bill is supported by the 25 thousand members of the 
California Medical Association. 
--AP, UPI, Morning Shows (10/1/76) 
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Debate Sharpened F'ocus o·f Pres-idential Campaign 
(Editorial, excerpted,· Detroit 'S'unda..y News) 

Confirmed partisans know, of course, that their candidate 
won the opening debate between President Ford and Jimmy Carter. 

The nation's undecided voters, who hope to be enlightened 
and persuaded by the presidential debates, are probably more 
inclined to regard Thursday night's joust as a standoff -- which 
is not to say that the debate failed to serve a purpose. 

Neither candidate committed a major blunder. Neither 
delivered a stunning blow. Carter seemed stiff and nervous 
in the beginning and Mr. Ford a bit tired in the end, but for 
the most part they appeared and spoke well. In short, the 
first of the series of debates neither won nor lost the 
election of 1976 for anybody. 

To nobody's surprise, Carter's most effective issue was 
the na~ional economy, particularly the high rate of unemployment. 
He probably did some damage, too, with his frequent subtle ef-
forts to tie Gerald Ford to Richard Nixon. Mr. Ford clearly 
had the better of the spending and tax issues and displayed a 
firmer grasp of federal data and governmental operations. 

Mr. Ford looked best and Carter worst in their lively 
exchange about the Democratic Congress. In fact, Carter eneded 
up in a contradiction that must have left Democrats in Congress 
shaking their heads. 

D.id the debate tell the voters anything they didn't already 
know about the candidates? Very little. Yet, it did serve to 
sharpen the focus upon the candidates' differences. 

It confirmed Carter as a promiser in the tradition of 
the Democratic Party's biggest spenders -- a promiser without 
any very firm ideas about how the bills will be paid. The debate 
confirmed Mr. Ford as a conservative moderate who thinks govern-
ment can make its greatest contribution to American progress by 
restraining its own appetites for power, regulation and expendi-
ture. We suspect that this point of view has been making some 
headway among the voters. 

In a different way, each man scored well in his closing 
statement. Carter's rapid summation and warm appeal to American 
idealism and fellowship were highly effective. Mr. Ford, who 
seemed at thy last minute to be running out of gas, groped for 
words and repeated himself -- and then with a flash of insight 
hit the nail squarely on the head. 

What is this election about? What bi<f decision must the voters make? 
It boils down, he said, to a question of "his pranises or my perfonnance." That, 
it seans to us, is a precise drawing of the battlelines of 1976 - (9/26/76) 
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Debate Resol'ves Little for Voters 
(By Allan Blanchard, excerpted,· Detroit News) 

Everyone who watched had a winner today but, if the first 
of the 1976 presidential debates showed anything, it was that 
the candidates do not offer a clearly defined, unmistakable 
choice in their view of what the federal government should 
be to its people. 

Rather, where they differed was by degree and in approach 
to solutions. Also, neither President Ford nor Jimmy Carter put 
anything before the American public that they have not said in 
this year-long battle for the presidency. 

So, when summed up, the measure of each man's success in 
the debate last night probably hangs on the perception of the 
two, as expressed in the words of Ford as the session drew to 
a close: "I think the real issue in this campaign, that which 
you must decide on Nov. 2, is whether you should vote for his 
promises or my performance in two years in the White House." 

Those promises and that performance, unfortunately, were 
portrayed by each of the candidates in a profusion of often 
contradictory facts and figures. TUey left even Washington 
observers, whose job it is to keep track of such things, 
scratching their heads in an attempt to place the answers 
and rebuttals in proper perspective. 

However, out of the deluge of statistics there did 
emerge the themes of each man's campaign. 

The debate showed both men to be well prepared for the 
ordeal of public scrutiny. The format caused a lack of 
spontaniety that might have occurred had the candidates been 
permitted to directly address each other. 

The only sparks occured when, in moments of brief 
rebuttal, the men put a personal tone in their remarks. -- (9/24/76) 

First Debate Hel s Show Some Clear Differences ••• 
Edi tor 1.al, excerpted, Detroit F·ree P-res s 

During the first of the great debates for the presidency, 
Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford offered clear-cut choices to the 
voters, especially on economic issues. 

Carter was firm in his belief that the federal government 
should play a larger role in curbing unemployment. Ford was 
equally firm in standing against federal spending that might 
refuel inflation. 

We thought Carter had the better of this crucial argument. 
James P. Gannon of the Wall Street Journal, one of the panelists, 
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framed the issue well when he asked President Ford if i t were 
better for the country to pay out $17 billion or $20 billion a 
year in unemployment compensation, as it has been doing, or put 
people to work in public service jobs to bring down unemployment 
and also regain some tax revenues now lost. 

Ford stuck with traditional Republican views. The private 
sector alone can best bolster the economy. Further inflation 
must be prevented at all costs. Business incentives are needed. 
Carter's views seemed more responsive to the real dilemma 
plaguing the country. 

His view was more traditionally Democratic, but he 
offered a scenario by which the country could use federal 
spending to ease unemployment while also attempting to balance 
the budget and thus hold down inflation. 

In this area, Carter seemed to offer more of a program 
for moving the country forward, for meeting some of our problems 
directly. Ford offered less of a program and was more stand 
pattish. 

Particularly in terms of the problems of America's great 
cities, including Detroit, Carter's definitions and proposals 
seemed to address reality to a greater degree than the President's. 
In other areas, their disagreements were just as sharply defined. 
Ford scored some telling points, Carter was equally effective in 
some of his jabs. 

There is a perception that the basis for judging their 
performance in these debates will be more on their style than 
on their substance. Perhaps that is true; certainly style and 
mannerisms can tell a lot about what kind of president voters 
want or what kind each would be. 

The President clearly eradicated any fears that he might 
fumble or stumble. He was presidential and forceful. As the 
first polls suggest, that may have helped him somewhat. 

What really matters, however, is that they were talking 
face-to-face about issues. These are keys to the decision voters 
will make on Nov. 2. The specific nature of the first debate, if 
carried through the remaining confrontations, may well allow 
Americans to make their most well-informed judgement in many 
years. -- (9/25/76) 
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.•• Voters- Cam~ Out on Top 
(Editorial, excerpted, Detroit Free Press) 

While there were some skeptics, some "sophisticates," 
who found themselves disenchanged with the format of the 
Thursday evening presidential debates -- "too formal," sqme 
said, or "too rigid" -- nonetheless, it cannot be denied that 
the debate did offer a rather rare opportunity to the American 
people. 

It brought together both candidates -- face to face --
to talk about the issues, and to present their philosophies of 
government. The contest took place on a high plain. While 
each candidate was perceived as winning or losing a round or 
two, the debate itself never seemed to get sidetracked, and 
it never seemed to descend to the level of personal attacks 
or "low blows." 

The questions themselves could have been more broad-ranged. 
The debate was supposed to focus on domestic affairs and the 
economy; the questions, though, dealt mostly with the economy. 
No one asked about the candidates' plans for managing the 
problems of the cities. 

The audio failure was farcical, of course. The 
awkwardness of watching Gov. Carter's lips soundlessly moving, 
then seeing both candidates standing around with nothing to do 
being careful not to talk to each other -- was an ignominious 
near-ending to what had until then been a dignified performance 
by all participants. 

What is important is that the differences between the 
candidates came through clearly. This is going to be an election 
in which the American people will be able to cast their ballots 
decidedly for one political philosophy . and against another. The 
League of Women Voters is to be commended for helping to make the 
comparison easier, as are all of the people both in and out of 
government who worked to bring about the kinds of campaign 
financing reforms that have opened up this year's elections 
and helped make such things as presidential debates more 
feasible. -- (9/25/76) 
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No Instant Winners in Big Debate 
(Editorial, excerpted,- Mic•hlgan s ·tate ·Journal) 

Technical difficulties, not withstanding, the first of 
the great debates between President Ford and Jimmy Carter came 
off reasonably well on Thursday evening. 

But anyone anticipating some dramatic turning point in the 
Carter-Ford race must have been sorely disappointed, for both 
candidates generally pursued the same themes they have been 
using throughout the campaign. 

The ultimate in prepared partisan comment had to come 
from State Sen. David Holmes, (D-Detroit). He issues a press 
release in Lansing praising Carter's performance in the debates 
and asserting that Carter had shown himself to be the better 
qualified candidate. Not surprising in content, but the press 
release came out four hours before the debate took place. 
Clairvoyance? 

The episode does, however, help demonstrate the absurdity 
of trying to determine an instant winner in this type of debate. 
The definitive answer will not come until Nov. 2, and even then 
the roll played by the debates may still be unclear. Ford and 
Carter will just have to continue to polish their styles and 
hope for the best. -- (9/25/76) 

The Debate 
(Editorial, excerpted, Rockford Register) 

It was the night of the gray men. Neither Jimmy Carter 
nor Gerald Ford struck any major sparks during their face-to-face 
confrontation on Thursday night. They both appeared equally adroit 
in fielding and often side-stepping the questions of the panel o f 
reporters. Both came to the podium with their strategies well-
mapped and their arguments well-marshalled. They knew where each 
other's weaknesses lay and moved quickly to define and exploit 
those weakneesses. 

Whatever else can be said about Ford and his policies, he 
appeared to be very much in command before the cameras during the 
debate. The event was critical to both men, but especially so to 
Carter in that he had to maintain and strengthen his image of 
leadership and ability. His base of support is so soft that 
he could not be content to be perceived as being at least as 
strong as Gerald Ford. He had to be seen as being stronger, 
much stronger. He was unable to convey this in the debates, and 
is now probably in serious trouble because of it. 

Given the choice between two candidates of apparently equal 
capabilities, the American people can be expected to stay with the 
one they already know -- with the man who already holds the office. 
-- (9/28/76) 
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Score Uncertain, But ?o:rd Ca-rr•ied Ball More 
(By Don Campbell, excerpted,· Mich. · State: ·Jourhal) 

Whoever won Thursday night's first presidential debate, 
President Ford was clearly the more aggressive candidate. 

Ford barred no holds in his effort to paint Democrat 
Jimmy Carter as wishy-washy and loose with the facts, and 
Carter was forceful in his attempts to portray Ford as "in-
sensitive" and incapable of leadership. 

But Ford was much more adamant and more personal in 
attempting to picture Carter as a big spender, and to hang 
about his neck the Democratic Party platform and the record of 
the Democratic Congress. 

Carter's most telling points of the night came when he 
sought to portray Ford as an adherent of the Republican philosophy 
that has made the tax code a "welfare program for the rich," and 
when he declared that if he was responsible for the Democratic 
Congress, as Ford intimated, then Ford was responsible for the 
Nixon administration, "of which he was a part." 

The debate featured a lot of facts and statistics that 
many viewers might not have understood. The heavy use of 
statistics simply indicated that both men had done their home-
work. But there was little new in what they said; for the most 
part, it was a rehash of the potnts they've been trying to make 
on the campaign trail all year. 

Who "won" will be a judgment for the American people to make. 
Ford had set out to present himself as one in sharp command of the 
facts and figures with which he deals daily. Carter had set out 
to present himself as one intimately familiar with the economic 
and other domestic problems of the country. 

To a large extent, both succeeded. But Carter seemed to 
take longer in warming to the task than Ford, and at times ap~eared 
to be groping for words in the early going. 

It was important for Carter to do well in this first debate 
because domestic issues are naturally his strong suit. In the 
next debate, the topic will be foreign and defense policy -- an 
area where Ford has much more knowledge and experience. -- (9/24/76) 
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Debate: Bores· Locals 
(Editorial, excerpted, [University of] · Michigan Daily) 

Despite predictions that Thursday night's much-publicized 
"Great Debate" between President Ford and Jimmy Carter would sway 
undecided voters, the event seems to have failed to do so. In 
Ann Arbor, many viewers called the first of the three televised 
meetings "boring" and "unimpressive." 

"The whole thing was unexciting, uninspiring and unin-
formative," said Edie Goldenberg, assistant professor of political 
science and specialist in media-politics relations. "I went to 
bed very disappointed." 

Though she called the debate a draw, she said Ford was 
more successful in conveying an image of leadership. "One candi-
date might have come out of this looking but it didn't happen." 

Goldenberg praised Ford's coached speaking, and said that 
while Carter seemed more nervous, both were bland. "I think a 
lot of people were looking at the debates to help them make up 
their minds," she said. "But it was heavy on numbers and just 
plain confusing." 

University president Robben Fleming also said he thought 
there was no winner. Fleming noted the debates had been well-
organized and the candidates seemed prepared, although 11 both 
seemed somewhat uptight. I think they could have benefited 
from some humor. " 

Ann Arbor councilwoman Carol Jones said, "Although both 
made things clear, I really feel that Ford was the loser on 
certain issues. One thing which really stuck in my mind was 
energy. Carter came out clearly (with proposals) on the issue." 
She also cited the different policies of the two in respect to 
the question of amnesty for draft evaders. -- (9/25/76) 
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The Debate - Not Great 

(Editorial, excerpted, Youngstown Vindicator) 

Little new developed out of the first Ford-Carter debate 
Thursday night. Except for the historic nature of the event 
itself, there was little excitement -- some newsmen reported 
that six persons in the invited audience were awakened by the 
silence when the sound system failed. 

Jimmy Carter appeared slightly nervous at first, but hit 
his stride in a short time. President Ford did not have an 
opportunity to equal his Kansas City speech, but succeeded in 
firm presidential devlivery. 

There were only a few surprises. President Ford dug into 
Jimmy Carter's record on reorganizing the government of Georgia 
and said Carter's successor had complained that he inherited a 
"mess." He repeated the theme of Carter's inconsistency. Carter 
renewed his charge that Ford and the Republicans are more interested 
in statistics than people -- except just before election. Perhaps 
his most telling thrust was at the Ford leadership. 

Only once did a speaker fail to respond directly to a question. 
When Frank Reynolds of ABC asked Carter whether he would consider 
wage and price controls, the candidate said there is "a long way 
to go" before we shall have inflationary pressures, but he did 
not commit himself on controls. -- (9/25/76) 

Ford, Carter Are No Orators 
(By Clingan -Jackson,excerpted, Youngstown Vindicator) 

President Fqrd and Jimmy Carter were farther apart in their 
seats Thursday night than they seemed to be on the issues. 

Neither proved himself an orator. Moreover, neither 
really said anything new, and both used· pretty much the same 
words they have been using in their campaigns and at the national 
conventions. 

The stands taken by the candidates very well showed the 
patches of votes they are reaching for to win the election, 
and oth the score the President appeared to be appealing more 
across the whole spectrum of america. Carter was appealing to 
the unsatisfied and Ford seemed to be counting on the satisfied. 
Carter cited the unemployed and Ford the employed, a larger 
number of americans than ever be~ore. · 
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TV Debate Was A Draw 
(Editorial, excerpted, The· Plain Dealer) 

There was no knockout in last night's presidential debate 
between Jimmy Carter and President Ford. 

Some issues were raised, some jabs were landed, but neither 
man scored a clear-cut victory in the first of three debates. 

Both men, as might be expected, seemed tense at the beginning 
of the debate. Carter especially seemed to relax and become more 
animated as the debate went on. 

As the incumbent, President Ford often was called upon to 
defend existing policies. Carter 'had no such liability, but 
Ford took him to task for Carter's performance as governor of 
Georgia. 

The televisied debate gave an estimated 100. million Americans 
the opportunity to weigh the viewpoints of the candidates and 
to judge their abilities to think on their feet. Those viewers 
who expected a fiery exchange were disappointed. Most often the 
candidates" answers to questions from a panel of newsmen were 
tedious explanations of fiscal policy and taxation. ~- (9/24/76) 

Debates Require Work 

(Editorial, excerpted, The Plain Dealer) 

However, much some might wish otherwise, the· debates 
are not intended as entertainment. They are deadly serious 
business, and with the presidency of the United States at 
stake, the caution of both candidates is understandable. 
Admittedly there were no real verbal fireworks Thursday evening, 
but mixed in with the dull recitations were nugets of information 
valuable to those who must make the final decision Nov. 2. 

While urging the audience to work at the debates, we wish 
also to suggest two improvements in the format for the second 
and third debates. 

The noted political writer Theodore White proposed that 
the candidates be permitted to begin the debate with an opening 
statement. We agree. Like White, we believe this would enable 
both men to develop and propound a unifying theme that was lacking 
Thursday evening. 

It might also help if the candidates had a chance to 
question each other. That might lead to something more akin to 
a real debate and less like the semblance of two men standing 
side by side holding separate news conferences. -- (9/26/76) 
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The party contest aspect of the election was somewhat 
diminished by the debate, for the viewer saw two men giving 
an account of their campaigns rather than rising a donkey 
or an elephant. Many Americans, perhaps, a majority, will go 
to the polls Nov. 2 not especially conscious of party affiliation 
but rather trying to determine the better of these two men to 
lead the nation -- (9/26/76) · 

Majority In Dispatch Poll View Ford As the Winner 

(By Gene Jordan, excerpted, Columbus Dispatch)· 

A Dispatch poll showed 43 persons believed President Ford 
won Thursday's night debate, 34 thought Jimmy Carter won and 
48 considered it a tie. 

In the personal interview portion, 56 of 102 persons questioned 
said they didn't watch the debate. In the telephone poll, 19 persons 
indicated they will vote for Ford, 13 favored Carter and 30 said 
they are undecided. 

Among those who said the debate changed their minds on how 
they will vote, Carter lost three votes. Two persons said they 
would switch to Ford and one said he had supported Carter but 
was .· riow undecided. However, Carter broke even, gaining three 
votes from previously undecided voters. 

Ford didn't lose any votes, and gained the two from previous 
Carter supporters and three from previously undecideds. 

In on-the-street interviews, 40 said the debate didn't 
change their minds concerning who they had decided earlier 
would receive their votes. One person said he switched from 
indecision to Carter. 

Among those who answered a question of party support, 
18 said they were Democrats, 15 said they were Republicans and 
13 said they were independents. -- (9/24/76) 
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The Debates: Round One 
(F.d.itorial, excerpted Chicago Daily News) 

Who won the opening round in the Great Debate between Gerald For¢ and 
Janes E. carter? It I s hard to say. Partisans had their answers ready long 
before the debate began, so it is no surprise to hear the proclamations that 
"Jerry won" or "Jirrmy won." 

But for the objective viewers and listeners, a waiting period is still in 
order. The Thursday night debate was limited to danestic and econanic 
questions and the answers fell into predictable DemJcratic and Republican 
patterns. Next care the questions about foreign policy and defense, and frcrn 
those should ercerge rrore pieces to fill out the picture to be put before 
the Arrerican people on November 2. 

Still, the opening debate, marred though it was by a technical failure 
that brought a 28-minute interruption in the flow of thought, brought out 
significant differences in the philosophy of the candidates, making it clearer 
that the choice given the voters is a real one. 

Thre were points of style as well as substance, such as carter's obvious 
newvousness at the outset, which he conquered later on. And there was Ford I s 
obvious effort to appear "presidential" and thus sharpen the contrast between 
his White House experience and carter's relative inexperience. But the 
decision that lies ahead goes beyond matters of style, to the basic tenets 
embraced by the n-.o contenders. 

carter tried hard to portray Ford as i.mfeeling, i.mcaring-about the i.memployed, 
the poor, the self-exiles fran the Vietnam War. Ford tried just as hard 
to portray carter as the big spender, the outsider lacking in i.mderstanding 
of the intricate problems facing a President. 

Ford could and did refute carter's charge of inaction and lack of leadership 
by reminding him of specific administration proposals deflected by a Demxratic 
Congress. To this carter could respond with additional charges of "governrrent 
by stalemate" and a reminder of Ford's long list of vetoes-vetoes which, 
by Ford's accounting, saved the taxpayers billions of dollars. 

carter missed scree opportunities to lay to rest the charge that he is 
i.mclear on -the issues, particularly when it cane to taxes and the econany. 
Asked whether he favors an "incares policy"-rreaning wage and price controls--
he strayed fran the subject without answering. He responded with scorn 
rather than clarity when Ford returned to the much-discussed and still 
i.mexplained question of how a carter administration would launch new and expensive 
social social welfare programs and at the sane tirre balance the budget by 1980. 

But Ford was left hanging when he tried to reconcile his cutbacks in federal 
aid, particularly in education, with his proposal to increase funding for 
national parks. 
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There were sare "cheap shots" on both sides. Ford got off a few in 
his repeated references to carter's tenn as governor of Georgia, as if the 
contrast between a sitting (though unelected) President and a one-tenn 
governor did not speak for itself. carter approached the edge of demagogy 
in dredging up Herbert H(X)ver, Richard Nixon and Watergate at every 
opportunity, and in blaming a Republican White House for a "disgraceful" 
tax structure erected by a I::lemxratic Congress. 

But this was, after all, a partisan slugging match, in which the broad, 
unsupported generality may be deerred rrore effective than the reasoned 
specific. Ha,., the generalities sway the voters is what remains to be detennined, 
in the caning debates and at the polls. (9/25-26/76) 
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The Jerry-and-Jimny Show 
(Editorial excerpted. Chicago Sun-Tirres) 

A confession: After a night's sleep on the whole situation, we' re not 
ready to declare a winner in the first Ford-carter debate. 

A suggestion: Neither should any of our readers concerned with selecting 
the best possible President on November 2. 

The debates should not be contests. They should be examinations. The 
voting public should not be led into thinking in tenns of a winner and a 
loser. It should instead be seeking information to help in choosing a winner 
on election day. There is a difference. 

The performance in the Walnut Street Theater Thursday night gave the public 
as clear a depiction as it has ever gotten in one session of the difference 
in philosophy between the Republican and Derrocratic parties. After listening to 
Jimny Carter and President Ford expound their views of govenment's duties, there 
can be no doubt that voters this year face a rreaningful choice. 

left still unresolved is the question of the ability of each man to carry 
out his intentions. The first debate's biggest shortcaning was its failure 
to help resolve that. Ford and carter did not have the opportunity to go at 
each other in traditional debate style. Both were carefully programred, and 
as you watched you could alrrost see the key words in the questions triggering 
the prepared responses. There were sinrul taneous press conferences, not a 
coherent debate. 

As a result, neither had the opportunity to dem::,nstrate his ability to think 
quickly or analyze carefully. The presentation did show that either was 
qualified to be President. It failed in giving an indication of which would be 
better qualified. 

It would help, for example, if each candidate were required to make a brief 
opening staterrent in the next two debates. That 'WOuld allow them to phrase 
the issues in foreign policy, defense and other matters as they saw them. 
Then sare provision should be made for interchange between the two candidates. 
They should be carpelled to question each other, following up on disagreerrents, 
making each other amplify on vague points as each feels necessary. 

Each still has the opportunity to make a case to the public that will be 
listened to. The challenge to the league now is to make certain that the 
case is presented in a way that will help voters make up their minds. (9/25/76) 
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Ford Wins! - By Billions 
(By Mike Royko, excerpted Chicago Daily News) 

My guess is that if anybody helped himself in the first debate, it was 
President Ford. 

Not that he said anyttring -new, or especially bright. But he didn't have 
to. ~ely by not falling down or swallowing his tongue in public, he 
increases his stature. All he has to do is sound average and many people, 
out of sheer relief that their President isn't subnormal, considdr him outstanding. 

Ford also showed that he can think big. Every second sentence contained 
a few hundred billions of dollars. By the end of the evening, he nrust have 
gone through a trillion, at least. 

I don't think anybody, especially Ford, could keep track of where all that 
rroney was going to, or caning fran. I think sare of it was being stolen by 
Congress, and a lot of it was being coveted by J.imny Carter. I think he said 
he was going to give us a few billion. Or at least not take it away fran us. 
In any case, when your phone rings, answer it by shouting: "President 
Ford will make rre rich." 

So for many vieers, it had to be reassuring to see Ford talk about billions 
with such confidence and only his normal visual glassiness. 

Carter, on the other hand, made what I consider to be a serious tactical 
error. Because he didn't have millions of dollars, he talked about canpassion. 

That was a mistake. Ccrcpassion was big in the early and mi.d-1960s. If you 
looked even slightly downtrooden, you weren't safe fran help. These are the 
hard-eyed 1970s. People still have canpassion, but rrostly for themselves. 

So carter was on the wrong end of the statistic when he pointed out that 
8 percent of the work force is out of work, and they are human beings and that's 
a lot of people and a lot of misery. He was right. But 92 percent of the 
work force has a job, and they aren't going to stare at the bedroan ceiling 
worrying about those who don't. 

Ford, in contrast, did a rroaterful job of keeping his canpassion under control, 
just as he always did when he was a congressman, except when he got teary-eyed 
about the pligyt of downtrodden corporations. 

Even when carter brought up Ford's pardon of Nixon, to show that Ford is capablE 
of selective canpassion. Ford refused to take credit for being an old softie 
at heart. He made it clear that the pardon was mainly a way for him to be a 
rrore efficient chief executive. He made it sound like he had tossed out sare 
garbage. 
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So if the debate on darestic issues told us anything, it is that Jerry 
Ford, the nice guy, is the wrong person to ask for a d.ine for a cup of coffee. 
(9/24/76 

The Debate Nobcdy W::>n 
(By Peter Lisagor and William J. Eaton, excepted, Chicago Daily 

News) 

:Nobody could possibly claim that a knockout or even serious damage has 
lx:-en inflicted by either man. 

The first of the debates gave viewers no new insights into the positions of 
President Ford or Jimny carter. It did, however, derronstrate that each man had 
prepared himself fairly and had rarembered argurrents right down to the last 
rhetorical detail made in campaign speeches in the last fe,; weeks. 

They may have, as sare experts blieve, finred up soft or wavering support. 
But it 'NC>uld be hard to imagine, on the basis of any thing either man said 
Thursday night in Philac:i.elphia, a rush to register by voters who have been 
apathetic or indifferent tcMard both candidates until nON. 

Carter's lav-key performance took on a sharp cutting edge when he 
criticized Ford for lack of leadership and called recent administration 
proposals a public relations stunt. 

What viewers saw and heard was an alnost classic rerrlering of 
Republican and D3nocratic dogrra. Ford espoused reduced governnent spending, 
encouragercent of the private sector to create jobs through tax incentives, 
and the use of vetoes to check what he called congressional excesses. 

Econ:::mi.c questions to both rren were alrrost too arcane for rrost viewers. 
And neither man, surprisingly, was asked about recent developrents involving 
their personal jtrlgrrent, taste arrl decorum. 

The Georgia Dercocrat was, at tines, faintly patronizing. He cane 
through as oonfident, self-assured, even talky, saying at one point that 
"if I am elected - and I intend to be" he 'NC>uld implenent his program for 
reorganizing the federal establishrrent. Ford was his usual ernest, unexciting, 
oober, cautious self, trying no polemical tricks. - (9/24/76) 
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To Daley, Carter Won on Jobs Issue 
(By Harry Golden Jr., excerpted,· Chic•ago sun-Times) 

Mayor Daley said Friday that Jimmy Carter scored heavily 
in the first presidential campaign debate "on the questions 
that concern people" -- jobs most of all. 

But former Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie, President Ford's 
Illinois campaign manager, said he thought Ford won. "I have 
no doubt about it for myself, but from what I have been hearing 
this morning from Independents and Democrats who haven't made 
up their minds, the President was a clear victor." 

At a Cith Hall press conference, Daley said, "Jimmy Carter 
came on very strong on jobs, inflation, on leadership, on reor-
ganization of government, on taxes, on energy -- on the fact that 
energy programs should be in one department. 

The mayor acknowledged, however, "In fairness, the 
President in the first part of the debate showed knowledge 
of government." 

Pressed to name the winner, Daley said: "Our viewpoint 
my viewpoint -- would be Carter." 

But Daley indicated he didn't think the debate was con-
clusive and cited again a University of Michigan study that 
found that the voters who control a national election do not 
make up their minds until the final 15 days of the campaign. 

Gov. Walker did not hesitate in proclaiming Carter the 
debate victor. "I see this morning that the great debate over 
who won the debate is still raging. I believe Jimmy Carter won." 

Sen. Charles H. Percy (R-Ill.) was ecstatic, an aide said, 
over Ford's performance. "Percy called an aide at 1 a.m. to 
gloat," the spokesman for the senator said. 

Ogilvie claimed victory for Ford on the basis that "the 
President was in clear command of his facts and he was very calm. 
I thought Carter was pretty nervous for the first portion and 
talked very generally and said somethings that don't stand close 
inspection. Ford just nailed him good and solid. -- (9/25/76) 
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Poli tic al Leaders Unce•rt'ain About Impact on the Voters 
(By Edward s. Gilbreth, excerpted,· Chic•ago o:a•i1y News) 

Illinois Democratic leaders, as expected, awarded Jimmy 
Carter victory in the first Ford-Carter debate, while Republicans, 
just as predictably, said they though President Ford was ·the winner. 

Most were unwilling to assess the debate's impact on Illinois, 
although a telephone poll conunissioned by Ald. Roman C. Pucinski 
(41st) in his Northwest Side ward showed Ford picking up the 
support of two out of three undecided voters on the basis of 
the debate. 

There was criticism of the performances of both candi-
dates from a surprising source -- Prof. John Bartlow Martin of 
Northwestern University, a key speech writer for every Democratic 
presidential candidate from 1952 to 1972. 

If the election were held tonunorrow, Martin said after 
watching the debate, "I'd stay home." Martin called the debate 
a "bore," but Sec. of State Michael J. Howlett, Democratic 
candidate for governor, disagreed. "It was a lively debate," 
Howlett said. "It clearly showed that Jimmy Carter has the ability 
to govern the nation and bodes well a clean Democratic sweep in 
November ••• I will welcome his assistance in providing the re-
turn of more federal tax dollars to Illinois when I am governor." 

Hewlett's Republican opponent, James R. Thompson, missed 
the debate, while campaigning Downstate. He had planned to 
catch the last portion of it on radio during a drive from 
Logan County to Springfield, but the drive coincided with the 
28-minute breakdown in sound from the debate platform. 

Sen. Charles Percy said that of the 11 questions asked both 
candidates, he thought Carter outscored Ford on two, one dealing 
with energy and the other with amnesty for draft resisters. "But 
Ford was the clear winner in eight of the questions and it was 
a tie on the other," Percy said. 

Percy disclosed that his son Roger, a partner in a new 
market reserach firm on the West Coast, helped conduct an expari-
ment by the University of Washington measuring the emotional 
responses of 100 persons watching the debate while wired electronically. 

Percy said his son reported that Ford achieved the highest 
positive resopnse in attacking the Democratic Congress and his 
biggest negative response when discussing the Nixon pardon and 
amnesty. Carter his his peak during his summation, Percy said. 

Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson (D-Ill.) said, "Gov. Carter knew 
the facts and offered a vision of the future. I thought he was 
more presidential than the President, but it is a format which 
offers little chance to understand the issues or the men." 
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Gov. Dan Walker, a Democ!:'at., said Carter "showed the 
same understanding, intelligence and compassion that got him 
nominated. I think you have to conclude that Jimmy Carter won 
Round 1 on merit.'' -- (9/24/76) 
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The Not-So-Great Debate 
(Edi tori al, excerpted,· St. Lou:i•s : Globe-Democrat) 

The first of the long-awaited Great Debates between 
President Ford and Jimmy Carter simply wasn't all that great. 
Most objective observers agree President Ford was the winner on 
points, but the sterile staging caused any hopes for a fireworks 
display to fizzle. 

Forensically it was not a debate at all, but a two-headed 
press conference. Americans would get much greater insight into 
the two men if they met head-on, asking each other sharp questions 
without being filtered by a panel of pseudo-reporters. 

On style and substance, Ford carried the evening. Debate 
experts, including those who conceded a political leaning to 
Carter, expressed disapopintrnent in the Georgian's performance. 
Carter did little to dispel the complaints of critics who say 
he does not give specific answers to questions. 

At the outset Carter was reminded he had made jobs his 
No. 1 priority, and had pledged a drastic reduction in unemploy-
ment. He was asked, "Can you say now, Governor, in specific terms, 
what your first step would be next January, if you are elected, 
to achieve that?" 

In a three-minute monologue, Carter went on in non-
specifics to restate the problem instead of giving reasonable 
solutions. 

Ford, in contrast, as the debate experts agreed, was in 
cornrnand of himself. He gave straightforward, direct answers to 
questions in a generally effective manner. He was able to give 
the lie to some of Carter's criticisms. 

When Carter sought to paint his opponent as the most veto-
happy President in history, Ford was able to answer that Franklin 
D. Roosevelt and Harry s. Truman, two of Carter's idols, vetoed 
legislation at a greater rate than he has. And Ford deftly said 
that Carter, while Governor of Georgia, vetoed more bills yearly 
than Ford has as President. Ford got extra mileage out of re-
minding Carter that Congress has upheld 42 of his 56 vetoes and 
that the taxpayers have been saved $9 billion, which isn't peanuts. 

Carter was whistling Dixie when he complained about tax laws 
being "welfare for the rich," because Ford was able to counter 
with the obvious truth that the Democrats who control Congress 
have written the tax laws for the last 22 years. 

Carter was ineffective in his summary, though he did not 
appear to be rattled by the long delay preceding it. Ford, 
having the advantage of speaking last, was earnest in saying 
the voters had a choice in voting for Carter's promises of more 
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spending and more inflation, or Ford's performance for the 
last two years. 

Based on what the two had to offer as economic prescriptions, 
the choice of clear heads should be Ford. -- (9/25/76) 

Carter Given Boost 
(By Thomas w. Ottenad, excerpted, St. Louis Post-Dispatch) 

Political professionals tend to believe that Jimmy Carter 
gained a slight but not decisive edge from his debate last night 
with President Ford. 

In their judgment, the main effect was that Carter might 
have halted, at least for the time being, the politica slide 
that his campaign had been experiencing for the last week. 
Carter benefited also, these experts say, because economic 
issues formed the focus of much of the first debate. 

Although there tended to be partisan differences among 
the experts interviewed by the Post-Dispatch, Democrats and 
Republicans agreed that both candidates handled themselves 
reasonably well, accomplished some of their objectives and 
that neither succeeded in knocking the other out. 

Ford, it appeared, failed to attack Carter in any sustained 
or effective way on the point on which the former Georgia governor 
is most vulnerable -- his reputed ambiguity on issues. 

Carter, on the other hand, appeared more successful in 
striking at the President's weakest point -- the perception th~t 
he is a weak and indecisive leader. The Democrat used his answers 
to questions to make this charge several times in the nationally 
televised encounter. 

The first of the three debates in which the two men will 
meet had been billed in advance as so significant that it might 
decide the presidential election. But none of the political and 
other expert sources questioned by the Post-Dispatch believed that 
it would have that decisive an effect. They expressed doubt that 
the debate would swing many undecided voters to either candidate, 
but thought that it reinforce voters' predispositions toward one 
or the other candidate. 

In political arithmetic, this in itself constitutes a plus for 
Carter. Because Democrats far outnumber Republicans, if Carter 
merely managed to hold his own supporters in his encounter with 
Ford, he had to emerge from the debate in a better position than 
his opponent. -- (9/24/76) 
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Tight Race for President May Soon Get a Lot Tighter 
(By Thomas w. Ottenad, excerpted, · St. · Loui•s : p·ost-Dispatch) 

The presidential race has tightened up and soon may get 
a lot closer. Politicians in various parts of the country --
along with polling data -- indicates that although Jimmy _Carter 
is still ahead, his position has weakened, and President Ford has 
picked up momentum. And one pollster says Ford will have the lead 
by Oct. 15. 

What will develop as the eight-week campaign reaches the 
midwat point a week from now appears to depend on several factors 
They include the fallout from Thursday's debate, the eventual im-
pact of potentially costly errors by Carter and significant im-
provement in the President's position and performance. 

The next few days may show whether the opening debate has 
resulted in any spurt of enthusiasm for either nominee, both of 
whom have won only lukewarm support so far. 

Two key questions remain unanswered about the effect of 
the debate: Did Carter's performance reassure his followers, and 
how many viewers turned off the program after the first 30 or 
45 minutes. 

Both are important. Carter needed to quiet new doubts 
that had developed as a result of his recent errors. The New 
Hampshire Democratic leader who felt the tide has been running 
against the Southerner expressed the feeling that Carter had 
shown "an inner quality" in the television appearance that would 
help to dispel doubts. 

Hamilton Jordan, too, was optimistic. "I think it (the 
debate) has put the Playboy interview and other things behind us. 
It makes some of those things seem pretty trivial." 

The question about the size of the television audience after 
the opening half of the debate could be highly important for Ford. 
Those who turned off their television sets early may well have 
taken away a highly favorable impression of Ford and a poorer 
one of Carter, who appeared nervous and unsure of himself at 
first. If a large share of the audience stopped watching by 
mid-point, the President may have gained a bonus that was not 
measured in early political evaluations of the debate. 

As the new stage of the campaign opens, Ford starts with 
high momentum after having been far behind. Carter, slumping 
after his initial fast start, now has a chance to regain speed. 

Most observers say that Ford's performance in the debate 
has dispelled some of the doubts about his presidential competence. 
Carter, too, is regarded as having performed reasonably well, but 
it's still not clear whether recent doubts about his judgeirent or character have 
been put aside pennanently or only tenp:,rarily. - (9/25/76) 
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The Debate's Winner So Far: The U.S. Public 
(Editorial, excerpted, "Kansa·s· City• Times) 

Only in America could there have been an event quite like 
this one and the American people clearly were the winners of the 
first Ford-Carter debate. As entertainment it was so-so, even 
bad theater in its occasional awkwardness and especially the 27-
minute breakdown caused by a sound system failure. But the public 
was doing its civics-class homework in preparation for the payoff 
voting in November. That made worthwhile this high point of the 
1976 presidential campaign thus far. 

What the television audience saw were two intelligent men 
who earned the nominations of their parties for the nation's 
highest office. Ronald Reagan and Hubert Humphrey might have 
put on a sprightlier contest but oratorical stylishness is not 
essential to the presidency. Neither President Ford nor Gov. 
Carter is a brilliant speaker but each is adept at getting his 
points across. 

Little they said on this occasion was surprising or new, 
other than Ford's statement that he probably would sign the tax 
reform bill despite his misgivings about some of its provisions. 
Carter's discussion of jobs, governmental reorganization and the 
economy did not provide all the details his critics have been asking 
for, but his comments cannot fairly be described as vague. In 
general it can be said that both candidates were well-armed with 
facts in defense of their party's platform and their chief 
political positions. 

Regardless of immediate changes in the polls, it cannot 
be said with conviction or authority that either candidate was 
the clear-cut winner of the first round. But the American people 
are a little farther along than they were on their all-important 
task of getting ready to choose the next President. -- (9/25/76) 
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Fred G. Luber, chairman of the board of Super Steel Products 
in Milwaukee, and the only man wearing a Ford button said Ford 
appeared to have the edge for two reasons: the prestige of his office 
and his concise answers. "But I'm not sure the American people are 
going to feel that way, " he added. (9/24/76) 

Reactions Here As Expected 
(excerpted, Milwaukee Sentinel) 

Thousands of Milwaukeeans watching the debate on television 
in their homes Thursday night had their own reactions to the event, 
but the feelings of political figures broke predictably along partisan 
lines. 

Viewing of the debates was not particularly intense in a sampling 
of a dozen Milwaukee taverns, where rock music, card playing and 
bar conversation competed successfully with the debates for patron' 
attention. 

The reaction from political officials: 

*Ody Fish, GOP national committeeman and a member of Ford's national 
campaign steering committee: "The president was clearly more accurate 
in his projections and evaluations on the economy and taxes. There were 
some rather unusual and inaccurate observations by Gov. Carter on the 
number of vetoes by the President on the projection that the economy 
might produce a $60 billion surplus by 1980." 

*Democratic Lt. Gov. Martin Schreiber: "The most important impressio1 
the public got was Gov. Carter's compassion and Ford's inability to 
explain the Nixon pardon. The lack of correlation between Ford's record 
and his campaign promises was evident. He had a mumbo-jumbo approach 
to the economy." 

*Herbert H. Kohl, State Democratic Party Chairman: "Both men were 
well informed and addressed the issues. I don't think there was a winner 
in the sense there was in 1960. Both did a good job and I think the 
public was the winner." 

*Mayor Maier, chairman of the National Conferende of Democratic 
Mayors: "I was glad that Gov. Carter made a direct reference to the 
underlying problem of the cities - unemployment and underemployment. 
President Ford referred only obliquely to a program for the cities -
one in which he made cuts - economic development for the cities. When 
President Ford first requested a debate I felt Mr. Ford would be like 
a groundhog gnawing at the tail of a tiger and the debate confirmed 
my belief. It was a decisive plus for Jimmy Carter because for the 
first time 80 million Americans were able to judge first hand Gov. Carter 
grasp of the issues facing America. ( 9/24/76) 
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Largely A Draw 

MIDWEST 

(Editorial,excerpted, Milwaukee Journal) 

Sometimes illuminating, sometimes murky, sometimes sharply 
partisan, the first presidential debate was pretty much of a standoff. 

Both candidates were under immense pressure. Jimmy Carter, bent 
on proving himself the competent challenger, had a stronger ending than 
beginning. Gerald Ford, aiming to show presidential command, seemed 
to have a stronger start than finish. Along the way, both came accross 
as serious, knowledgeable and well drilled. 

They had several enlightening exchanges, but also lapsed into 
simplicity. They accused each other of distortion, sought to inflict 
damage with slicly selected statistics, got tangled in a few contra~ 
dictions and left some important questions - such as job creation -
and tax cutting only partly answered. 

Although each scored his share of points, both often strained 
to exaggerage differences and to paint each other as bumbling as well 
as wrong. Ford spent some time running against the Democratic controlled 
Congress, while Carter took aim at Republican presidential ghosts. 

In sum, the first debate had few peaks and quite a number of 
ragged edges - including an astonishing failure in the television 
sound system. When over, it was hard to belive that this debate 
would be the crucial point in the presidential campaign. Although 
pollsters may find otherwise, the evening seemed to lack that kind 
of decisice kick •. (9/24/76) 

Ford Won: Businessman 
(excerpted, Milwaukee Sentinel) 

"Just write Ford win," demanded Russell L. Thill, president of 
Thill, Inc., an Oshkosh (Wis.) manufacturing company Thursday night. 

"You're talking to a Reagan Republican," he said to a reporter. 
"But Ford was straightforward and honest. He won the first debate." 

Kenneth A. Cook, chairman of the board of Ken Cook Co. in Milwaukee 
agreed. "I have a deep conviction, "he said. "You can't con the American 
people." 

Their comments were among those voiced after the first presidential 
debate was televised into a meeting of the state's leading business 
and industrial leaders in Stevens Point. 

Paul Hassett, president of the Wisconsin Manufacuters and Commerce 
Organization agreed that ford did "very well." 

Other participants at the three day meeting weren't so sure that 
Ford was a clear winner. "Confirms everything you already believed, 
right?" one industrialist said. 
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Was McCarthy Winner of Ford-Carter Debate? 
(excerpted, Des Moines Register, by James Flansburg) 

If you're looking for a winner in the first Ford-Carter debate, try 
Gene McCarthy. 

Nothing that Jimmy Carter or Jerry Ford said appeared to take votes 
away from McCarthy in his independent quest for the presidency, and that 
could be awfully important come Nov. 2. 

The debate showed some surface differences between Carter arid 
Ford, but, more importantly, it also showed they are remarkably 
alike. That opens the door for a McCarthy success. 

McCarthy doesn't expect to win this fall. But he does hope to get 
on the 1980 federal campaign matching-money gravy train by winning 5 
per cent of the vote this year. Some polls show him at 6 to 8 per 
cent. It seems doubtful that he'll hold that strongly because he is 
more poorly organized this year than he was in 1968 or 1972 , if that 
can be possible. 

But the performances of Ford and Carter Thursday night forced 
consideration of hte possibility. Wooden, slicked programmed monotones 
that generate neither love nor hate. And, like it or not, the love-
hate factor is a basic part of American politics. 

A case can be made that the McCarthy effort can hurt either 
Ford or Carter, but the strongest case is that it would hurt Carter. 
Carter is aware of the McCarthy peril and so in one respect Carter 
was the winner in Thursd¥Y night's debate. His election strategy 
is simply to call Democrats to arms. If they respond and go to 
the polls, he wins becayse there are so many more Democrats than 
Republicans in the country. 

Ford's ta~k is to take the great middle of the undecided voters 
and some of the Democrats. But in the main Thursday night, the 
President's language seemed designed to attract the Republic-ans 
he already has in the bag. 

But there still seemed to be a great sameness in it all, which 
could only benefit McCarthy. (9/25/76) 
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THEY BOTH PASSBD 

;: Americans will not go to. the The Register's editorial page staff 
jlOils.ill November to elect a televi- scored the' candidates on nine 
,lion or a member of· a - issues raised during Thursday's 
clebadng society, so how well debatLTbe scoring is based on how 
:Gffald. Forcl and .fumny Carter clearly- and. fully each candidate 
~ormed" Tbursclay night is ir,-. told: where• he. stands; it. does not 
):'elevant. The cl1ief value of presi- reflect. agreement or dlsagreement 
d'ential debates. in our judgment, is with the stand.. · 

0the- opportunity they provide for Each· of 10 staff members rated 
.large numbers of Americans . to each candidate's response to each near· the candidates espiaiD their. question on a scale- of one· to five. 
~stands on issues.. · with one signifying the equivalent 

How well did.Ford and carter do of an. ''A." Following are the 
in ·getttn1 acros to voters how they composite scores:. tnnslated.. into 
would. deal with the country's letter grades. 
dnmesnc: problems? Members of 

CARTER FORD 
Jobs. c+ C .., 

Balanced budget · c · C 

Amnesty c. C 

Gov,t~ reorganization a B 

: . Funding new progra~s- c+ D+ . 
Energy. A e 

' Morality in government 8- D+ ' 

Federal Reserve Board c+ C 

·raxes -- a. c+. 
AVERAGE B- c+ 

. (US) (2.17) 

Des Moines Register, 9/25/76 
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The First Presidential Debate 
(Editorial, excerpted, Minneapolis Tribune) 

Millions of _Americans Thursday night witnessed an 
extraordinary event. The first of three Carter-Ford debates 
not only put the presidential election campaign back onto the 
high road of examining serious issues, after a detour into 
peripheral metters; it also gave voters an invaluable op-
portunity to compare the candidates in a setting devoid of 
the usual hoopla of campaign appearances. 

The comparison benefited both President Ford and Jimmy 
Carter, showing each to have a good grasp of domestic problems 
facing the country and ideas about how to solve them. At 
least as important, American voters benefited by observing 
how the candidates responded in considerable detail to well-
thought-out questions, and how they differed. 

Those who find a 90-minute debate too long to sustain 
interest should not the number of subjects omitted for lack of 
time. Environment, agriculture, health, abortion and civil 
rights are some that either were not discussed or mentioned 
only in passing. The omissions should prompt voters to 
watch carefully what the candidates say about ·those matters 
in the coming weeks. 

Those who still have doubts about the candidates' views on 
taxes, jobs, energy and federal spending -- the main topics 
discussed Thursday night -- now have a good opportunity to 
resolve them. They have watched and heard Carter and Ford 
discuss those issues. Full or partial transcriptions of their 
responses have appeared in the newspapers. There will be 
more said as the campaign continues. In short, Americans 
this fall should have an excellent opportunity to base their 
votes for president on a clear understariding of the candidates' 
attributes and positions -- thanks in large part to the League 
of Women Voters' television debates. -- (9-26-76) 

The First Debate 
(Editorial, excerpted, Minneapolis ·star) 

The first of the great 1976 presidential debates produced 
neither a clear winner nor~ clear loser. Both candidates 
generally handled themselves well and showed an impressive 
grasp of complex issues in an extremely difficult test. 

But the debate was successful in highlighting the differences 
between the two men and their philosophies. No one can legitimate-
ly make the claim, so often heard in political races, that there 
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isn't a dime's worth of difference between the two men. 

Both candidates got something out pf the match. Carter 
had been in a slump, it seemed, and was losing much of the 
respect he gained in a remarkable primary campaign. His 
debate performance should have assured his partisans and some 
of the undecided that he is a person of substance. Ford, 
frequently dogged by unflattering remarks about his intelligence, 
should have convinced viewers he is quite capable of playing in 
the big leagues. 

Beyond that, we thought Carter made telling points on jobs, 
on energy, on the pardon and on the question of Ford's leader-
ship as governor, on the size of the budget and government and 
on the fact that Democrats have written the tax laws Carter so 
vehemently attacks. 

In sum, it was a useful exchange. The voters were well 
served. -- (9/24/76) 
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A Good Debate 
(Editorial, excerpted, Atlanta Journal) 

It's easier to say that neither Gerald Ford nor Jimmy Carter lost. 
Neither man hurt himself by the image he projected or by the answers he 
gave to questions. 

There were not major blunders and there did not appear to be 
any major surprises either. The differendes between them, probably 
were clarified for those who tune in on politics only for the most 
publicized confrontations. 

Jimmy Carter clearly established himself as a person capable of 
holding hiw own in the big leagues. This must dispell any lingering 
notions that he is a country bumbkin from the provincial South. His 
campaign should be back on the track after a period in which it appeared 
to be sagging. 

Gerald Ford kept his coold and counterattacked vigorously. This 
should dispel any lingering illusion that he is a mere headbumper 
from the Middle America. 

The contestants defined their positions ably and clarified the 
issues. The difference in emphasis between Ford and Carter now seems 
sharp enough for the public to make up its mind which course it wants 
to follow. The first of the 1976 debates did hinge on substantial 
issues and the public will not be making up its mind on the basis 
of accidents of makeup, lighting or verbal trickery. (9/24/76) 

Who Won? 
(Editorial, excerpted, Atlanta Journal 

and Constitution) 

Watching the debate we had no doubts about who won. The voters 
did. On the issues. And on the duel of images, millions had the 
chance to judge which man appears to be the stronger and more capable 
leader. But it was clear immediately after the candidates went off 
the air that our impressions were like those of millions of viewers. 
If the candidate said what we wanted to hear, he won; if he said what 
we didn't want to hear, he lost; and if neither said much of anything 
it was a tossup. 

President Ford certainly did not come across as the stumbling dummy 
some have said he is. His command of facts and gifures was tmpressive 
So was his knowledge of Carter's weaknesses. The Presidnet fought a good 
fight. 

But we also think Carter did exceptionally well in his first and 
perhaps most imporant of the debates. He seemed more concerned with 
the problems of people. Carter didn't have John Kennedy's aggressive, 
forceful delivery, or his wit, but he did have Kennedy's quickness of 
mind and depth of knowledge. Those qualities should take over the rest 
of the campaign spell the difference in whose message gets across most 
clearly to the American people. (9/25/76) 
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Jimmy Carter Should've Stood in Bed 
(by Bill Shipp, excerpted Atlanta Journal and Constitution) 

It was not a good time for the Libra from Plains. The week began with 
headlines revealing his inner most thoughts about sex ... then there was tl 
great debate that capped the whole thing off. The people who write 
horoscopes clearly indicated that Carter's week was going to be a bit 
bumpy. 

On the day of the debate, Libras were told by some newspaper 
astrologers,"Key now is organization. Leave no loose ends ... " 
Seer Jeanne Dixon, who usually reads Republican horoscopes best 
wrote: " ... present yourself in the best possible light without distorting 
the facts." 

Wonder what the stars have in store for Jimmy next week. Probably 
something better. Carter seems to be a more likeable fellow after 
a run of hard luck that leaves him in the position of underdog. When 
Carter is willing and well ahead of the game he strikes a lot of 
folks as a first class sap, no matter what his stars may say. (9/25/76l 

Tennessee 

First Debate: People Won 

It is impossible at this time to say who "won" the first debate 
in the sense of attracting more voters to his cause. The answer will 
emerge only after extensive public opinion polling in the next two weeks. 

In the meantime, however, it is safe to say the American people 
won for the face to face confrontation helped give the public a clearer 
idea of the candidates and the policies they would take to the White 
House. 

With so much at stc1.Ke, it would have been too much to expect the 
c~ndidates to be intellectually honest at all times. Both used the 
s ·tandard politician's tricks of misleading statistics, partial mis-
quotation and damaging innuendo proving of course that there were 
two ar,Lhitious humans and no saints on the platform ( 9/24/76) 

Was There a Winner? 
(Editorial, excerpted, Memphis Commercial 

Appeal) 

Perhaps too much was expected of this match. It was not even a 
true debate. Instead it was a sort of extended Sunday morning television 
interview program. Neither candidate offered anything new. But with the 
viewing and listening audience as large as it was, surely there were 
many who were getting a broad view of the candidates for the first time. 
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What happened Thursday night was part of a process of evaluating 
the two major candidates. It will continue for the next five 
weeks, with the same candidates returning in the same format to 
discuss other issues and perhaps to create different impressions 
in the minds of the citizens. (9/25/76) 

Points Aside, Mr. Carter May Have Won the Most 
(Editorial, excerpted, Nashville Tennessean) 

Who won on points seems to be up to the individuals who watched. 
President Ford demonstrated the obvious value of rehearsal, but he 
was better at the beginning than the end. For Jimmy Carter, the reverse 
was true. He started off slowly, but he was hitting full power when 
the electronics failed. 

Although Mr. Ford tried to dwell on the idea that his opponent was vac 
the fact is that Carter was as · forthright on the issues and plans 
as the President. 

Z1r. Ford didn 1 t stumble on the podium or knock his notes off, but he 
was wooden and throughout he maintained a white-knuckle grip on the 
lectern. He displayed nervousness over the issue of the Nixon pardon 
but he managed to act "pieesidential" most of the time. Mr. Carter stumble< 
a few times early on, but he displayed a grasp of issues and detail 
impressive enough for most. 

The important factor may not be who won, but who won the most from 
it. T~at may be Carter, whose campaign has seemed to wander off into 
extraneous controversy recently. What he needed was to bring the 
campaign and himself back into focus and to put Mr. Ford on the 
defensive. He seerr.s to have accomplished that in the opening debate. 
If he can maintain that focus in those that follow, the debates will 
be materially helpful to him. (9/25/76) 

How You Can Win the Debate 
(editorial, excerpted, Chattanooga News-Free Press) 

It was a dignified confrontation of two able presidential candidates 
dealing familiarly with issues of great importance to the American people 

Challenger Jimmy Carter began somewhat nervously, which is not to his 
discredit. President Ford was at his best as a calm,, collected, firmly 
in control , experienced President who had the facts and figures at his 
fingertips. 

Supporters of both have claimed victory. But the real winners are 
as they should be, the American people who had the issues of an important 
presidential campaign called to their attention. There was little said 
by either to change the opinions of their opponents. If you bought 
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the Carter promises in the first place, Mr. Ford did not give 
much reason for change. If you thought Mr. Ford was more solid 
in the first place, Mr. Carter presented nothing to sway you. 
But if you had entered the debate hall without prejudice, without 
personal or philosophical favoritism, you would have to conclude 
that Mr. Carter's ½romises are not supported by his claims that his 
offerings of what he will ''give" just do not mathc his estimates 
of cost. 

Mr. Carter is clearly intelligent, informed and overpromising. Mr. 
Ford is clearly intelligent, informed and trying to curb taxation 
and government. (9/24/76) 

Debate Even in Student Poll 
(Excerpted, Nashville Tennessean) 

Jimmy Carter and Gerald Ford fared about evenly with Nashvillians 
who watched the. debates and a large number of viewers could pick no 
winner, according to a survey by high school students. 

Politically perhaps the most important finding of the student's 
survey is that no persons identifying themselves as Republicans 
thought Carter won the debate. More than one-fourth of the Democrats 
gave Ford the edge. 

The 19 students interviewed 172 persons at a variety of downtown 
Nashville locations Friday. The persons interviewd included 112 men 
and 60 women and 74 persons who identified themselves as Democrats 
20 Republicans and 78 as not aligned with either party. 

Asked to pick a winner in the debate, 61 persons chose Carter 
60 picked Ford and 51 called the debate even. When divided according 
to party identification, the Democrats split with 37 calling Carter 
the winner, 20 for Ford and 17 ~aying it was even. But among Republ ic~ns 
16 picked Ford and only four persons called the debate even. None 
saw Carter as the winner. With persons identifying themselves as 
independents, Ford was viewed as the winner by 19 persons, while 14 
gave Carter the edge and 14 saw no winner. A number of persons 
declined to give any indication of their political leanings. 

Ford was shown doing equally well amor-g men and women, getting 
a favorable response from one-third of each group. Ca~ter got a favorable 
response from about 40 per cent of the females interviewed but from 
only about 30 per cent of the males. 

Among black and white voters, Carter got a favorable response from 
almost half the black~ and interviewed and about one third of the whites. 
Ford was given the edge by about one fourth the blacks and almost 
40 per cent of the whites. (9/26/76) 
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M:>re Than A Draw 
(Fd.itorial, excerpted, BllIIllllgham News) 

SOU'lli 

During the portion of the debate l5efore technical difficulties, President 
Ford certainly had the advantage in poise and confidence. After the inter-
ruption, however, carter managed to deliver this surrmation with the sar,1e 
relaxed, confident manner he has sustained throughout the campaign. Mr. Ford's 
surrmation was alx>ut on par with the early party of the debate. 

The Roper Poll supports the view fran this quarter that the aebates were 
rrore than a draw. --(9/24/76) 

The Great Debates-I 
(Editorial, excerpted, M:>ntgomery Advertiser) 

Very few votes were changed as a result of the debates, both men made 
their points in their divergent philosophies and neither man suffered any 
real defeats or setbacks. 

It is difficult to say which one of them 1WOn. Ford may have come out of 
it with a slight edge, he was rrore aggressive, but this was offset by Carter's 
opportunity to get the national exposure he needed. 

The President sought to protray Carter as a spendthrift upstart. carter 
accused Ford of econanic mismanagenent, weak leadership and callous disregard 
for the plight of the unemployed. Both failed. 

On the whole, it was a pretty dull show with contestants throwing dollar 
<iigures and percentages at each other. We predicted that carter 1WOuld tear 
up Ford, but he certamnly didn't. Early in the debate, he seemed stiff and 
tentative while Ford was relaxed and confidant. But, when he unwound, carter 
did much better. 

Cur guess is that their respective poll standings remained virtually 
unchanged.-(9/25/76) 
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'Ihe (sort of) Great ~te 
(&litorial, excerpted, The New Orleans 

TJ.Ires-Picayune) 

SOUTH 

We might take this first debate as a kind of prel:uninary bout, a basic 
presentation and a feeling-out of the format that put the candidates on their 
best and rrost serious behavior. 

The I:ole-MJndale debate may satisfy the public appetite for rhetorical 
blocd. But the final meeting, we may ~ct, will produce rrore flashing 
personal ferformances that may aid the voters in judging the character elenent 
that loans so large in this year's election. -(9/25/76) 

Who Was The Winner? 
(Editorial, excerpted, Shreveport, IA. Journal) 

Both rren ,:,..un. carter proved that he has a lot of information i.11 his 
head and he can pull narres, dates, statistics out at will and he can use them 
to illuminate his opinions on the issues. 

'Ihe President proved that he can stand before a microphone for 90 minutes 
and oold his own. He didn't falter or lack for recall information and he 
expressed his views with clarity. 

'lb us, it seems that Mr. Ford had the edge. He came across as a r:ian of 
of present and as a man of the future. In our opinion, G:::Jv. carter was looking 
backward to the days of the Depression and dwelling on social problems, many 
of which are no longer with us. He was too bent, we thought, on pressing for 
governrrental solutions rather than solutions in 1he private sector. This seems 
to us to be a turn around fran his position in the primaries. Before he was 
naninated, Mr. carter constantly told us Washington was bad and the federal 
governmetn was too big. tbw he cares forth with proposals for rrore gov-
e:...--nment programs. 'Ihis is no tirre •to shackle the private sector with rrore 
governrrent and the expense that rrore government entails. 

We thought Mr. Frod scored in his attacks on the Congress. Congress, 
especially in an election year, is prone to care with all sorts of vote-catching 
programs. We thought Mr. Ford got a p:,int or t'v.U in stating that a president 
belonging to one party can act as a check-and-balance on a Congress dcminated 
by another party. It may be that the Arrerican people have care to that 
conclusion themselves.--(9-27-76) 
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What Light Did The Debate Cast on Our National Opinions? 

(Editorial, excerpted, Louisville, Ky. Courier-Journal) 

A nation went on jury duty Thursday evening, ccmnitted to a fair ex-
amination, with the help of the candidates, of the national issues these 
presidential debates are supp:)sed to illuminate. 

In the few rare rrarents when Thursday's clash provided legitimate insight, 
the debate was rrore a reminder that the nation faces long-deferred decisions 
about priorities and goals and less of the test of President Ford's and 
Jirrmy Carter's F()pularity than "Who ~n?" suggests. 

'!here is a deeper question the debate should have been able to answer, but 
didn't: What illumination did President Ford and carter offer a nation · 
thinking not only about its candidates, but also about its future? --(9/25/76) 

NORIH CAROLINA 

Who Won? The First Debate Was A Draw 
(Editorial, · excerpted, The Charlotte Observer) 

SOU'IH 

Put us down as undecided, a status we share with the big chunk of the 
electorate which wil.l decide the election. Teh 90-minute session turned out 
to be rrore revealing than we had anticipated. 

The F()Ssibility that one or the other candidate might perfo:rm badly was' 
not fulfilled. Mr. Ford scored often. Noting Mr. Carterf:s canplaint about his 
use of the presidentail veto, Ford observed that carter used his veto power 
freely as governor of Georgia. 

We have to say the debate did nothing to give a considerable boost to 
either camapign. Carter supp:)rters wanted theit man to appear solid, know-
ledeable and sensitive to human needs and the way goverrnnent could serve them. 
Ford supporters wanted theri man to "look presidential," to derronstrate his 
grasp of the responsibilities of the office and to chide Mr. carter for 
fuzziness on the isses. Neither group seems dissatisfied with the result. 

'!he first debate seJ:Ved rrore to confi:rm what was already known about each 
man than to alter public opinion of either.-(9/26/76) 
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The First Debate 
(Editorial, excerpted, Ri.chrrond Tin-es-Dispatch) 

The day before his debate with President Ford, Jimny carter sl::)Emt sane 
time, a news story reported, "curled 1JP on a couch, reading a canic book with 
krr:f." His press secretary quoted Mr. carter as saying "that might be just 
as good preparation for the debate as anything." 

Mr. carter's perfor:mance in the debate showed the effects of his "pre-
paration." He was, to put it charitably, unimpressive. In this first con-
frontation, concentrating orl darestic issues, carter was supposed to have had 
a slight advantage, according tanany experts, and had been expected to keep 
Mr. Ford on the defensive much of the tirre. Nervous Ford supporters feared that 
their man might pot make it through the debate without faltering embarrassingly, 
encouraging the belief that he really is the blunderersare of his critics have 
atterrpted to portray him to be. 

But that is not the way it went. Far nore articulate and confident than 
Mr. carter, the President cane out ahead. 'lhis is the opinion of a panel of 
debate coaches assanbled by AP to judge the results, it is the prevailing 
view of those people interviewed by the Roper poll and it is our CMn con-
clusion. 

While carter clearly scored scree points, he was on the defensive nore 
often than Mr. Ford. Mr. Ford was clearly the voctor in this first aebate. 
His perfor:mance should accelerate his rise in the public opinion polls and 
imbue his canpaign with new confidence and vigor.--(9/25/76) 
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The Debate 
(Editorial Zxcerpted) 
Boston Sunday Globe 

NORTHEAST 

The first Ford-Carter debate was dismally dull. The 
candidates, their ideas and their rhetoric have already 
been overexposed, and t~e debate added nothing new. 

Tactically both sides won partial victories. Ford was 
"presidential"--tall, robust, calm and commonsensical. 
He didn't stumble over words or get wound up in convoluted 
phrases as he so often does at press conferences. But he also 
reminded us too often that he is pledged tothe Republican 
policies of the last eight years, which have produced the worst 
and longest recession in four decades. 

Carter scored occasionally, on unemployment and the 
Nixon pardon, without seeming ruthless or disrespectful 
t0ward the President. He reminded us, after the kookery 
of the Playboy interview, that he has a sound and sober 
grasp of issues. But he was nervous and uncomfortable, 
much less smooth and sharp than we remembered him from 
the primaries. He did not even hit hard with his rebuttal of 
President Ford, who misquoted Carter on income taxes. 
And he all but acknowledged during and after the debate 
that the trend had been turning against him. 

By that next debate Carter will probably be back in 
command of his campaign. It seems incredible that 
Gerald Ford, should have pulled virtually even in the 
race. Yet Carter has lost the drive and direction that 
won him all those primaries, and he may have to come from 
behind. 
--September 26, 1976 

Aggressive Ford On Top 
(By Robert Healy, Excerpted, Bos·ton Globe) 

President Ford hoped to project an image of being presidential 
and in command. He did. And he agressively destroyed some 
of Jimmy Carter's best arguments, specifically that Carter 
had been an effective Governor of Georgia, had saved money in 
the state government there through reorganization, and would 
do the same with the Federal government as President. So, 
if there was a winner, it was Ford. 
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In the end the President accomplished what he had 
intended to in these debates. He did not stumble. He 
looked good. He was decisive. He controled the debate 
from beginning to end, simply because Carter did not 
advance anything new. 

He got the broad message across that things were getting 
better in the nation, we were at peace, that the economy 
was improving, and he had brought the nation from the 
brink of disaster after the Nixon resignation. Carter 
did not pin the Nixon disaster on Ford. And Ford effectively 
brought to ·. the surface Carter's basic weakness--his vagueness ,_.. 
on issues. --September 24, 1976 

Hub Reaction Mixed on Debate 
(By Alexander Hawes Jr., Excerpted, Boston· Globe) 

The first debate between Ford and Carter brought 
mixed reviews from a random sample of greater Boston resident, 
although a majority of those telephoned thought the President 
fared better last night. 

Typical of the reaction were the comments of a 
resident who said, "I would say it was pretty much what I 
expected. I think Carter makes a good appearance and talks 
well (but) he ducked and dodged some questions as he's done 
throughout the campaign. I thought the President didn't 
look brilliant, but he was steady." 

Some of Carter's support seemed still to be soft. Those 
who favored Ford did so because he was "aggressive," "specific, " 
and he "had his feet on the ground." -- September 24, 1976 

.... and Globe Journalists Appraise It 
(By Mike Barnicle and David B. Wilson, Excerpted, Boston Globe) 

Almost anything would have been more exciting and more 
informative than the confrontation between Ford and Carter. 
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It was unfortunate that the sound cable didn't break 
five minutes after the start instead of 80 minutes. It 
would have saved us from an endless assault of statistics, 
percentages and the assurance that things would be terrific 
with either guy in the Oval Office come next January. 

It was close. Neither man emerged a clear winner. 
Neither committed a fatal blunder. 

The Carter television technique was clearly superior. 
While Carter addressed the television audience via the 
camera, establishing eye contact, Ford tended to reply 
directly to questioners. 

The President was confident and forthright, and his 
mastery of statistics was impressive. His adversary did 
not, perhaps cannot, deal with the awesome fact that only 
one of the contestants is the President. 

Ford, the lawyer, was the more skillful debater. 
But, Carter may have been the more attractive personality. 
-- September 24, 1976 

Ford, Carter Missed Debate Opportunities 
(By John Hall, Excerpted, Boston· Herald Advertiser) 

It wasn't a debate. It wasn't even a discussion. You 
can hear a better argument on any Saturday morning in any 
courthouse square in Indiana. What President Ford and Jimmy 
Carter gave to the nation Thursday night was a series of 
disjointed two-and-three-minute campaign speeches. 

The Hearst Newspapers assembled a panel of college and 
high school debate coaches to monitor the event and try to 
determine a winner by standard debate scoring procedures. 
By a 4 to 1 vote, they gave the debate to Ford. But their 
most significant and unanimous conclusion was that it was a 
dismal performance by both men--a chain of missed opportunities 
to spot the opponent's weaknesses and puncture them. Ford and 
Carter did not seem to be alert to each other most of the 
time, let alone try to exploit each other's misstatements. 
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It is not enough to blame it on the format for the 
debates. There was plenty of opportunity for rejoinder. The 
candidates simply chose not to engage each other--either 
deliberately for political reasons or because their mental 
processes do not work in the direction. The latter possibility 
is the most disturbing of all. 

Ford and Carter were like automatic rotary files that 
flip through the cards when a certain button is pushed and 
disgorge the appropriate recipe--"budgetary receipts, 
effect of 3 percent unemployment on." They became captives 
of the facts rather than masters of them. They were so 
busy flipping the mantal cards they didn't seemto listen to 
each other. 

"Both speakers had a number of opportunities in their 
two-minute reply to really nail down their opponents at a 
level that could have really been very meaningful to them," 
said Professor Herbert James of Dartmouth. "! was amazed 
that in so many instances neither Ford nor Carter really 
used that opportunity in a way that would effectively repute 
their opponents." 

At times they seemed almost to be afraid of each other 
and afraid of themselves. It could well be that the much-
maligned American voter will be watching the two debates 
next month to see if either candidate dares to break his 
chains. --September 26, 1976 
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HoW·~·aCademics. l'ate debllte., 
_-fi,1:~itte MacilJl~;~~~.- -, W.rl?er D~an ]lll-~nliffl'is~pi-;. 

·a.sstJCTa.te professor of speech and lessor of political science at the 
communication at Emerson Col- Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
lege, teaches courses in body Jan- nology and an authority on 
guage and nonverbal communica- American political history. 
tion. 

The whole field of nonverbal 
communication. where we might ' 
look at as many as eight to 10 var-
ious aspects of communicating, _ 
was not available in this particu-
lar TV format. In this format, 
there were only three aspects 
available for observation and 
analysis. And because of these 
limitations I'd have to call it a 
draw. 

The three we had were facial• 
response, to a small degree; ges-
ture; and "paralanguage," which 
is how each candidate uses his 
voice. I would say that, in all 
three instances, Carter was the 
weake_r during the first three 
questions. 

There was appreciable blink-· 
ing of the eyes, a weight shifting 
from one leg to · another and an 
obvious dryness in the throat; 
which manifested itself in the 
quality of his voice: ' 

After that, it was anyone's 
guess, as. far as nonverbal com- · 
munication "cues," as to who was 
the more confident. 

~owever, _ if one is to really 
ascertain the weakness and 
strengths of the two candidates, 
the format needs to be changed so 
that a more extemporaneous 
manner in presentation is fol-
lowed. 

The candidates should be free 
to question each other more fully 
and directly. 

-- · 
I think the debate shows that 

both men did quite well. It was -
vastly superior to the Kennedy-
Nixon debate, because both.men 
last night stuck closely to the is-
sues and they were dealing with 
basic differences in their philoso-
phy as Democrat or Republican. I 
think the people could get a very 

_ clear impression of those differ-
. ences from last night. 

As to which.person won it, I'm 
personally inclined to give Carter 
the edge. Ford seemed a little 
wooden and became tired toward 
the end, while Carter- seemed to 
warm up .. 

Carter's two. strongest points 
were on .the energy question--
and his knowledge of that subject 
was considerable - and on the 
unemployment question. 

Carter made the point, which 
a lot of Republicans are sensitive 
about debating, that a lot of 
human beings are being hurt. He 
offered a sense of compassion and 
the possibility of · doing better. 
Carter also went to work on the-
leadership issue, arguing that· a 
President could get along wit:11 
Congress and that Ford was prac-
ticing the politics of stalemate. 
Ford was ahead on the taxation 
business, and both were good a, 
counterpunching. 

If I were scoring, I'd give sev-
en rounds to Carter, four or five 
to Ford, and the rest a draw. 

Boston Globe, 9/24/76 (cont.) 

Edwin Diamond, a senior lec-
turer in political science at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, .heads the New Study -
Group at MIT which analyzes 
press coverage of politics. 

There is no way to escape the 
boxing metaphor. Ford and· 
Carter have obviously trained for 
the meeting. Qverall, they were 
cautious, circling, shadowboxing. 
Each did have an offensive'strat-
egy; but each used it sparingly. 

· Ford's big move came-. first. He 
attacked Carter directly in his 
first response, accusing him of 
being-- unspecific. But then, cau-

. tiously, Ford drew back and 
didn't become aggressive again 
until well into the meeting. 
Carter's big weapon - also used 
sparingly was, curiously 
enough, his smile. He was grim 
and unsmiling through the early 
questions. The smile became a 
visual signal of his disdain for 
Ford's statements. 

But if this was a fight, even 
.· metaphorically, the question was 

who won. I would pick Carter by _ 
a narl"oW margin as he sc·ored on · 
such targets as unemployment, 
tax policy and the Republican in-
sensitivity· to the "common 
people." But in the tradition of 
championship fights when a chal-
lenger edges the incumbent, they 
usually call it a draw. Carter, I 
think, looked good to Democratic 
voters and Ford looked Presiden-
tial. 
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L.I. Poll Shows Debate F.dge For Ford 
(By Bernie Bookbinder, excerpted, L.I. Newsday) 

President Ford won last week's debate with Jimny Carter, according to 
a survey of potential IDng Island voters, but it is questionable whether that 
has helped Ford's campaign here. 

That tentative conclusion is based on interviews with about one-third of 
a panel of 1,675 Nassau and SuffolR residents whose reactions to the presiden-
tial race are being studied by the LI Poll. · 

Ford's success in the debate seems conclusive fran virtually every stand-
point, according to Prof. Stephen Cole, a sociologist fran the STate University 
at Stony Brook who analyzed the data. For egample, to the question, "In general , 
which cnadidate did the best?" 20 percent said Ford, 28 percent said both did 
about the same and 6 persent were undecided. 

When these opinions were broken down by whether the respondents had favored 
carter, Ford or had been undecided prior to the debate, this assesSlreilt was 
confinred. Arrong peiple who had supported carter prior to the debate, that is, 
who said that they preferred him when originally interviewed in early Sept.-41 
percent felt that Carter, 18 percent said that Ford had been undecided 
prior to the debate, this assessm:n was confinned. Arrong people who had 
supported Carter prior to the debate, that is who said that they preferred 
him when originally interviewed in early Septanber, 41 per cent felt that 
carter had won, 18 per cent siad that Ford had won, 33 per cent siad 
that both had done the same and 7 per cent were undecided. 

Arrong those people who had supported Ford prior to the debate, 73 per 
cent siad that Ford had won, 6 per cent said that carter had won and 
19 per cent siad that both had done the same and 1 per cent undecided. MJst 
significantly, arcong those who had been undecided before the debate, 7 
per cent said that carter had done better, 44 per cent said that Ford had 
done better, 34 per cent siad that both had done about the same and 15 per 
cent said that they were tmcertain. 

'lb further clarify these judgrrents, the IDng Islanders were asked to 
crnipare the debate with what had been expected of him. 'Ihe net result was 
another indication of Ford's streagth: while 29 per cent of the respondents 
said carter had done worse than they had expect, only 7 per cet said Ford 
had done worse; and while only 19 per cent said carter had done better than 
t-ey expected, fully 40 per cent said that Ford had done better than anticipated. 

Still further evidence anerged when the panelists were questioned rrore 
specifically about the debate: Ford got substantially higher ratings in tenns 
of knowing rrore about the issues and inspiring greater confidence. (9/27/76) 

Debate Narrows Campaign Gap 
(editorial, excerpted, Buffalo Evening News 

So the first of the hostoric Ford-carter debates is over and both of 
the candidates looked impressive. Neither blundered in any crucial sense. 
But on that balance we think it is pretty clear that the net effect of the 
debate is to narrow the race, to mkae it closer today than it lookec 
yesterday. 
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Both candidates and questioners were well-prepared. The debate was 
dignified, serious and closely focused on important issues. N:)bcx:ly lost 
fris cool and President Ford and Mr. carter developed in their answers 
clear differences of approach that offer voters significant alternatives. 

If the President v;on a slight edge in this debate- and v..1e share the view 
of initial polls and sane debate experts that he did - it was due to his ccmnand 
of facts and his effective use of them in his sharp, concise rebuttals: 
(9/24/76) 

- --- - ----~---
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A Worthwhile Encounter 
(Editorial, Excerpted, The Evening Bulletin) 

While neither Mr. Ford nor Mr. Carter advanced new 
programs or ideas in last night's debate, what did emerge 
were clearly defined campaign themes. Each theme draws 
heavily on the strength of the American people and on 
the national heritage. 

For Mr. Carter it was an emphasis on the hopes of the 
American people and their right to a unified Federal Govern-
ment they can trust to serve them fully and well. For 
President Ford it was an emphasis on checks and balances 
in government and on the self reliance of the individual. 

There are important differences here. And, if developed 
fully in the remaining meetings and in the campaign itself, 
these differences should help the American people make the 
right decision on November 2. For what it brought to a 
presidential campaign that has been generally inconclusive 
and even confusing, the encounter in Philadelphia last 
night was indeed worthwhile.-- September 24, 1976 

Democrats Disappointed in Carter 

(By John J. Farmer and Joseph R. Daughen, Excerpted, 
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin) 

Democrats, generally, were disappointed by Jimmy 
Carter. Republicans were pleasantly surprised by President 
Ford. 

That was the initial reaction disclosed in a national 
spot survey of 30 persons of various political persuasion 
and occupations by The Bulletin immediately after last 
night's debate. 

Republicans unanimously thought Mr. Ford the winner, 
and all indicated their intention to vote for him was 
unchanged. Democrats' opinion were more varied. Some 
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said Mr. Ford had won. 
"not forceful enough." 
had won. 

52 NORTHEAST 

Others complained that Carter was 
And only a few said the Georgian 

The debate changed few votes among those questioned, 
but those who said they were swayed were invariably Democrats 
made more uneasy by Carter. Most Democrats, however, indicated 
they would not desert Carter. · 

Some said the Ford-Carter confrontation left them 
dissatisfied with both. 

Among the Democrats expressing concern about Carter, 
many cited their uneasiness over his record as governor 
of Georgia and the President's exploitation of it. 
--September 24, 1976 
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First Debate: i;ot Conclusive, but Useful, NonethelesG 
(Editorial, Excerpted, Providence Journal Bulletin) 

Whatever may have come out of Thursday night's debata 
between President Ford and Jimmy Carter, it most certail:' was 
not the watershed event that the Lincoln-Douglas debates were 
in 1860 or the Kennedy-Nixon debates exactly 100 years later. 
The format was restrictive, the candidates wooden, and the 
overall impact uninspiring. 

Mr. Ford's success in maintaining a "presidential" ai:--
pearance, and in showing an ability to field hard questions 
and a capacity for skillfull ripostes to Mr. Carter's thrusts 
could only help him overcome the image of being a not too 
smart bumbler. 

But if Thursday's debate did not set the viewing public 
on fire, it did accomplish some worthwhile things. For the 
first time in the campaign it gave the public a chance to see 
and hear both candidates elaborate on their philosophical and 
pratical approaches to key national issues. Their comments on 
diverse questions illuminated real differences and thus real 
choices for the voters. 

If President Ford was able to reverse his poor image, the 
debate may also have helped Jimmy Carter shuck some of the 
criticism he has been receiving for being "fuzzy" or for "flip-
flopping" on issues; or for too blandly asking the public to 
"trust me." He waa ;?articularly strong and lucid in sketching 
out a national energy policy and assigning priorities to energy 
sources, putting coal ahead of oil and calling for stronger 
federal support of solar development, while consigning nuclear 
power to a last-resort position. 

With three debates yet to go, it is to be hoped that the 
League of Women Voters will give some thought to a format ~ore 
in line with usual debating procejures. And if Thursday's format 
is retained, it would be helpful if each candidate were given a 
few minutes to present an opening statement from which the 
reporters would formulate their questions. On balance however, 
the debate was~ ~luR, not only for the candidates but fer the 
voting public. -- 9/25/76 
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No Knockout 
(Editorial, Excerpted, Maine Sunday Telegram) 

Neither Ford or carter emerged as the decisive winner of 
the first debate. 

It is unlikely that many voters saw their fundamental 
conceptions of the two men materially altered. Governor 
Carter's views of the government he hopes to lead continue 
to be hazy and imprecise; President Ford remains the unex-
citing chairman of the board of a lackluster administration. 

Carter may have succeeded in arresting his recent decline 
in the polls. President Ford, on the other hand, exhibited 
a considerable knowledge of the intricacies of government and 
on that basis he may have gained a slight edge. But viewers 
who anticipated that the first debate would produce a clear 
victor were disappointed. -- 9/26/76 
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Candidates Show Unexpected Firmness on Issues 
(Editorial by Arthur Wiese, excerpted, Houston Post) 

The jokesters on Capitol Hill have been spreading the story recently 
that Jerry Ford and Jimmy Carter are really twins - - twins appropri-
ately enough named " Hobble" and Wobble". 

A lot of the sting was removed from that punch line Thursday -night 
by both men's performances in the first presidential debate. 

Ford, the " Hobble" of this dynamic duo, seemed to toss his crutches 
away. He seemed stronger, firmer, more presidential than many of 
the 100 million Americans watching him on television may have believed 
he could. 

Carter, the "Wobble" was steadier, less evasive and more specific 
than his critics probably expected. 

Who won? Any answer to that question reveals the inevitable prejudices 
of the respondent. 

As far as the issues are concerned, it seemed a draw from this 
corner - - particularly in the crucial first 3 0 minutes of the de bate. 

The incumbent, presiding over the highest unemployment rate since 
World War II, nevertheless clearly bested Carter on that question. 
He also seemed to have the upper hand in the exchanges on inflation 
and how to achieve a balanced budget. 

But Carter was an aggressive success with his blunt attacks on the 
tax system. On the matter of reorganizing the federal government, the 
Democratic nominee likewise appeared to take it, despite a good re-
joinder from Ford about how state spending and employment soared in 
Georgia while Carter was governor. 

On the other big topic of discussion, each man probably cancelled 
out the other's advantage, with Carter making strong points about the 
Nixon pardon but the President coming out ahead on the controversial 
amnesty dispute. 

While the result on the issues may have been a draw, the matter 
of images wasn't. 

If style was the determining factor Thursday night, it seemed as 
though Ford was the winner, however narrowly. 

A lot of that edge was the result of the all-important first impression 
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the candidates made in the debate's opening minutes. 

Carter started off absymally. He seemed nervous and extremely 
ill at ease. His adam' s apple bobbed up and down like an automobile 
piston. He stammered, he gulped and he stared straight ahead at the 
camera with a frozen expression. Even his tie was askew. 

By contrast, Ford -- carefully dressed in his trademark vest to 
give him a lawyer-like "presence" on the tube -- seemed calmer and 
more self-assured. 

Marshall Mcluhan divides the kinds of images people make on 
television into two broad categories -- "cool" and "hot". 

The Democratic nominee quickly overcame his initial problems and 
made a combative comeback. But perhaps it was too combative considering 
the polls which show most Americans identify Ford as a decent and 
good man if sometimes a bumbling leader. 

The format of a debate almost always favors the challenger, 
who can attack and cricize the status quo, over the challenged, who 
usually is forced to defend it. 

A question exists, however, over who was the challenger Thursday 
night. Carter certainly would seem to have been since he was facing 
an incumbent. But on the other hand Carter is the election front-runner 
at the moment so he obviously had the most to lose. 

Jimmy Carter is also more of an unknown quantity to the voters than 
Ford. In that situation Carter benefits and looks like presidential timber 
just by holding his own with the incumbent, which he certainly did. 

Perhaps the most importan·t question about the debate is not one that 
was asked by the reporters. Instead it is whether such confrontations 
as these are really any way to choose a president? 
--September 24, 1976 
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Unfortunately. Big Debate Was Dull 
(Editorial, excerpted, Houston Chronicle) 

The opening debate between President Ford and Governor Jimmy 
Carter was. unfortunately. dull. 

The reason it was dull was because so many restrictions were 
imposed by the format of the debate. 

The result was a debate that resembled a carefully staged play. 
The questioners were unable to get into topics of current interest 
such as the Playboy interview given by Carter or the assistance 
provided by U.S. Steel to Ford on his vacations. 

The rriost unfortunate result of the way the program was structured 
is that viewers may have been lulled to the point they lost interest in 
the economic positions taken and may be discouraged from tuning in 
for subsequent debates. 

In the Chronicle's view, the debate did make apparent the deep 
differences between the two candidates on how to handle the national 
economy. 

The positions expounded by both candidates were not new ones, 
and were cautiously stated, perhaps even deliberately understated. 
The effect was entirely low-key. save for a rare barb or two. 

While neither man can claim a great victory in the debates, the 
Chronicle does believe that in the area of taxes Ford made the more 
convincing impression and was more sure of himself. Perhaps the 
President's best point of the night was that the tax system Carter 
criticized was written by a Democratic Congress. 

It is interesting that four of the five members of a panel of college 
debate coaches gave President Ford an edge in the debate, and did so 
on the basis of Ford's superiority on the tax questions. 

It is unlikely that Governor Carter changed any minds from the 
impression given in a weekend interview that he would increase the 
taxes for half of the people, if not more than half. During the debate, 
Carter was unable to clarify just where the money would come from 
for promised programs. 

The average viewer was probabry disappointed in the debate, 
and a good segment probably didn1 t wait out the audio interruption 
to hear the final remarks. 
--September 26, 1976 
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No Clear Victor Emerges in 
First Round of Debates 

WEST 

(Editorial by Norman Baxter, excerpted, Houston Chronicle) 

There was tension, some conflict and a few harsh words in the 
debate between President Ford and Jimmy Carter, but no clear ad-
vantage for either candidate. 

Since neither man overwhelmed the other it appears that President 
Ford, still trailing Carter in the polls, was the loser because he 
gained no advantage in the debate. 

To defeat Carter the President must broaden his base of support. 
Ford must follow the example of his predecessor, Richard Nixon, 
and get the votes of independents and some Democrats to win the 
election. There was little in his statements at the debate that did 
not mirror his conservative Republican philosophy. 

The opening question was on unemployment and addressed to Carter 
who appeared to be nervous. The Democrat said he would use research 
and development, housing programs, joint federal-private work programs 
in the central cities. 

In rebuttal Ford accused Carter of not being specific. But as the 
debate neared the end it was Carter who became aggressive after the 
President attacked the Democratic majority in Congress and implied 
that Carter should be held partly responsible for any congressional 
excesses. 

The President's most obvious effort to win voters of almost all 
ideological persuasions was in reiterating his proposal for more tax cuts. 
--September 24, 1976 

At Least, Carter Didn.1 t Blow It 
(Editorial by Norman Baxter, excerpted, Houston Chronicle) 

Jimmy Carter didn't blow it in the first presidential debate and that 
is probably the most joy that his supporters can get from the encounter. 

Lately he has been making one solid mistake a week and before the 
confrontation with President Ford the challenger's quota of goofs for last 
week had already been filled. 

One of Carter ' s goals in the debate was to regain tax reform as his 
issue. By the time a clarification was made, that it was the rich and 
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businesses which would be Carter's target. Republicans had pum-
meled Carter. 

But Carter, who should have used the national forum of the debate 
to straighten out his tax stand, never did score in this area and used 
one of the weakest defenses of all when he accused the President of 
misquoting but did not back this up with specifics. 

When the two opponents did go into specifics during the debate they 
fell back on statistics. You needed a computer to sift through their answers. 

For the most part, the format of the debate worked well, although it 
was more of a shared press conference than a debate. 

There wasn't much in the debate to hold attention or excite or linger 
in the mind for use in the following day's conversation. 

The content was not new. The answers and positions are the same 
ones that the candidates have had for months of campaigning. The 
unasked questions (about Carter's interviews and Ford's entertainment 
by U. S. Steel) might have stirred things up a little but ic is doubtful 
that the answers would have shed much light. 

It did not seem justified, but Ford was the more jubilant after the 
debate. He contended that the momentum is now with his campaign. 

The polls do indicate that the wide lead that Carter held after the 
Democratic convention is shrinking; that the presidential contest will 
be far closer in November than it appeared to be in July. 

The changing margins in the polls were expected. Historically a 
candidate has a surge in popularity or acceptance after the nationally 
televised conventions. 

Ford continues to gain. It's not his momentum though, but the 
benefits he gets from the erosion of Carter's campaign. The Democrat 
has not been able to get in gear since he was nominated. 

There's been a lot of travel and media events by Carter but they 
don't seem to be proudcing results. Reports of campaign difficulties 
in some of the vote-rich states, California, Texas, Illinois and New York, 
are becoming frequent. 

Even at their best, the debates cannot take the place of traditional 
campaign effort. If they continue in a similar way to the first, the 

public will be the principal beneficiary rather than the candidates, since the 
debates give millions an easy way to inspect and assess the two major candidates 
--September 26, 1976 
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Ford, Carter Trade Barbs over Political Skeletons 
(Editorial by Margaret Mayer, Excerpted, Da"ll·as Times Herald) 

The season opener in the 1976 presidential debates will be 
remembered as the Democratic Congress-Watergate tradeoff. 

Jimmy Carter's idea of playing one embarrassment off against 
another was the only new development in the presidential contest 
as he and President Ford sweated through their first direct 
confrontation. 

Viewers who tuned out and turned in to bed early - to dream 
of growth rates chasing deficits - missed the excitement. 

Carter pushed social programs supported by a tax system 
that takes from the rich and gives to the poor and tried to 
make Ford look like a flunky for Richard Nixon. 

Ford stolidly maintained it wouldn't work - that all the ~at 
cats with their tax shelters couldn't satisfy the gluttony of 
those programs. And, meanwhile, inflation and unemployment would 
gobble up the middle income wage earners. 

Ford was getting up a pretty good head of steam. The whole 
thing, he said, was the fault of the Democratic Congress, a big 
bunch of spendthrifts. Ford said if Carter didn't like the tax 
structure, he had the Democratic Congress to thank. After all, 
they had been writing the tax bills for the last 22 years. 

That did it for Carter. "If he insists I take responsibility 
for the Democratic Congress, of which I was not a part, then it's 
only fair he take responsibility for the Nixon administration, 
of which he was a part," said Carter with a smile. 

It wasn't exactly a mind-blowing idea, but it must have 
caused at least a ripple because something caused a failure in 
the audio transmission a few minutes later. 

When the candidates got back on the air for the final kill, 
their only ammunition was what they have been saying for the 
past two years. 

Carter, evidently forgetting about having traded off Congress 
a half hour earlier, said it was time "to have a president and 
Congress that can work together in mutual respect." 

He tossed out the buzz words - Vietnam, Cambodia, CIA and 
Watergate - for the viewers to chew on for a late night snack. 

Ford played Lincoln for his windup with admonitions that: "A 
president should never promixe more than he can deliver and de-
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liver everything he has promised." 

"Mary Hartmann, Mary Hartmann" it wasn't. But good solid 
stuff it was - mostly - for those who perservered. -- 9/24/76 

Opinion in Dallas: 'Nobody Won' 
(Article by John Bloom, Greg Graze, Excerpted, 

Da11·as Times Herald} · 

The straw poll may not be very scientific, but it proved 
accurate at several places around Dallas where people gathered to 
watch the first Ford-Carter debate. Neither candidate won, 
according to a sampling of 40 people, but several voters changed 
their position to uncommitted after the debate had run its course. 

Only one person, Mike Moran, said the debate caused him to 
switch candidates, "I was for Carter," he said. "Now I think 
Ford. I believe Carter may be too truthful. I just don't think 
Carter could sit down at the peace table and talk to some of 
our enemies." 

Opinions weren't quite so strong at other places around town. 
At the Railhead Restaurant in North Dallas those who did watch 
agreed that Ford's performance was better than expected, and 
although no one's opinion was changed, several Carter supporters 
said they are now sliding toward uncommitted. 

At Boaz Hall, a dormitory on the campus of Southern Methodist 
University, 31 students squeezed around a television set in the 
lobby and watched what they considered a Ford victory. The vote 
was Ford 27, Carter 4. 

State Senator Oscar Mauzy said, "I admit I'm partisan, but 
I really think this totally exploded the concept that Carter i s 
fuzzy on the issues. Carter was very specific on tax reform a nd 
President Ford was terribly fuzzy." 

"I was disappointed in the demagoguery engaged in by Mr. 
Carter," said Tom Unis, the Dallas attorney who heads the Dallas 
County Texans for Ford. "He is the same kind of demagogue against 
the Republicans we've been using (in Texas) for 50 years, which I 
don't think befits a man of his position and the office he is 
trying to seek." 

U.S. Senator Lloyd Bentsen termed the debate "inconclusive" 
as far as settling the presidential race. -- 9/24/76 
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Our Classic Choice 
(Editorial, Excerpted, Dc::i.11·as Times Herald) 

Those voters who hoped that the first Ford-Carter debate 
would clear the uncertainty from their minds and move them 
finally into one camp or the other must be disappointeq. 

For while the confrontation displayed more of the candidates-
particularly Mr. Carter- than most of us have been able to see in 
a single glance, it revealed no new warts or blemishes, unveile d 
no traits of mind or character that we had not seen before. 

Standing before us was a classic Democrat and a classic 
Republican, each of whom seemed to have a solid grasp of the do-
mestic issues facing the country, each of whom prescribed solutions 
well within the orthodoxy of their political creeds. 

Mr. Carter proposed- as he has consistently- a modern-day 
version of the New Deal. He wants more government manipulation 
of certain aspects of the economy. 

President Ford, on the other hand, proposed stimulation of 
the private sector of the economy by tax-incentives to business 
which, in theory at least, would lead to industrial expansion and 
growth of the job market. 

This issues leads inexorably to two others- government spend-
ing and taxation. And again the candidates replied along classic 
lines. 

These are the "bread and butter" issues, and the candidates 
articulated them concisely and specifically. They are important 
to this campaign, for they force the voters to decide whether they 
are among the "haves," who are more likely to favor Mr. Ford, o~ 
the "have-nots," who might find Mr. Carter's plans tempting. 

The voters must also decide whether it is better for the 
country to have a single party in control of both the Capitol and 
the White House. Or are we better off with the present adversary 
relationship between the President and the Congress? 

These are traditional American choices, and millions of 
Americans- perhaps a third of the electorate- have not yet made 
them. The Magic Something that so may awaited to help us make 
it did not appear in Round One. -- 9/25/76 
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One for t:1e Negative 
(Editorial, Excerpted, · Dallas Morning News) 

Debate propositions ordinarily are couched in terms of 
innovation and change. Therefore the proposition debated Thurs-
day night would have gone something like this: Resolved, that 
Gerald Ford should be ejected from the White House on Nov. 2 
and Jimmy Carter installed therein. 

Carter spoke for the affirmative side, Ford for the negative . 
Judgments in such matters are always subjective, but in our own 
judgment the negative side carried the day. 

This is to say nothing of Carter's fundamental claims to the 
White House. It is to say merely that, in the specific setting 
of the Walnut Street Theater, Ford repelled the contention that 
it is time for a change in White House occupants. Carter scored 
occasional points, overall, however, he failed to persuade. 

This is because of two telling thrusts by Ford and a dissat-
isfying response by Carter on a point important to him. 

The first Ford thrust came when Ford challenged Carter's 
claim to have reorganized effectively the Georgia state government. 
The President noted that under Carter, the state budget actually 
increased 50 per cent; state unemployment likewise went up. 
Doubt thus was cast on his ability to shake up Washington, as so 
may times he has promised to do. 

The second thrust came in response to Carter's contention 
that tax loopholes supposedly benefiting the wealthy should be 
closed. Such loopholes, Carter plainly implied, help mostly 
Republicans. Beg pardon, said Ford; the loopholes were written 
by Democratic Congresses. To compound the injury done him, Caic r 
lamely replied that if he was responsible for the work of the 
Democratic Congresses, Ford was responsible for Watergate. It was 
not only a cheap shot but a non sequitur. 

Otherwise, the match was relatively even. Ford, who had been 
rather diffident at the outset, grew more animated as the affair 
proceeded and spoke much more dynamically than Carter. On the 
other hand, Carter's long suit is quiet confidence, and this he 
displayed to good advantage. Carter's closing statement seemed 
more effective than Ford's. 

The format of the debates was rather constraining and ought 
to be changed before the series resumes. The two candidates never 
spoke to each other; they conversed through mediators. Far more 
interesting would it be in future for them to ask each other 
questions- or at least to respond directly to each other's points 
without prompting from a _panelist. -- 9/25/76 
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Presidential Debate Needs More Spark 
(Editorial by Richard Morehead, Excerpted, Dallas 

Morning News) 

The next presidential "debate" needs a better format or it 
is destined to attract a smaller audience. The general feeling 
is that the performance was dull, even boring. 

To persons who follow politics, what the two men said was 
hardly new- except for Ford's indication that he will sign the 
tax reform bill. 

The next debate should permit the candidates to address 
questions to each other. After a panel reporter asks a question, 
and the candidate replies, it would be livelier to permit a 
question form his adversary rather than a followup from the 
panelist. The candidate first addressed should be given brief 
rebuttal time. 

Several viewers thought the candidates were "stiff." Both 
seemed uneasy in the beginning, and Carter appeared to loosen up 
more than Ford as the program progressed. 

Carter was graded best on appearance (possibly in his smile), 
while Ford kept his eyes downcast in the early part of the program 
rahter than eyeing the television audience. 

The candidates managed to convey to those who do not follow 
politics closesly that the main issue is expansion of government 
programs (Carter) versus concern for the taxpayers (Ford). 

Ford's best line was the summary on whether the voters will 
choosed Carter's promises or Ford's performance record.-- 9/25/76 

The Great Debate: Just a Big Fizzle 
(Article by Kent Biffle, Excerpted Dallas Morning News) 

The results are in. Nothing much happened. Dr. James T. 
Kitchens of Texas Christian University and the 14 students in his 
political communications course analyzed the presidential debaters' 
styles and conducted a survey. 

The conclusion: Carter supporters didn't think Ford won; 
Ford supporters didn't think Carter won. 

In a sampling, undecided voters tended to score the first 
debate a victory for Ford, however. Immediately following the de-
bate, students phoned 140 people at random from the Fort Worth 
phone book. 
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A projection of the 115 who responded indicated 3~.15 per 
cent for Carter; 30.35 per cent for Ford; and 37.5 per cent un-
decided. 

Ninety-seven per cent of the Carter fans watched the debate; 
82 per cent of the Ford supporters watched it; and 57 per cent 
of the undeiced ·voters bothered to look in. 

About 46 per cent of the undecided voters were undecided .. 
about who won the debate. The others felt Ford won- two-to-one. 

-- 9/26/76 
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Score Seven Rounds for Ford, 
Three for Carter, Three Even 

WEST 

(Editorial by Robert Pattridge, excerpted, Denver Post) 

Have no illusions, that wasn't Abe Lincoln and Stephen A. 
Douglas debating Thursday night. As in the Lincoln-Douglas 
debates, it was Jimmy Carter -- "The Little Giant" -- taking on 
an opponent of Lincoln's physical stature -- Gerald Ford.-
Neither damaged their chances Nov. 2 at the polls. Neither was 
in the Lincoln-Douglas debate class. 

Neither turned much of a lasting phrase in the great debate 
tradition of thorough, skillful language demonstrated by Lincoln 
nor the adroit, ready tactician that was Douglas. 

But while the critics pick away, Coloradans should 
remember Mr. Ford and Mr. Carter deported themselves well in 
the heat and glare of lights and failure of the sound system. 

When you cut through the baloney the debate on 13 rounds 
went 7 for Mr. Ford, 3 for Mr. Carter and 3 even. The Georgian 
started weak, came on stronger and copped the summation somewhat 
narrowly. 

Mr. Carter won, besides the summary, the pardon question as 
well as how to pay for new programs. Energy, unemployment and 
intelligence agencies questions were even. Mr. Ford took the 
balance with his incumbent knowledge. 

There is a lingering sense the erudite questions from news 
persons detracted from a head-on confrontation. Neither Mr. Ford 
nor Mr. Carter exhibited a knockout punch. They didn't sever 
any jugular veins. 

The mass of memorized economic figures recited by the 
debaters is beyond the grasp of most of us. 

Lacking the bitterness of the Lincoln-Douglas meetings, 
the first Ford-Carter debate whets the voter appetite. 

All in all it was a grim debate. Two ex-Navy men in their 
blue suits. Both likeable human beings. Both well prepared. 
Like Lincoln and Douglas, both from humble backgrounds where 
great Americans originate. 

Both were reluctant to smile, laugh or relax. Perhaps that 
too reflects the uncertain mood of American voters as they evaluate 
what was not the most earth shaking debate in our history. 
--September 26, 1976 
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Both Candidates Score; Future Debates Crucial 
(Editorial, exce_rpted, Denver Post) 

The first of the nationally-televised presidential debates 
between Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter is now history, but the 
results are far from conclusive. One thing is clear: The debate 
confirmed the two candidates are in a close, tight race which 
will probably go to the wire. 

Both men scored debating points, and were well primed for 
the pressure-packed confrontation before millions of Americans. 
They provided no surprises in philosophical differences and in 
restating previously-presented views on key domestic issues. 

But there was no breakthrough -- no clear-cut winner in the 
debate. Carter did not score a knockout blow nor did Ford. 

If an advantage was gained, it was probably Ford's He 
looked and sounded more forceful and "presidential" than he has 
in the past; and, since the President had been the underdog in 
the opinion polls, that must be considered a definite "plus" 
for his campaign. 

Those who thought Ford would be dealt a severe political 
blow by the initial debate clearly were proved wrong by his 
performance. If anything, the debate confirmed that the 
presidential contest is turning out to be closer than the early 
public opinion samplings indicated. 

Carter, who was expected to do well, sounded tentative at 
first, but came on stronger as the debate progressed, and he 
was more effective than Ford in the final summations. 

The format was far too stilted. Each debater responded 
virtually in a vacuum to the excellent, incisive questions of 
the reporters. 

It was apparent that both candidates were ultra-cautious, 
afraid of being caught off-guard with the sound suddenly switching 
on again. Under the circumstances, it was difficult for the 
public to get anything but a "programmed" view of the candidates. 
Perhaps the two men will loosen up in the remaining debates, 
and thereby project more clearly their images as national leaders. 

Valuable as they undoubtedly are, the verdict is still out 
on whether the debates will turn out to be the watershed of 
the 1976 presidential campaign. 
--September 26, 1976 
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Revamp the Debate Format 
(Editorial, excerpted, Denver Post) 

WEST 

The big loser in Thursday night's TV debate was neither 
President Ford nor Governor Carter. 

The big loser was the League of Women Voters, which 
promoted the event. What .isn't excusable and understandable 
is the putrid and arrogant performance by the League and 
candidate representatives who set up the debate and made the 
arrangements. 

The Thursday night performance was remindful of an old TV 
show -- the $64,000 question -- which put contestants in isolation 
booths while they participated in a trivia quiz and were suitably 
rewarded for their answers. 

The staging of the debate coullhardly have been more 
effective in placing the participants in a setting which 
destroyed TV's ability to communicate in personal, intimate 
and revealing ways. 

Because it was so depersonalized, the relevancy of the complex, 
important issues at hand was no doubt lost to many viewers. 

Get rid of the panel of questioners. Let the debates be 
held in a place where each TV network can set up its own 
equipment, use its own personnel, and cover the event in its 
own way. Eliminate the pooling arrangement, .so that a 
technical breakdown won't cause a total interruption such as 
that Thursday night. Give the audience the option of turning 
to another channel. 

And let there be sights and sounds which provide variety, 
and a sense of the drama involved, instead of the severely 
limited range of sensual stimuli -- dominated by deadly 
"talking heads" -- which characterized Thursday night's telecast. 

If they are to be called debates, let them conform in at 
least some measure to the traditional form of genuine give-
and-take confrontation, instead of a carefully managed and 
restricted recitation of facts and figures which ebb and flow 
in the precisely measured rhythm of an ocean swell. 

Let there be barbs and quips, an oral jousting with thrust 
and parry, involving opponents who are in a setting designed to 
enhance rather than encumber and stultify their efforts to 
make points with the public. 

Eliminate the stiff formality and set up a situation which 
provides some semblance of an adversary relationship. Offer an 
opportunity for some verbal fireworks. 

We're not asking for circuses instead of bread -- we think 
we ought to have both. 
--September 26, 1976 
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Coaching is Urged for Debaters 
(Excerpted, Rocky Mountain News) 

WEST 

Jimmy Carter sometimes sounded as though he were parroting 
the words of some "Harvey Hack" speechwriter. 

President Ford's closing statement was embarrassingly weak. 

Both men were seriously deficient of animation 
occasionally seeming "as lifeless as wax dummies." 

Those were some of the critical observations of Thursday 
night's presidential debate by a Denver expert, Frank Sferra, 
who said both contenders could stand a lot of coaching before 
their next encounter October 6. 

Sferra, one of six board members of the National Forensic 
l..eague, judged the contest a "disappointing tossup." 

He said he thinks voters would get a more revealing look 
at the candidates if they were under more pressure and were 
required to speak directly to each other. 

Sferra said he would rate the debate a tossup because 
Carter started weakly and made a strong comeback while the 
President appeared to fade towards the end. 

What advice would Sferra give the candidates if he were 
coaching them for their next meeting? 

"I'd tell Carter to get rid of the statistics," 
(particularly on taxation), Sferra said. "He went on too long. 
I'd tell him not to make it sound like something your speech-
writers and your Harvey Hacks wrote." 

Sferra said he would direct the President to punch up his 
next closing statement and try to sound a little more as 
though he were speaking off the cuff. 

While critical of the format, Sferra praised both men for 
recognizing and using some of its peculiarities to good advantage. 

"They really used the hatchet work on the response," he said. 
"If these people (the candidates' advisers) have any brains at 
all, the first statement will become more and more innocuous 
in future debates and the response will become more and more 
of a hatchet job."-- 9/24/76 
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This was effective, he explained, because the respondent 
was able to make a strong last impression on a particular 
question while his opponent had no opportunity to defend 
the initial answer. 

"Cheap shot! Cheap shot!" Sferra yelled when Carter 
executed a neat so-called hatchet job by following a reference 
to Ford with the statement, "Nixon was a strong leader, at least." 

He said neither man's voice was particularly advantageous 
for debating, but that "I found Carter easier to listen to." 

Although the President is a "more impressive looking man" 
than Carter in terms of size, Sferra said camera angles tended 
to nullify that factor -- which often is considered a valuable 
advantage in debate. 

Another way in which both men demonstrated their appreciation 
for the unusual format, Sferra said, was by not treating it 
like a real debate. 

"They spoke to the audience. They both avoided Nixon's 
mistake -- debating." 

Sferra said that if he could make a single change to make 
the next debate better for the candidates and their audience 
alike, it would be to shorten the program from 1-1/2 hours to 
one hour. 

Asked what he thought was the best feature of the debate, 
he said, "I thought the questions were the best part. They were 
superbly good. I thought the answers were incredibly evasive · 
or shallow." 
--September 24, 1976 

Partisans Believe Their Man Won Bout 
(Excerpted, Rocky Mountain News) 

A key worker for Jimmy Carter said he'd never seen President 
Ford "that clever." 

The comment following Thursday night's debate came from 
Mark Hogan, the former lieutenant governor who is now chairman 
of the Colorado executive committee for the Carter campaign. 

While Hogan was pleased with the Democratic candidate's 
overall performance, he said, "I thought Ford was very facile." 

He was well prepared, according to Hogan. 

Hogan's remark was atypical. 
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Most post-debate opinion sampled by the News split along 
party lines. Democrats thought Carter won and Republicans gave 
the victory to Ford. 

To Keith Brown, Ford's Colorado campaign chairman, 
Carter was straight out of "Li'l Abner." 

All the Ford supporters were impressed by Carter's slow 
start and the President's assertiveness. On both appearance 
and content, their man was a clear winner, the verdict went. 

A clearly partisan crowd of 20 Carter campaign workers 
gathered at their headquarters on E. Colfax Avenue to watch 
their favorite. 

The cheers soon began, however, when they felt their man 
was scoring some points on tax reform. 

"He's killing him," one campaign worker said after Carter 
attacked Ford on unemployment. 

Perhaps the biggest cheers of the night came when Carter 
said that if Ford insisted on holding him responsible for the 
Democratic-controlled Congress, then Ford should be considered 
part of the Nixon administration. 

On the whole, Carter's workers seemed buoyed by his 
performance, unanimous and sincere in their feeling he'd 
carried the debate. 

Similar divergence of opinion was found among advertising 
men, economists and pollsters specializing in politics, though 
most agreed that the contest between the President and the 
Georgia peanut farmer was informative and will help some 
people decide how to vote on Nov. 2. 
--September 24, 1976 
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Who Won? Each Side Stakes Claim 
(Excerpted, Daily Oklahoman) 

WEST 

Republicans said President Ford won. Democrats tended 
to think Jimmy Carter won. 

That was the predictable reaction of Oklahoma lawmak~rs to 
the Ford-Carter debate Thursday night. 

And with pne exception, they thought the panel of questioners 
was pretty good. 

Said GOP Sen. Dewey Bartlett, "The best thing that happened 
to Carter was when the sound blew." 

He said, "The President clearly won." 

Said Democratic Rep. Ted Risenhoover, "The breakdown of the 
TV transmission was typical of the lack of communication between 
Ford and the people." 

Republican Sen. Henry Bellmen said Carter's objective was 
to prove a need to change presidents, "and I believe he failed 
to do so." 

Democratic Rep. Tom Steed said no one won or lost, "but I 
think the long-range effect of the debate will be in Carter's 
favor ... He re-established himself as a well-informed man." 

Rep. Glenn English, Democrat, said the debate didn't bring 
out wide differences between the two candidates. And, he said, 
he was "extremely disappointed" that they did not talk about 
agriculture or about deregulation of natural gas or decontrol of oil. 

Bartlett said that although the President won the first 
round, it was not a knockout blow in the campaign. 

"I think we will see a wild-swinging Carter in the next 
debate." 

He said the President "hit hard -- about as hard as a 
president should hit." 

Bellmen said he would give them both good scores as debaters, 
so far as their understanding of the issues is concerned. 

"It seemed to me that Ford scored heavily twice: when Carter 
was trying to blame the mess in Washington on the president when 
Congress wrote the laws, and on the federal reserve question --
Carter wanted it politicized." 
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He said Carter "seemed a little smug, whereas Ford came 
on as solemn and earnest." 

Steed said that Ford "adroitly tried to avoid his handicap 
an administration cursed with high unemployment and inflation." 

"His diversionary tactics were good." 

Steed said the debate will not change many minds, but that 
"Carter reinforced the confidence his voters have in him more 
than Ford." 

He said that "Ford may have gone a little too far in 
antagonizing Congress." 

Risenhoover said that Carter "displayed a sensitivity to 
the problems of this country and the problems of the 
ordinary, everyday American." 

He contended that Carter was more relaxed, "because he 
had nothing to defend -- Ford had a poor administration to 
defend." 
-~September 24, 1976 

The Not So Great Debate 
(Editorial, Excerpted, Daily Oklahoman) 

Victimized by a 28-minute audio blackout, President Ford and 
Jimmy Carter may have put as many Americans to sleep as they 
convinced in the first of their nationally televised verbal con-
frontations. 

But on the positive side, the first Ford-Carter clash did 
serve an informative and constructive purpose by further exposing 
the sharp distinctions between the two candidates on economic 
policy. 

Carter's populist demagoguery was never more evident than in 
his repetition of the theme that our tax system is a "disgrace" 
and that it amounts to a "welfare svstem for the rich." 

That is political bunkum of a rather tawdry sort, and the 
suspicion grows that more than a few American voters will recognize 
it as such. 

True, our federal tax code is riddled with disincentives for 
savings and investment but that law was put there by the Democrats 
who have controlled congress for all but four of the last 44 years. 
And that is a fact Jimmy Carter cannot deny. 9/27/76 




